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* »*• In this book, Stephen F. Cohen reveals what has 

really happened in Russia since the dissolution 

of the Soviet Union, and the complicity of U.S. 

policy in a great human tragedy. Drawing on 

many years of studying and living in Russia, 

Cohen shows that what American officials and 

other experts call “reform” has for most Russians 

been a catastrophe and for the United States the 

worst foreign policy disaster since Vietnam: the 

unprecedented demodernization and destabili¬ 

zation of a fully nuclearized twentieth-century 

country. 

In contrast to the optimistic view regarding 

Russia’s future espoused by most U.S. policy 

makers, academic specialists, and the media, the 

majority of the Russian populace has been embit¬ 

tered by so-called reform economic policies that 

have left some 70 percent of Russians living 

below or barely above the official poverty line 

while depriving them of their life savings, welfare 

subsidies, health care provisions, and job secu¬ 

rity. As a result, Russia is now faced with one of 

the greatest social, economic, and political crises 

in its entire history—and the world with unprece¬ 

dented nuclear dangers. 

Failed Crusade is an indictment of American 

“Russia watchers”: policy makers, journalists, 

and scholars who failed to see or report the truth 

about Russian developments in the 1990s while 

enthusiastically endorsing the Yeltsin regime. 

Cohen argues that the U.S. missionary crusade of 

the 1990s to transform post-Communist Russia 

into a replica of America was ill-conceived and 

bound to be counterproductive, and that devel¬ 

opments in nuclear-laden Russia today represent 

(continued on back flap) 
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INTRODUCTION 

Russia is a country that no matter 

what you say about it, it’s true. 

Will. Rogers 

Will Rogers was right, but it’s no longer a joke. What 

influential Americans have believed and said about 

post-Communist Russia under Boris Yeltsin and Vladimir 

Putin, and acted upon, has contributed to a world of 

unprecedented danger. 

It is not the first time that Americans have sought 

and found in that remote and different civilization pri¬ 

marily “the kind of Russia we want.” In the twentieth 

century alone, there was the Red Menace of the 1920s 

and the Stalinist future that purportedly worked of the 

Depression-era 1930s; the populist ally of the war 

against Nazi Germany and the immutable “evil empire” 

of the early 1980s; the technological “colossus” that put 

the first satellite in space in 1957 and the economic 

“basket case” of the late 1980s. 
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Some of those perceptions had serious consequences, 

but none so perilous as the official U.S. view, widely 

shared by journalists, scholars, and others, that since the 

end of the Soviet Union in 1991, Russia has been a 

nation ready, willing, and able to be transformed into 

some replica of America. It has contributed to a human 

tragedy on a massive scale and, for the first time in his¬ 

tory, the destabilization of a fully nuclearized country. 

Failed Crusade can be read as contemporary political 

history, a warning, and an urgent call for a different 

American relationship with post-Communist Russia. 

Part I is an indictment, though I hope a civil one, of 

the U.S. professions that most engaged (actually misen- 

gaged) Russia in the 1990s, including my own col¬ 

leagues in academic life. Part II is my dissenting 

account of Russian developments and American-Russian 

relations since 1992. Though the essays in that section 

were written as events unfolded, I have updated them 

here in postscripts. Part III proposes a fundamentally 

new U.S. policy toward our former superpower rival. 

This critical book may not be well received by my fel¬ 

low academics or by journalists, but readers should not 

mistake my criticism of the media for ivory-tower con¬ 

tempt. Ever since I had to decline a New York newspa¬ 

per’s offer to become its Moscow correspondent in the 

late 1970s, journalism has been my avocation. In the 

1980s, I even wrote a syndicated column (“Sovieticus”) 

for The Nation magazine. And in addition to comment¬ 

ing on Russian affairs on other network broadcasts, I 

have been a CBS News analyst for more than a decade. 

In short, no professional antipathies underlie this 

book, only alarm over what has happened in Russia, my 
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own country’s complicity, and the dangers we now face. 

During many years of visiting and living in Russia, I 

have often heard^its fervent patriots say, “The West 

doesn’t need the truth about Russia.” But we do, now 

more than ever. 

1 have several important debts to acknowledge. Despite 

disagreeing with most of its contents, Professor George 

Breslauer allowed me to rehearse an early fragment of 

Part I in the valuable journal he edits, Post-Soviet Affairs. 

Marina Spivak helped me prepare the book in essential 

ways, both by assisting with the research and by put¬ 

ting my old-fashioned manuscript on the now necessary 

disc. James Mairs, my longtime friend and editor at 

W. W. Norton, coped with my missed deadlines and 

supported me in related crises, as he always has. 

Above all, there are my wife, Katrina vanden Heuv- 

el, to whom the book is lovingly dedicated, and our 

nine-year-old daughter, Nika. As a Russia specialist her¬ 

self and the editor of The Nation, Katrina has her own 

informed and strongly held views on the subjects treat¬ 

ed in Failed Crusade. I am greatly indebted to her for 

many matters of substance and style, and especially for 

ridding my drafts of mistakes and misjudgments. Any 

that remain are my own stubborn doing. 

It may seem odd to thank a child for anything more 

than forgiving an author’s parental absence, but it is dif¬ 

ferent with Nika. She has been with us during every 

stay in Russia, more than twenty, since her birth in 1991, 

just before the starting point of this book. Through her 
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fresh eyes and innocent questions about life there, I 

have seen and thought about things I would otherwise 

have missed. For that, and for accepting Russia in her 

own life, I am also lovingly beholden. 

S.F.C. 

New York City 

June 2000 

Note on Transliteration 

There are various ways of spelling Russian names in 

English. In the text, I have used the form most famil¬ 

iar or accessible to general readers. In the notes, wher¬ 

ever Russian-language sources are cited, I have used the 

Library of Congress system of transliteration (though 

without soft or hard signs) so that specialists will easi¬ 

ly recognize them. 



PART 1 

RUSSIA-WATCHING 

WITHOUT RUSSIA 





The Russian prospect over the coming years and 

decades is mote- promising than ever before in 

its history. 

David Remnick, journalist, 1997 

The guarded optimism of the economists . . . 

seems justified; the “holistic” transformation of 

Russia will continue. 

Richard Ericson, economist, 1998 

Optimism prevails universally among those who 

are familiar with what is going on in Russia. 

U.S. Vice President Al Gore, 1998 

Russia looks terrific to me, compared to the way 

it looked in the 1970s, 1980s, or in 1992. 

Robert Kaiser, journalist, 1999 

Russia is a radically different place today than it 

was ten years ago. . . . And just seven years into 

this transition, basic arrows on all the big issues 

are pointing in the right direction. 

Michael McFaul, political scientist, 1999 

Only a few years from now . . . what will be left 

standing is the towering edifice of Yeltsin’s 

achievement. 

Leon Aron, biographer, 2000 

We want to remind the world that transition 

can kill. 

Head of the Red Cross in former Soviet Georgia, 1996 



Russia is a zone of economic catastrophe. 

TV. Petrakov and V. Perlamutrov, 

Russian economists, 199J 

It is obvious that today Russia is in the deepest 

crisis of its entire history. 

Aleksei Podbereskin, 

Russian nationalist leader, 1999 

A human crisis of monumental proportions is 

emerging in the former Soviet Union. 

U.N. Development Program, 1999 

Russians are deeply pessimistic about the 

direction of their country: 78 percent believe 

Russia is heading in the wrong direction; only 

7 percent believe the country is heading in 

the right direction. 

Anti-Defamation League Sun;ey, 1999 

As a result of the Yeltsin era, all the fundamental 

sectors of our state, economic, cultural, and moral 

life have been destroyed or looted. We live literal¬ 

ly amid ruins, but we pretend to have a normal 

life. ... We heard that great reforms were being 

carried out in our country. They were false 

reforms because they left more than half of our 

country’s people in poverty. . . . What does it 

mean to continue these reforms? Will we continue 

looting and destroying Russia until nothing is left? 

. . . God forbid these reforms should continue. 

Alexandr Solzhenitsyn, 2000 



/America’s Russia-watchers, with only a few exceptions, 

committed malpractice throughout the 1990s. The results 

have undermined our values and jeopardized our nation’s 

security. 

When the Soviet Union ended in 1991, four Ameri¬ 

can professions laid claim to special expertise on post- 

Communist Russia: government policymakers, economic 

and financial advisers, journalists, and scholars. Main¬ 

stays of what was known as the “Washington Consen¬ 

sus,” Russia specialists in all those occupations professed 

to know the cure for what ailed their subject, gave reg¬ 

ular assurances about the ongoing treatment, and, while 

noting occasional relapses, predicted a full recovery. In 

reality, their prescriptions, reports, and prognoses were 

fundamentally and predictably wrong. 

A full inventory of the failures of U.S. policymakers, 

particularly during the years of the Clinton administra¬ 

tion, belongs to the final section of this book. We need 

to recall here, however, that their grand policy was 

nothing less than missionary—a virtual crusade to 

transform post-Communist Russia into some facsimile 

of the American democratic and capitalist system. 
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Moreover, it was not only an official project; it capti¬ 

vated investors, journalists, and scholars as well. 

The Crusade for the “Russia We Want” 

The idea that the United States might one day remake 

Russia in its own image, or at least “do their thinking 

for them,” originated after World War II among 

extreme advocates of the forty-year Cold War.2 By 1992, 

the first post-Soviet year and last year of the Bush 

administration, it had reemerged in the American 

mainstream. In April, for instance, a special gathering 

of government, business, media, and academic repre¬ 

sentatives recommended that the United States and its 

allies “deeply and swiftly engage themselves in the 

process of transforming the political and economic 

orders of these former Soviet republics.” A policymaker- 

turned-academic was more specific: “The West should 

create an elite corps of experts to live in the former 

Soviet Union and help officials there run government 

and business.”3 

But it was the Clinton administration that turned the 

missionary impulse into an official crusade—though, it 

should be emphasized, with enthusiastic bipartisan sup¬ 

port in Congress. Almost immediately after President 

Bill Clinton’s inauguration in January 1993, his experts 

were privately discussing “how best to reform Russia” 

and formulating a policy of American tutelage. The 

“whole policy” that emerged, as a State Department 

official later explained, was “aimed at the domestic 
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transformation of Russia.”4 In effect, the United States 

was to teach ex-Communist Russia how to become a 

capitalist and democratic country and oversee the process 

of conversion known as a “transition.” Certainly, Russia 

was not to be trusted to find its own kinds of change, 

lest it wander off, as a media enthusiast of the crusade 

warned, on “a strange, ambivalent path of its own con¬ 

fused devising.”5 

The lessons to be taught were simple but stern. Eco¬ 

nomic reform meant “shock therapy” and tight-fisted 

monetarism, especially severe budgetary austerity, an 

end to Soviet-era consumer and welfare subsidies, whole¬ 

sale privatization of Russian state enterprises and other 

assets, opening the country’s markets to foreign produc¬ 

ers, and a minimal role for the government. Political 

reform came to mean little more than fulsome support 

for President Boris Yeltsin because, top Clinton officials 

explained, “Yeltsin represents the direction toward the 

kind of Russia we want.”6 In addition to free instruc¬ 

tions, which meant “dictating national economic poli¬ 

cy,” the administration promised to help finance the 

transition, primarily through loans by the International 

Monetary Fund (IMF), unless Russia “fails to meet our 

conditions.”7 

In that spirit, legions of American political mission¬ 

aries and evangelists, usually called “advisers,” spread 

across Russia in the early and mid-1990s.8 Funded by 

the U.S. government, ideological organizations, founda¬ 

tions, and educational institutions, they encamped wher¬ 

ever the “Russia we want” might be proselytized, from 

political movements, trade unions, media, and schools 

to Moscow offices of the Russian government itself. 
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Among other missionary deeds, U.S. citizens gave 

money to favored Russian politicians, instructed minis¬ 

ters, drafted legislation and presidential decrees, under¬ 

wrote textbooks, and served at Yeltsin’s reelection 

headquarters in 1996.9 

For the sake of appearances, all of this had to be 

done, of course, with some diplomacy. Rarely if ever 

was the Clinton administration as bluntly missionary as 

the former national security adviser who announced 

that Russia’s “economic and even political destiny . . . 

is now increasingly passing into de facto Western 

receivership.” Or as categorical as the anonymous pro¬ 

grammatic letter that circulated in Washington in 1993: 

“The key to [Russia’s] democratic recovery is no longer 

in its hand. It is in ours.”10 Instead, Clinton officials 

periodically made a special point of declaring (usually 

when the crusade was going badly), “Russians them¬ 

selves have to decide. We can’t do it for them.” 

Rut that was not how the administration really 

thought or made policy, as evidenced, to take only a few 

random examples, by its unrelenting insistence on “our 

conditions”; by the U.S. ambassador’s boast in 1996 that 

“without our leadership . . . we would see a consider¬ 

ably different Russia today”; and by the testimony of a 

diplomatic insider that Vice President A1 Gore, who 

played a leading role in the policy, “undertook to rein¬ 

vent Russia.” Indeed, as late as 1999, one of the cru¬ 

sade’s chief architects was still extolling it: “Our policy 

toward Russia must be that of a lighthouse. . . . They 

can locate themselves against this light.”11 

Ry then, the crusade had long since crashed on the 

rocks of Russian reality. (One direct result was more 
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anti-Americanism than I had personally ever observed 

in forty years of studying and visiting Soviet and post- 

Soviet Russia.) How badly the Clinton policy failed may 

be a matter of opinion, and we will return to it in the 

final part of this book. My own view, as readers will 

understand later on, is that it was the worst American 

foreign policy disaster since Vietnam, and its conse¬ 

quences more long-term and perilous. 

But we can judge the failure by exact criteria. After 

the breakup of the Soviet Union in 1991, the foremost 

goal of U.S. policymakers should have been a Russia in 

full control of its enormous quantities of nuclear weapons 

and other devices of mass destruction, and therefore one 

that was prospering, politically stable, at peace, and 

fully cooperating with the United States on the most 

threatening international problems. As the twenty-first 

century began, neither Russia nor Russian-American 

relations looked much like that. 

American financial specialists on post-Communist 

Russia also failed spectacularly, and for related reasons. 

They bought zealously into the great crusade, which for 

them meant “Russia’s emerging market.” They too set 

out to build a neo-America on the Moscow River by 

using the “best minds that Wall Street and Washing¬ 

ton could muster.” Among them was the billionaire fin¬ 

ancier and philanthropist George Soros, who personally 

pledged “to direct the means for solving today’s press¬ 

ing problems in the Russian economy.”12 

U.S. investors were as missionary in their way as the 

Clinton administration. “Prominent U.S. investment 

advisers packaged most of the Russian bond offerings,” 

a former Wall Street Journal correspondent reminds us, 
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and “American stock-brokers wrote the book on Russia’s 

supposed industrial recovery.” Solicitations they sent to 

potential clients could have come from an American 

businessman already in Moscow: ’’This is entrepreneur’s 

heaven. There’s no telling how quickly this country 

. . . could look like the United States.” And so legions 

of Western profit seekers also invaded Russia “with 

American investors leading the charge.”13 

The failure of these Russia-watchers can be quanti¬ 

fied, at least approximately. Western bankers and investors 

were reported to have suffered their biggest single loss 

in history, potentially $80 billion to $100 billion, in 

Russia’s financial collapse in August 1998. (Soros’ 

Quantum Fund alone lost $2 billion, and several small 

funds were bankrupted.) American financial specialists 

on post-Communist Russia also failed in another way. 

They entered the twenty-first century mired in 

charges that their ventures had resulted in huge 

money-laundering schemes and other dubious transac¬ 

tions.14 

Nor can most American journalists who wrote about 

Russia in the 1990s look back with pride. Still worse, 

they had long been forewarned. At the birth of Com¬ 

munist Russia, Walter Lippmann and Charles Merz 

published an analysis of U.S. press coverage of the 1917 

Revolution and ensuing civil war between Reds and 

Whites that became a celebrated textbook case study of 

journalistic malpractice. Lippmann and Merz found that 

in terms of professional standards the reporting was 

“nothing short of a disaster” and that the “net effect 

was almost always misleading.” The main reason, they 

concluded, was that American correspondents and edi- 
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tors had believed fervently in their government’s anti- 

Red crusade and had thus seen “not what was, but what 

men wished to see.”15 

Eight decades later, it happened again. Most journal¬ 

ists writing for influential American newspapers and 

news magazines believed in the Clinton administration’s 

crusade to remake post-Communist Russia. Like a Wash¬ 

ington Post columnist, they quickly “converted to Yeltsin’s 

side.” Like Business Week’s Moscow correspondent, they 

“hoped for the liberal alternative” and believed in the 

“job that Yeltsin and his liberal reformers had begun.” 

Like the New York Times foreign affairs columnist, they 

were certain Russia needed the “same basic model” 

that America had. And with that newspaper’s corre¬ 

spondent, they worried constantly that Russia might 

opt instead for a “path of its own confused devising.” 

Some were even more embattled. For a longtime Wash¬ 

ington Post correspondent, the post-Communist crusade 

was another chapter in a “Cold War . . . not yet real¬ 

ly over.”16 

Leaving aside a plethora of factual errors, the first 

casualty, as Lippmann and Merz had warned, was pro¬ 

fessional objectivity. Moscow correspondents, according 

to a 1996 survey, tended to look at events there 

“through the prism of their own expectations and 

beliefs.” Three years later, a reviewer of a book by a 

former correspondent concluded that her “spectacularly 

wrong projections” arose out of her personal hopes for 

Russia, “which prompted her to accept appearances for 

reality and desire for fact.”17 

Such hopes and fears produced a U.S. media narra¬ 

tive of post-Communist Russia that was Manichaean, at 
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best one-dimensional, and based largely on accounts 

propounded by U.S. officials. (As a Washington Post cor¬ 

respondent explained approvingly, a determining fea¬ 

ture of the saga was “IMF standards for becoming a 

normal market economy.”)18 On the side of good were 

President Yeltsin and his succession of crusading 

“young reformers,” sometimes called “liberal demo¬ 

cratic giants”—notably, Yegor Gaidar, Anatoly Chubais, 

Boris Nemtsov, and Sergei Kirienko. On the side of 

darkness was the always antireform horde of Commu¬ 

nist, nationalist, and other political dragons ensconced 

in its malevolent parliamentary cave. Chapter by chap¬ 

ter, the story was reported over and again for nearly a 

decade, always from the perspective of the “reformers” 

and their Western supporters (the “smartest Russia- 

watchers”) who were invariably also its sources. It 

was, a leading Russian journalist thought, a “decep¬ 

tion.”19 

Yeltsin and his team were, it seemed, the only wor¬ 

thy political figures in all the vastness of Russia. Most 

Russians saw his shock therapy and other measures as 

extremist, but for the U.S. press Yeltsin was the sole 

bulwark against “extremists of both the left and the 

right.”20 There was little if any room for non-Yeltsin 

reformers. When one, Grigory Yavlinsky, ran against 

Yeltsin in the 1996 presidential campaign, he was pil¬ 

loried in American dispatches and editorials: “History 

will remember who was the spoiler if things go bad for 

democracy.” On the other hand, whoever Yeltsin appoint¬ 

ed, however unsavory his political biography, invariably 

turned out to have “clean hands” and be “one of the 

democrats” and a “real reformer,” including Yelstin’s 
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designated successor, Vladimir Putin, a career KGB 

officer.21 

Sustaining sucb^a Manichaean narrative in the face 

of so many conflicting realities turned American jour¬ 

nalists into boosters for U.S. policy and cheerleaders for 

Yeltsin’s Kremlin. As early as 1993, even a pro-Ameri¬ 

can Russian thought the U.S. coverage of his country 

was “media propaganda.” A New York press critic 

made a similar point in 1996, complaining that news¬ 

paper reporting was a “mirror of State Department dou¬ 

blethink.” For a senior American scholar, the media’s 

pro-Yeltsinism even “recalls the pro-Communist fellow- 

travelling of the 1930s,” though the “ideological posi¬ 

tions are reversed.”22 

American journalists created, for example, cults of 

those Russian politicians whom the U.S. government 

had chosen to embody its policy. The extraordinary 

Yeltsin cult of the early 1990s—“as Yeltsin goes, so 

goes the nation”—was eventually eroded by his policy 

failures and personal behavior. But as late as 1999 he 

remained, according to the New York Times, the “key 

defender of Russia’s hard-won democratic reforms” and 

“an enormous asset for the U.S.”23 

As for Yeltsin’s “young reformers,” no matter how 

failed their policies or dubious their conduct, their rep¬ 

utations hardly suffered at all, at least not for long. 

Consider Chubais, whom U.S. officials regarded as a 

“demi-god” and head of an “economic dream team.”24 

Even after he was widely suspected of having ordered 

a cover-up of a Kremlin crime by his aides (later con¬ 

firmed), a New York Times correspondent informed read¬ 

ers that “Chubais is plotting how to carry out the next 
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stage of Russia’s democratic revolution.” And long after 

he was known to have personally profited from the pri¬ 

vatization programs he administered, in part by rigging 

market transactions, he remained, according to another 

Times correspondent, a “free-market crusader,” indeed 

the “Eliot Ness of free-market reform.”25 Nor was the 

Times alone in such reporting. A 1999 study by two 

American journalists concluded that the Wall Street Jour¬ 

nal's Moscow bureau had been “little more than a PR 

conduit for a corrupt regime.”26 

There were even worse malpractices at the expense 

of American values. In 1993, U.S. columnists and edito¬ 

rialists almost in unison followed the Clinton adminis¬ 

tration in loudly encouraging Yeltsin’s unconstitutional 

shutdown of Russia’s Parliament and then cheering his 

armed assault on that elected body. The reasons given 

were uninformed and ethically specious. Insisting that 

“it would be not just expedient but right to support 

undemocratic measures,” journalists even rehabilitated 

the ends-justify-the-means apologia long associated with 

and thoroughly discredited by Soviet Communists 

themselves: “One can’t make an omelette without 

breaking eggs.”27 Even the next Parliament, the Duma, 

elected under Yeltsin’s own constitution, became a tar¬ 

get of U.S. media abuse, as though Russia would be 

more democratic without a legislature, with only the 

president and his appointees.28 

One other example should be given because it under¬ 

lines the irrelevance, even cold indifference, of much 

U.S. reporting on post-Communist Russia, where (even 

according to a semi-official Moscow newspaper) most 

people were “being exploited” and impoverished in 
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unprecedented ways. Discussing the brutal impact of 

economic shock therapy on ordinary citizens, another 

pro-Western Russian complained that American corre¬ 

spondents had “no desire to look Russia’s tragic reality 

straight in the eye.” A Reuters journalist later made the 

same observation: “The pain is edited out.”29 

Poverty and health problems were, of course, reported, 

but usually as sidebars to the main story of Russia’s tran¬ 

sition and as legacies of the Communist past. Virtually 

all American correspondents and editorial writers were 

contemptuous of any Russian proposals for a gradual, 

“somehow less painful reform,” whether by Yeltsin’s vice 

president in 1995 or Prime Minister Evgeny Primakov in 

1998 and 1999. Indeed, they seemed to think, following 

U.S. and Russian economists whose policies had already 

failed disastrously, that more shock therapy was need¬ 

ed, as in eliminating the housing and utilities subsidies 

that sustained tens of millions of impoverished families, 

perhaps half the nation or more. In May 2000, a New 

York Times editorial even urged Russia’s newly elected 

president, Vladimir Putin, to abandon progressive taxa¬ 

tion—a fixture of democratic capitalist systems—for a 

plan that could only benefit the well-off and further 

victimize ordinary citizens.30 

Like old-time Soviet journalists, American correspon¬ 

dents pardoned present deprivations in the name of 

future benefits that never materialized. As the country 

sank ever deeper into economic depression and poverty, 

they continued to parrot Kremlin and Washington 

assurances that the economic stability and takeoff, 

which still have not come, were just around the corner. 

(Vice President Gore is quoted as having said in March 
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1998, “Optimism prevails universally among those who 

are familiar with what is going on in Russia.”)31 On the 

eve of its 1998 financial meltdown (and even after, as 

we will see later on), they still found ways to assure 

readers that Russia was “a remarkable success story.” 

Not even Putin’s subsequent admission that “poverty 

exists on an unusually large-scale in the country” made 

it a focus of U.S. reporting.32 

Many American correspondents clearly did not like 

“doom and gloom” stories about unpaid wages and pen¬ 

sions, malnutrition, and decaying provinces, where, a 

Russian journalist tells us, “desperation touches every¬ 

one.” (Newsweek’’s correspondent advised the poor to 

continue living on bread: “They could do worse.”)33 Nor 

did they report more than a very few of the desperate 

acts of protest taking place around the country, and vir¬ 

tually none of the ways the “reform” government 

deprived workers of whatever rights and protection they 

had had in the Soviet system. American journalists 

found instead preferable “metaphors for Russia’s meta¬ 

morphosis”34—usually in the tiny segment of Moscow 

society that had prospered, from financial oligarchs to 

yuppies spawned by the temporary proliferation of 

Western enterprises. 

Thus, for a Washington Post columnist who had 

recently been a correspondent, an especially successful 

insider beneficiary of state assets was a progressive 

“baby billionaire” and, for the Wall Street Journal, a 

“Russian Rill Gates.”35 For many others, like a New York 

Times editorial writer and also former Moscow corre¬ 

spondent, “One of the best seats for observing the new 

Russia is on the terrace outside the cavernous McDon- 
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aid’s [that] serves as a mecca for affluent young Mus¬ 

covites. They arrive in Jeep Cherokees and Toyota Land 

Cruisers, cell phones in hand.”36 In the new Russia at 

that time, the average monthly wage, when actually 

paid, was about sixty dollars, and falling. 

No wonder few readers of the American press were 

prepared for Russia’s economic collapse and financial 

scandals of the late 1990s. Those who relied on the New 

York Times, for example, must have been startled to 

learn—from an investigative reporter, not a Russia- 

watcher—that contrary to its prior reporting and edito¬ 

rials, “The whole political struggle in Russia between 

1992 and 1998 was between different groups trying to 

take control of state assets. It was not about democracy 

or market reforms.”37 

To be charitable, we might find partial excuses for the 

failures of all these Russia-watchers. Policymakers may 

have been misled by politics, investors by profit seeking, 

journalists by deadlines and their editors’ expectations. 

Moreover, Russia was not the primary profession of most 

of them, who actually knew little about the country, not 

even its language. (The latter factor no doubt accounts 

for the striking absence of references to the local press by 

most American correspondents in Moscow.) 

But how to explain the equally large failure of schol¬ 

ars, at universities and think tanks, whose careers were 

devoted to the study of Russia and who were supposed 

to be exempt from those financial and political consid¬ 

erations? Begin by putting aside two misconceptions: 

that academics could not make elementary errors of fact 

or judgment; and that they rarely engaged in public 

affairs. 
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Consider two disparate examples of error. In their 

eagerness to denigrate the anti-Yeltsin Parliament of 

1993, two senior professors writing in the New York 

Times apparently mistook that legislature, which had 

been freely elected in the Russian Republic of the Sovi¬ 

et Union in 1990, for the Soviet Parliament elected less 

democratically in 1989. And in 1999, when commercial 

misrepresentations in Moscow were commonly known, 

Harvard’s Russian center wildly overpaid for what it 

thought would be the first U.S. copies of Soviet-era 

archive documents but which had been at another 

American research institution for years. Said the associ¬ 

ate director, “Oh, brother. That’s embarrassing.”38 

Political engagement was also a tradition in Russian 

studies. During the Cold War 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, 

scholars played a prominent role in congressional and 

media policy debates, for example, over detente and 

Gorbachev’s initiatives. Several university professors 

even served in the White House and State Department 

in Democratic and Republican administrations.39 And 

Russia scholars influenced American perceptions still 

more broadly through close relations with influential 

journalists. Moscow correspondents frequently prepared 

for the assignment by studying with academics, read 

their books, and later solicited their comments for dis¬ 

patches and analysis. 

However, whereas previously there had been a fair 

number on both sides of issues, in the 1990s the over¬ 

whelming majority of scholars commenting on contem¬ 

porary Russian affairs shared the U.S. government and 

media outlook on post-Communist Russia. Not surpris¬ 

ingly, they were strongly favored by the most influen- 
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tial newspapers and news magazines for opinion-page 

articles, quotations, and book reviews. Nor were they 

only “missionaries, from neoconservative think-tanks,” 

as a British scholar thought; they came from across the 

mainstream political spectrum. Meanwhile, the handful 

of Russia scholars who strongly dissented from “Yeltsin’s 

American apologists” went largely unneeded, unheard, 

and unheeded.40 

As a result, most of the media commentary by Rus¬ 

sia scholars, and by their colleagues in related academ¬ 

ic fields, hardly differed in substance or tone from that 

of journalists. Sometimes it was even more missionary 

and partisan. Scholars also believed in the need for a 

“Western economic strategy for Russia,” for a “massive 

Western presence” there, and for the United States “to 

provide the leadership.” One no doubt spoke for others 

in arguing that America should seize “this opportunity 

to change the traditional pattern of Russian history.”41 

And like U.S. officials and journalists, most scholars 

enthusiastically embraced Yeltsin as the “guarantor of 

reform” in Russia, one Berkeley historian putting him 

at once in the tradition of Peter the Great, Locke, and 

Jefferson.42 They too provided regular assurances of 

post-Communist Russia’s ongoing “success story” and 

dismissed even non-Communist Yeltsin opponents as 

“go-slow reformers,” “old-reform economists,” “spoil¬ 

ers,” and “frustrated rabble-rousers.”43 

When the ethical test came in 1993, university pro¬ 

fessors also failed. Believing that action was “long-over- 

due,” they urged Yeltsin to ignore “political propriety” 

and carry out a “coup” against the elected Parlia¬ 

ment—or as a Harvard historian recommended, “resort 



to methods that in the West would be unacceptable.” 

Lest anyone think Yeltsin lacked sufficient legitimacy, 

a Yale constitutional scholar compared him favorably to 

George Washington.44 

It was a shameful episode in the history of Russian 

studies but not the field’s main contribution to the col¬ 

lective American folly of the 1990s. The contribution 

that mattered most, and carried over into the new cen¬ 

tury, was to provide pseudo-substance and legitimacy 

for the basic assumption underpinning the entire U.S. 

crusade—the idea that Russia was in transition to 

American-style capitalism and democracy. The “transi¬ 

tion” rationalized U.S. policy, was made the ongoing 

narrative of media coverage, and gave scholars a new 

paradigm for research, funding, and promotion. 

Tramitionology 

American scholars of Russia generally prefer consensus, 

even orthodoxy, to controversy, probably in reaction to 

political winds that have periodically chilled the field 

since the McCarthy era. From the late 1940s to the 

1970s, the orthodoxy was known as the totalitarianism 

model. Its adherents, who dominated teaching and 

research, maintained that it explained the entire course 

of Soviet history, the full nature of the system that 

emerged, and the impossibility of any fundamental 

change in it. 

During the Cold War, using the totalitarianism 

approach was an ideologically satisfying way of con- 
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demning the Soviet Union—“pinning a ‘boo’ label on a 

‘boo’ system,” one critic remarked. But like most ortho¬ 

doxies, it obscured, more reality than it revealed. Even 

before Gorbachev’s reforms of the 1980s confounded the 

axiom that the Soviet system was immutable, research 

by a new generation of American scholars had already 

undermined the totalitarianism school both as historical 

interpretation and as political analysis.45 

The end of the Soviet Union required a different con¬ 

sensus, and it quickly emerged. Since the early 1990s, 

American scholars of post-Communist Russia have 

enthusiastically embraced a new guiding concept. Some¬ 

times known as “transitology,” it should be called 

“transitionology” in order to underline all its assump¬ 

tions and implications. 

Not all scholars adopted the new approach; as in jour¬ 

nalism, there have been important exceptions whose 

work is admirably different. But in terms of the profes¬ 

sion’s main developments, transitionology has become a 

near-orthodoxy—as its proponents tell us, the “standard 

fare,” the prevailing “organizing theme,” the “way of 

posing questions.” For decades, the word totalitarian was 

ubiquitous in titles of articles and books; now it is tran¬ 

sition.46 

The basic premise of transitionology is that since 1991, 

however “rocky” the road, Russia has been in a reform 

process of “transition from Communism to free-market 

capitalism and democracy.” Underlying that premise is 

another: Russia’s “transition,” no matter how painful 

and costly, is good, progressive, and necessary. That is 

why scholars, along with U.S. officials and journalists, 

frequently characterize it as “historic” and “great.”47 
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Practitioners of transitionology have little use for tra¬ 

ditional ways of studying Russia that involve history, cul¬ 

ture, popular attitudes, and extensive empirical research, 

which they dismiss as mere area study. (Many of them 

like to say that Sovietologists “lost their subject,” but as 

we shall see, it was they who lost sight of Russia.) They 

argue that their “theoretical” approach is far superior 

for two reasons. It is devoutly comparative—that is, it 

always examines Russia’s “transition” in the context of 

the same or similar transformations in other times and 

places, mostly in the West—and thereby transcends 

area study. And, according to these scholars, because 

they use purportedly universalistic concepts, methods, 

and theories taken from comparative social sciences, 

particularly political science and economics, their work 

is truly scientific.48 

Their claims have given rise to two misperceptions. 

One is that thanks to transitionology, the 1990s were an 

especially fruitful or “fecund period in Russian studies.” 

The other is that the new approach is the product of 

young scholars, a kind of academic “young Turkism.”49 

In fact, transitionology in Russian studies was launched 

by senior scholars at major universities, who have 

recruited, trained, and promoted its young cohort. 

Therein lies the full dimension of the problem. Most of 

the field—its senior, middle, and young generation— 

has succumbed to a concept that has already misled and 

devalued the profession even more than did the totali¬ 

tarianism orthodoxy. 

Indeed, the defects of transitionology are remarkably 

similar to those of its predecessor, with certain pluses 

and minuses reversed. Like the totalitarianism school, 
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the new one is inherently ideological, and it too pro¬ 

fesses to explain Russia’s past, present, and future. Like 

the old model, transitionology has a singular idea about 

causal factors and outcomes. In the totalitarianism inter¬ 

pretation, it was omnipotent state power and the impos¬ 

sibility of change for the better; for its successor, it is 

“civil society” and the near certainty of such change. As 

a result, transitionology, like its predecessor, is an ellip¬ 

tical or blinkered approach, highly selective in what it 

chooses to study and emphasize and thus in what it 

ignores, obscures, or minimizes. 

These defects, which appear also in the thinking of 

U.S. policymakers and journalists, need to be examined 

more closely. The problem begins with the ideological 

premise of Russia’s “transition.” Even leaving aside the 

misnomer “free-market capitalism,” which does not 

correctly characterize modern capitalist systems, why 

should anyone assume that Russia’s future must look so 

much like America’s present? There are other kinds of 

market economy and democracy. At bottom, the assump¬ 

tion is merely a political conceit. Arrogant and teleolog¬ 

ical, it is an academic expression of America’s 

post-Soviet triumphalism, a pseudo-scientific version of 

Francis Fukuyama’s “End of History” thesis, which 

along with most of the “Washington Consensus” did 

not survive the twentieth century.50 

Not much more can be said on behalf of the new 

school’s understanding of Russia’s past. Here too the 

flaw is in the basic premise. Why date “Russia’s tran¬ 

sition from Communism” from 1991? “Communism,” as 

that system was long defined in the West, barely exist¬ 

ed in the Soviet Union in 1991. It had already been 
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largely dismantled by Gorbachev’s reforms. And yet, the 

Gorbachev years are routinely dropped from the stan¬ 

dard narrative—if not blamed for bad developments— 

partly because commentators are reluctant to credit 

anything Soviet but also because of two other assump¬ 

tions: his reforms “failed,” the Soviet system having 

proved to be unreformable; and having proved to be 

unsustainable in transition, the Soviet Union “col¬ 

lapsed.” 

This is not the place for a historical digression, but 

readers should know that neither generalization is ade¬ 

quately supported by the evidence. During Gorbachev’s 

years in office, despite policy failures, the Soviet system 

turned out to be remarkably reformable—certainly far 

more so than most Western experts had ever imagined. 

The record also shows that the Union did not so much 

“collapse” as it was disassembled by a small group of 

ranking Soviet officials, Yeltsin foremost among them, 

in a struggle over power and property. 

However historians eventually answer these large 

and complex questions, they are crucial for understand¬ 

ing developments after 1991—the first essential refer¬ 

ence point for any serious analysis of what has happened 

in post-Communist Russia and why. But here too tran- 

sitionology shuns fundamental questions, as did the pre¬ 

vious orthodoxy, for the sake of dogma (and perhaps 

political correctness). 

Dating Russia’s “transition” from the end of the 

Soviet Union led many scholars to another unfortunate 

premise. They took for granted that Yeltsin’s U.S.- 

backed policies, which got under way at the same time, 

were the only meaningful kind of reform (usually 
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called “radical reform”) for Russia, particularly the 

shock-therapy and monetarist measures, and their 

attendant politics,/that so profoundly affected the coun¬ 

try after 1991. Equating “real reform” with Yeltsinism, 

as Russians sometimes categorize his leadership and 

policies in the 1990s, has had unseemly consequences, 

especially for scholars who should know better. 

On the elementary level of fact, the equation is either 

false or inappropriately subjective. Since the early 

1990s, a number of different programs for Russia’s mar- 

ketization and democratization have been put forward 

by non-Communists as well as by Communists.51 Some 

of those alternative policies are at least as reformist as 

were Yeltsin’s and conceivably would have been more 

effective. Certainly, they would have caused less suffer¬ 

ing. Nonetheless, they have been dismissed, even vili¬ 

fied, in the standard narrative by both scholars and 

journalists. 

In some instances, the result is an odd American 

mind-set. According to prevailing conceptions of “tran¬ 

sition,” Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal, for example, 

would not qualify as authentic reform, if only because 

it did not practice shock therapy or monetarism. Dur¬ 

ing Evgeny Primakov’s brief tenure as Russian prime 

minister in 1998 and 1999, he appealed to the Clin¬ 

ton administration for support by likening his own 

policies to FDR’s. Not surprisingly, he was met with 

undisguised suspicion by U.S. officials, journalists, and 

scholars. 

Equating Yeltsinism with the desired “radical 

reform” also has had moral consequences, even apart 

from the incongruity that Aanericans do not themselves 
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usually favor anything radical. In political history and 

philosophy, as in dictionaries, the word reform has a 

normative content that means improving people’s lives. 

Long before Russia’s financial collapse in 1998, it had 

been amply clear that Yeltsin’s policies were substan¬ 

tially worsening the living standards of the great 

majority of Russian citizens. Why scholars, or anyone 

else, would persist in calling them reforms is an ethi¬ 

cal puzzle. 

Some scholars stumbled into a deeper moral swamp, 

again along with U.S. officials and journalists. Propo¬ 

nents of “radical reform” for Russia understand that it 

results in “suffering on a large scale,” which they too 

excuse in the name of the future. Instead of identifying 

the victims by class or occupation—middle-class fami¬ 

lies, unpaid workers, or laid-off women, for example— 

they classify them by generation. The “transition,” they 

explain, “is unfair. It discriminates by age. The old do 

worse than the young.”52 

They reason, of course, that the young, who are pre¬ 

sumed to be much more democratic and entrepreneur¬ 

ial, can adapt while the Soviet-reared old cannot.53 In 

the exceedingly unlikely event that most young Rus¬ 

sians actually favor “free-market capitalism,” this may 

seem a small price to pay. But since non-young in these 

arguments usually means everyone over thirty-nine, 

even over thirty, transitionologists in effect endorse sac¬ 

rificing Russia’s middle-age and elderly citizens—in 

plain language, parents and grandparents—and even 

looking forward to their premature deaths.54 Need it be 

said that no American scholar, politician, or journalist 

would support such policies for his or her own country? 
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As those ethical lapses suggest, scholars too were car¬ 

ried away by the great crusade, as they above all should 

not have been. Smjtten with the Yeltsin government’s 

“reforms,” some became not merely its boosters but, 

with U.S. government and foundation support, its 

employees or “advisers.” (Some of them seemed ready 

to play the same role for the “reformer Putin.”) Here 

we find yet another curious reenactment of the old 

totalitarianism school. Many of its adherents related 

their scholarship to the perceived Cold War interests of 

the U.S. government. Transitionologists seem to have 

related theirs to the present-day interests of both the 

U.S. and the Russian governments. However sincere 

their intentions, no such relationship with official poli¬ 

cy on either side is good for scholarship. 

But these shortcomings are far from the full story of 

the failure of transitionology. As the 1990s unfolded 

into the twenty-first century, it was clear that its prac¬ 

titioners had overlooked Russia itself. 

Russian Studies Without Russia 

Language is the basis of discourse, including scholarly 

analysis and press coverage. If the language is false, so 

too is the discourse, as George Orwell went to lengths 

to warn. By trying to squeeze Russia’s post-Communist 

realities into American and other “comparative” pre¬ 

conceptions, by giving things names they do not war¬ 

rant, scholars and journalists have debased the 

vocabulary of their professions. 
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Here, at the expense of some repetition, is a partial 

inventory: 

•Since 1991, Russia’s realities have included the worst 

peacetime industrial depression of the twentieth cen¬ 

tury; the degradation of agriculture and livestock 

herds even worse in some respects than occurred dur¬ 

ing Stalin’s catastrophic collectivization of the peas¬ 

antry in the early 1930s; unprecedented dependence 

on imported goods (foremost food and medicine); the 

promotion of one or two Potemkin cities amid the 

impoverishment or near-impoverishment of some 75 

percent or more of the nation; more new orphans 

than resulted from Russia’s almost 30 million casual¬ 

ties in World War II; and the transformation of a 

superpower into a beggar state existing on foreign 

loans and plagued, according to the local press, by 

“hunger, cold, and poverty” and whose remote 

regions “await the approaching winter with horror.”55 

All this, scholars and journalists have called reform, 

remarkable progress, and a success story. 

•By any meaningful criterion, Russia’s was the worst¬ 

performing modern economy of the 1990s, and yet it 

was anointed the best-performing emerging market. 

That market, whose large transactions have been 

shaped less by competition than by presidential 

decrees and other administrative measures, and 

which features contract killing as the supreme form 

of litigation, has been called a free market—even 

though one of its most ardent proponents concedes 

that the “fundamentals of a market economy— 

remain unknown in Russian commercial life.”56 
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•An economic system that lacks any real national 

treasury or property laws and every year abets incal¬ 

culably more capital flight abroad than capital invest¬ 

ment in domestic production, and which regularly 

ranks near the top of international lists of corrupt 

systems, is called capitalism. Insider beneficiaries of 

state property fire sales and asset strippers—“loot¬ 

ers,” many citizens charge—are called robber barons, 

as though they are Russian Rockefellers and Carne- 

gies laying the nation’s foundations. Institutions that 

launder money, have few if any small depositors, and 

make no loans to productive business or homeowners 

are called banks, and enterprises feeding off the state 

and subject to its whims are termed privatized. (In 

April 2000, Putin’s soon-to-be prime minister finally 

acknowledged that most “have never been banks in 

the real sense.”) 57 

• Proclaimed a great achievement of reform, privatization 

requires a short digression. While small businesses 

struggle desperately to survive in a hostile state and eco¬ 

nomic environment—as late as 2000, they employed 

only 870,000 people—thousands of large privatized 

enterprises are said to represent the new capitalist econ¬ 

omy. In the mid-1990s, scholars and journalists assured 

readers that the “Russian Privatization Center . . . 

helps turn state enterprises into private, profitable 

businesses.” At the end of the 1990s, we learned that 

these industrial enterprises were only half as produc¬ 

tive as when they belonged to the Soviet state, in no 

small measure because privatizing often meant asset 

stripping.58 

Nor does private in Russia necessarily mean nonsta- 
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tist or autonomous. The founder of one of the largest 

banks, for example, referred to the prime minister as 

“my boss” and only half jokingly remarked, “I don’t 

own anything. I rent it.” A Russian scholar explains, 

“Financial groups today are dependent in the most direct 

way on state preferences and budgetary resources.” As an 

authoritative insider tells us, “The Government, if it 

wanted, could always have destroyed the oligarchs in 

a minute.” Thus, even the biggest “private” owners, 

or perhaps especially they, have always been prepared 

to leave the country on short notice in case the state 

decides to terminate their leases. No wonder an eco¬ 

nomics scholar concluded in 2000 “that privatization 

in Russia was largely a formality rather than a true 

reform.”59 

•Specifying other reform achievements has been more 

bizarre. Until mid-1998, the government’s nonpay¬ 

ment of wages, pensions, and other obligations, along 

with a massive pyramid of short-term debt some¬ 

times at triple-digit rates, was said to be a victory over 

inflation. (Work without pay could have been called 

by its original name, slavery, or, as it was known in 

tsarist Russia, serfdom.)60 A ruble artificially main¬ 

tained at a fourth or less of its actual value, until 

1998, largely by infusions of billions of IMF dollars, 

was called a stable currency;61 Without the slightest 

irony, the barterization, or demonetarization, of some 

50 percent or more of all economic transactions was 

termed monetarism. And the ongoing destabilization 

of a nuclear country was called macrostabilization. 

•Post-Communist society has also been fictionalized. 

The large, highly educated, and potentially entrepre- 
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neurial Soviet middle classes were decimated by shock 

therapy in the early 1990s. Then there emerged a 

tiny, yuppie-like strata paid relatively well to serve as 

an island of prosperity sustained temporarily by for¬ 

eign firms mostly in Moscow, but a group that owned 

little property and excluded most doctors, teachers, 

scientists, nuclear specialists, and other professionals. 

It was nearly wiped out by the financial meltdown of 

August—September 1998. This has been called the cre¬ 

ation of a middle class.62 

In the same vein, the tiny percentage of citizens 

who have profited from Yeltsinism and exhibited 

American-like ideas and behavior are designated civil 

society—an essentially ideological (not sociological) 

concept, even a “polemical” one, that can be made to 

include or exclude almost anything—while the rest 

of the nation is deplored for having failed to attain 

that exalted status.63 The poor, whom a leading Russ¬ 

ian economist and even President Putin call the 

country’s “No. 1 social problem,” are rarely men¬ 

tioned. That is why the often cited well-stocked stores 

usually resemble “museums, where people come to 

look but not to buy.”64 

•Presiding over all this in the 1990s and into the twen¬ 

ty-first century was a barely disguised form of Russ¬ 

ian authoritarianism that was called political reform 

and democratization. It featured a monarch-like pres¬ 

ident who ruled mostly by decree in defiance of a 

Parliament existing anxiously in the shadow of its 

recently destroyed predecessor, but who was himself 

so fearful that he relied increasingly on security offi¬ 

cers as his prime ministers. In the end, he resigned 
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only after having been guaranteed immunity from 

prosecution and having made the head of the former 

KGB his successor. The arrangement was termed con¬ 

stitutional democracy, even though political outcomes 

were so uncertain that a previous internal security 

minister did not rule out the possibility of a bloody 

“Indonesian or even Albanian variant.”65 (Forgotten, 

it seems, was Russian political history, which wit¬ 

nessed many constitutions but very little constitu¬ 

tionalism.) 

The president was supported or not, depending on 

oligarchical interests, by a largely controlled, bought, 

or otherwise manipulated media said to be a free 

press. (Yeltsin, according to a Russian scholar, refer¬ 

ring to oligarchical control of the media, was “not so 

much the guarantor of democracy as the guarantor of 

the oligarchy.”) Beyond the capital, the Kremlin’s 

relations with feudal-like baronies that in the 1990s 

periodically ignored the constitution, refused to pay 

taxes, forbade essential products from leaving their 

territories, and threatened to print their own curren¬ 

cies have been called federalism. Its Potemkin-village 

nature was demonstrated in 2000 when many previ¬ 

ously “independent” governors, confronted with the 

prospect of a strong leader in Putin and his steps to 

reduce their power and reimpose Moscow’s tradition¬ 

al control over the provinces, initially capitulated 

before beginning to resist.66 

•To conclude this inventory with an even larger exam¬ 

ple, anti-Western sentiment had never been as strong 

or widespread in modern-day Russia as it was at the 

end of the twentieth century. In 1998, the U.S. 
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Chamber of Commerce in Moscow warned Americans 

to conceal their nationality during protest demon¬ 

strations. Leaders said to personify U.S. goals in Rus¬ 

sia, notably Yeltsin and his “young reformers,” were 

among the most despised in the country. And 96 per¬ 

cent of Russians surveyed—including purportedly 

pro-American young people—thought the U.S.-led 

NATO bombing of Yugoslavia in 1999 was a “crime 

against humanity.” Ry 2000, some 81 percent believed 

U.S. policy in general was anti-Russian and even pro- 

Western Russians thought a “reverse iron curtain” 

was being imposed on the country’s borders. And yet, 

Russia’s entire “transition” was supposed to be syn¬ 

onymous with Westernization and joining the West.67 

A profound irony leaps out of all these misnomers 

and obscurations: In many respects, academic study and 

media coverage of Russia since 1991 have been 

Orwellian. If nothing else, they found mainly the “Rus¬ 

sia we want.” Even when harsh realities were taken 

into account, scholars and journalists saw promise above 

all else in them. An Ivy League professor concluded, 

“The guarded optimism of the economists . . . seems 

justified.” An influential, prizewinning journalist went 

further: “While it is undoubtably true that daily life in 

Russia today suffers from a painful economic, political, 

and social transition, the Russian prospect over the com¬ 

ing years and decades is more promising than ever 

before in its history.”68 

Sustaining so many detachments from reality meant 

that the narrative of post-Communist Russia had to 
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be selective. Like journalists, scholars relied heavily 

on a narrow range of sources, primarily fellow transi- 

tionologists and official data. The significance of some 

developments had to be inflated—for example, pros¬ 

perity inside the Moscow beltway—and that of others 

minimized, as was corrosive poverty in the provinces 

and even in the capital, where half the city’s citizens 

were officially poor by 2000. Some had to be virtual¬ 

ly omitted. Since 1991, Russia has suffered a terrible 

economic depression, but in the 1990s the word rarely 

appeared in scholarly or media accounts, still less any 

description or analysis of its consequences. 

As paradoxical as it may seem, American scholars and 

journalists have told us considerably less that is truly 

essential about Russia after Communism than they did 

when it was part of the censorious Soviet system. What, 

then, have been the actual main developments in Rus¬ 

sia since 1991? There have been several, but two must 

be emphasized, neither of which conforms to the still 

prevailing notion of a Russian “transition” or to any 

reasonable meaning of “reform.” 

Though it is no longer fashionable to say so in the 

social sciences, and journalists by nature pay little atten¬ 

tion, political, economic, and social realities are shaped 

by a historical process. Imagine very briefly Russia’s 

history since 1991 as experienced by Russians them¬ 

selves. It was punctuated by an extraordinary series of 

traumatic shocks (shok) without therapy inflicted on 

society from above. 

•In December 1991, Yeltsin and a small band of asso¬ 

ciates suddenly, without any legal or practical prepa- 
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ration, abolished the Soviet Union. For most Rus¬ 

sians, it terminated the only citizenship they had ever 

known. For their economy, which had for decades 

been an integral part of the Soviet economy com¬ 

posed of fifteen republics, the cost was the loss of 

many vital suppliers, consumers, and other markets. 

•In 1992 and 1993, hyperinflation generated by eco¬ 

nomic shock therapy and the abrupt decontrol of 

prices wiped out the life savings of most Russians, 

including the middle classes. Private pyramid 

schemes tolerated by the government and a 1994 cur¬ 

rency collapse then took much of what was left, 

while the false promises of “democratic” voucher 

privatization gave most people nothing in return. 

•In October 1993, Yeltsin used tank cannons to destroy 

not only the elected Parliament that had brought 

him to power and defended him during the attempt¬ 

ed coup of August 1991 but the entire political, con¬ 

stitutional order of Russia’s post-Communist republic. 

Along with much else, including a good deal of pop¬ 

ular idealism—for most Russians, their first experi¬ 

ence with democracy had been voting for parliaments 

in 1989 and 1990, including the one now destroyed— 

the country lost four years of progress, begun under 

Gorbachev in 1989, toward its first truly empowered 

legislature in modern times. 

•In December 1994, Yeltsin precipitately launched a 

war against the tiny breakaway republic of Chech¬ 

nya. Ry the time it ended in a temporary truce in 

1996, the war had killed tens of thousands of civil¬ 

ians, many of them ethnic Russians in the capital city 

Grozny; eviscerated and alienated the army; blown an 
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even larger deficit in the federal budget; made a 

mockery of constitutional federalism; and, barely 

noted, earned the horrendous distinction of being the 

first civil war ever to occur in a nuclearized country. 

•In August 1998, following a number of financial deal¬ 

ings that victimized or failed to benefit most Rus¬ 

sians, the government, after pledging not to do so, 

suddenly devalued the ruble, defaulted on its debts, 

and froze bank accounts. In effect, people’s savings 

were again expropriated, this time decimating even 

the post-1991 middle class. 

•And in the fall of 1999, bombs were mysteriously 

exploded in apartment buildings in Moscow and 

other cities, killing nearly three hundred people and 

spreading panic throughout urban Russia. Playing 

upon public fears, Yeltsin’s government, now headed 

by the former secret police chief who was soon to 

succeed him, launched a new all-out war against 

what remained of Chechnya. Ry the spring of 2000, 

the result was thousands more deaths, hundreds of 

thousands of refugees, the literal razing of Grozny, 

and nuclear threats on both sides. It has been said 

that Russia’s twentieth century actually began with 

its entry into World War I and the Communist Rev¬ 

olution that followed. Its twenty-first century began 

with a new kind of savage war with no end in sight. 

The first point to be made about this nine-year his¬ 

tory of shock politics and economics is that such meas¬ 

ures were always deplored by U.S. policymakers, 

journalists, and scholars when they were inflicted by 

the Soviet government. The second point is that the his- 
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tory unfolded in accord with a certain internal logic, or 

dynamic, each event reducing alternatives and paving 

the way to the next. In particular, each further under¬ 

mined aspects of the seventy-year-old Soviet order— 

institutional, economic, human—that could have been 

building blocks of a reformed Russia but were instead 

destroyed. 

This post-Communist history of needless, counterpro¬ 

ductive destruction was actually encouraged and applaud¬ 

ed by American scholars and journalists on the basis of 

an astonishing theory. It too must be noted because it 

reminds us again that the U.S. crusade and its mission¬ 

aries can be coldly indifferent to the human conse¬ 

quences for Russia. 

According to the theory’s many proponents, Russia’s 

“transition . . . requires the razing of the entire edifice” 

of the pre-1992 order or, as another political scientist 

put it, the “demolition of the Soviet ancien regime.” It 

was “desirable,” a Harvard historian wrote, “for Russia 

to keep on disintegrating until nothing remains of its 

institutional structures.” The greater the “rubble,” a 

word regularly used, the better. An economist explained, 

“A successful reform program must be trenchantly neg¬ 

ative. ... It must aim at destroying institutions.” Given 

such exalted scholarly authority, no wonder a corre¬ 

spondent could report admiringly on “Yeltsin’s many 

acts of necessary destruction.”69 

When it came to Russia, or possibly any country 

except their own, academic economists were especially 

nihilistic: “Any reform must be disruptive on a histori¬ 

cally unprecedented scale. An entire world must be dis¬ 

carded, including all of its economic and most of its 
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social and political institutions, and concluding with the 

physical structure of production, capital, and technolo¬ 

gy.” Unfortunately, such nihilism was not confined to 

Ivy League classrooms. As a World Bank official later 

regretted, “Some economic cold-warriors seem to have 

seen themselves on a mission to level the ‘evil’ institu¬ 

tions of communism and to socially engineer in their 

place . . . the new, clean, and pure ‘textbook institutions’ 

of a private property market economy.”70 

Readers will intuitively understand that behind all 

these condemned abstract “institutions” were Soviet-era 

programs and enterprises essential to the well-being of 

tens of millions of ordinary Russians—from health care 

provisions and pharmaceutical industries to food-pro¬ 

cessing plants. They were to be “razed” in the name of 

a privatized “free market” that almost a decade later 

has yet to replace them. One result has been a Russian 

demographic catastrophe unprecedented in peacetime.71 

Transitionologists blame it and almost everything 

else on a “Soviet system that imploded into rubble,” but 

in truth most of those essentials were still intact in 1991. 

As a Russian scholar points out, “The real destruction 

took place ... in the period from 1992 to 1998.” Con¬ 

trary to American scholars and journalists, there were 

non-Communist alternatives. A reformer opposed to 

Yeltsin and to the Communist Party protested, “I think 

that to build, it is not necessary to destroy everything 

first.”72 That so many Americans shared the nihilistic 

zealotry of the Kremlin can be explained only by a cru¬ 

sade blinded by ideology. '' 

Whatever the explanation, the history of post-Com- 

munist Russia hardly fits the imagery of a country “in 
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transit” to a progressive political and economic destina¬ 

tion. Indeed, it does not look like any kind of forward 

“transition” in Russia’s development. The disdain for 

gradualism and penchant for extremist measures, the 

imposing of Western ideas of change from above, the 

destruction of a parliament, the overweening role of a 

supreme leader and bureaucratic decrees, the govern¬ 

ment’s use of force against its own people—all this had 

been seen before in Russian history, before and after 

1917. If it looks like regression, again, why call it 

“reform” or ’’progress”?73 

Is it really possible that such a historical process leads 

directly to stable democracy and a civilized market 

economy, as was the mantra of the 1990s? Focus on just 

one post-Communist Russian reality: An impoverished 

people who have been deprived of their hard-earned 

wages and hard-won welfare entitlements, and whose 

savings have been confiscated more than once—all to 

the apparent benefit of a tiny, ostentatiously rich seg¬ 

ment of society. It alone is enough to inspire ominous 

regressions in Russia’s development. 

In the mid-1990s, to take an example familiar to his¬ 

torians of Russia, that nation’s old “accursed” question 

“Who is to blame?,” which so often had led to pogroms 

and blood purges, began to be heard again across the 

land. And once again, the Moscow establishment began 

to fear the narod, the people. No real student of Russia 

could have been surprised when Yeltsin and his family 

desperately sought ways to avoid possible prosecution, 

or persecution, as the end of his constitutional term in 

office grew near. Or that so many members of the polit¬ 

ical and financial elite had sent their children to edu- 
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cational sanctuaries abroad, along with their wealth. 

If there has been no “transition” in Russia since 

1991—or only one in directions unforeseen and unex¬ 

plained by its theorists—what has been the main devel¬ 

opment? Evaluating the economic and social consequences 

of “reform” in the 1990s, Russia’s own scholars reach for 

analogies. One points to the devastation of World War 

II, another speaks of “genocide,” still another compares 

them to the estimated destruction of a “medium-level 

nuclear attack.” In my own experience, the words col¬ 

lapse, disintegration, tragedy come more readily to the 

minds of most Russians than does transition, unless it 

means “from a state of crisis to a state of catastrophe.”74 

For them, the image of their country is not of a train 

making its way on rails, however roundabout, from one 

station to another, but of an out-of-control express that 

has plunged off the edge of a cliff. But what more 

specifically has happened? 

The answer begins with Russia’s post-Communist 

economic depression—“The Great Transition Depres¬ 

sion”—one considerably greater and more protracted 

than America’s of the 1930s. Even before the financial 

collapse in August—September 1998—contrary to pre¬ 

vailing opinion, its primary cause was not the “Asian 

flu” but Russia’s own underlying economic malignan¬ 

cies—GDP was barely half what it had been in the 

early 1990s, meat and dairy herds about a fourth, and 

real wages less than half. (For comparison, during the 

American Depression, output fell 27 percent.)75 

By the end of the 1990s, even a relatively prosperous 

Muscovite could see the “pitiful ruins of the Russian 

economy stuck out on the bared sandbars as if after a 
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shipwreck.”76 The storm may not be over. Despite a 

small and probably temporary economic upturn in 1999 

and 2000 largely bepause of higher world prices for Rus¬ 

sia’s oil and the ruble’s collapse, which favored domestic 

goods over expensive imports, the “pitiful ruins” remain 

unrepaired, real wages continue to fall and unemploy¬ 

ment grow, and new investment is minimal. 

If capital investment is the lifeblood of an economy, 

Russia’s was dying throughout the 1990s. In 2000, 

investment was 20 percent what it had been a decade 

earlier. It means that Yeltsin’s Russia was living off the 

historical product of the much maligned Soviet econo¬ 

my, from its capital stock to its educational system, 

while “reforms” confiscated, redistributed, and stripped 

its property and other assets. A provincial governor 

explained, “Since 1991, we’ve survived six, seven years 

on the previous regime. As of today, those reserves are 

100 percent exhausted.”77 Having produced almost noth¬ 

ing new and consumed most of what was readily at 

hand, the “reforms” collapsed. 

But something even more catastrophic has been hap¬ 

pening in Russia since the early 1990s. To anticipate a 

theme that appears later in this book, the nation’s eco¬ 

nomic and social disintegration has been so great that 

it has led to the unprecedented demodernization of a 

twentieth-century country. The process has gone virtu¬ 

ally unnoticed in the United States, but even a pro- 

Yeltsin Russian newspaper finally had to acknowledge 

it: “Russia has dropped out of the community of devel¬ 

oped nations.” A Russian scholar made the point in 

human terms, emphasizing that the 1990s had resulted 

in “the collapse of modern life.”78 
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The statistical and observed evidence speaks for itself. 

For example, essential infrastructures of modern life 

have lost decades of development, from science and pro¬ 

duction to health care and heating. (A specialist speaks 

of the “disappearance of the national R&D base.”) Most 

people work without regular pay, have few if any wel¬ 

fare benefits or savings, and live in or near poverty. 

Three of every four of them grow their own food to 

survive, though Russia is predominantly urban. Barter 

is often used instead of money. “Russia’s health pro¬ 

file,” an expert tells us, “no longer remotely resembles 

that of a developed country.” Epidemics of typhus, 

typhoid, cholera, and other diseases have reemerged. 

Most children, millions of whom no longer attend 

school, suffer from malnutrition, and male life expectan¬ 

cy has plunged to less than sixty years, about what it 

was at the end of the nineteenth century.79 

The worst of this “transition” back to a premodern 

age is unfolding in the remote provinces, where a 

“steady retreat of civilization” is under way. An Amer¬ 

ican Peace Corps volunteer reported on one provincial 

town: 

It’s decaying and dying. . . . There is no work at all. . . . 

Some people are eating dogs, others are giving their last 

kopecks to buy a loaf of bread. . . . There is no phone 

service in parts of the town because thieves stole the 

phone cables. . . . There is no police force to stop them. 

Apartments have broken toilets, no gas, running water 

only in the kitchen, certainly no hot water ever. ... In 

fact, these people are actually better off than people in 

Siberia. Out there some of them don’t have heat or food 

at all.80 
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The “reform” plague has even reached Russia’s agri¬ 

cultural heartland, where proximity to food normally 

cushions life in ba4 times. In January 2000, a Canadi¬ 

an journalist set out to discover the fruits of his coun¬ 

try’s U.S.-style crusade to transform Russia’s large 

collective farms into small family homesteads. He found 

this: 

The Canadians are long gone. So are the cattle, the fields 

of grain, the tractors, and even the roofs and walls of the 

cow barns. The buildings are gutted and looted. . . . Most 

of the farms are dead or dying. . . . The fields are full of 

weeds and bushes. There has not been a harvest for two 

years. 

When asked about her hopes for the new millennium, 

a seventeen-year-old girl in another provincial town 

spoke for tens of millions of Russians: “The twenty-first 

century? It’s difficult to talk about the twenty-first cen¬ 

tury when you’re sitting here reading by candlelight. 

The twenty-first century does not matter. It’s the nine¬ 

teenth century here.”81 

There is something both old and new in this tragedy 

of post-Communist Russia. Yeltsin’s “young reformers” 

claimed to be pursuing the “historic modernization” of 

Russia. In this respect, they were following an old tra¬ 

dition. From tsars to commissars, Russian governments 

had tried repeatedly to enact modernization, or “catch¬ 

ing up with the West,” from above. Sometimes the 

attempt had been relatively painless, sometimes “mod¬ 

ernization through catastrophe.”82 But never before had 

the outcome been an actual loss of modernity. 
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For American scholars, Russia’s tragedy has meant 

another profound irony. Concepts and theories of mod¬ 

ernization have been a major part of academic Russian 

studies for many decades. In this respect, they too were 

following an old tradition.83 For all its new language 

and social science pretense, transitionology is little more 

than a latter-day version of those old approaches in the 

field, now equating Russia’s modernization with a tran¬ 

sition to American-style democracy and capitalism. 

And yet, the transitionologists, scholars and journal¬ 

ists alike, missed the most important development in 

Russia since 1991, the exact reverse of the process they 

purported to study and report, the country’s year-by¬ 

year demodernization. In the end, the result was Russ¬ 

ian studies and media coverage without Russia. 

What Is to Be Done? 

Russians believe that their politics is cursed by two 

perennial questions—“Who is to blame?,” as already 

noted, and “What is to be done?” By the end of the 

1990s, American politicians and pundits were accusing 

each other of complicity in their own version of the 

first question, “Who lost Russia?” But hardly anyone 

was interested in asking what should be done to end the 

malpractice by Russia-watchers that contributed so 

greatly to the debacle. 

The general answer is simple. Journalists and schol¬ 

ars, whose work is supposed to be grounded in fact, 

have to stop producing virtual accounts of a “Russia we 
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want.” They have done it before, as I pointed out in the 

introduction, indeed repeatedly in the twentieth centu¬ 

ry.84 This time, however, the result has been much 

worse—widely believed misperceptions and false analy¬ 

ses of a country laden with nuclear and every other 

device of mass destruction. 

At least three steps are needed to dispel these exceed¬ 

ingly dangerous beliefs. The first is for journalists and 

scholars to distance themselves from U.S. policy and 

whatever larger consensus on Russia may exist at the 

time. Cooks have to produce for popular tastes and 

approving consumers, but in a democratic culture, 

scholars and journalists are supposed to be indifferent to 

prevailing appetites. In the 1990s, many of them abdi¬ 

cated their true mission to become missionaries.85 

The second step is for journalists and scholars to lib¬ 

erate themselves from pseudo-experts, particularly ones 

who think Russia is just like any other country, regard¬ 

less of its history, merely a “laboratory” for their theo¬ 

ries.86 (Surely there is something special about a nation 

in which both Communism and capitalism have been 

popularly discredited in barely eighty years.) Two kinds 

of self-professed experts played large detrimental roles in 

the 1990s: theoretical economists and financial investors. 

Both were like all those weapons specialists of another 

era who because the Soviet Union had weapons were 

considered “Soviet experts.” 

Globe-traveling economic shock therapists, from uni¬ 

versities, think tanks, and official agencies, were partic¬ 

ularly influential in shaping media opinion about 

post-Communist Russia. Unfortunately, most of them 

knew little about the country (except that it had an 
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economy) and did not care, seemingly in a Marxist-like 

belief that their laws and prescriptions applied equally 

to all societies. (Some were so little informed that their 

own undertakings in Moscow ended up mired in scan¬ 

dal.)87 To be fair to that profession, many of their fel¬ 

low economists strongly disagreed with their theories, 

and for good reason. Economic shock therapists turned 

out to be stupendously wrong about Russia. 

Scholars and journalists were swayed by missionary 

economists bearing prestigious Ph.D.’s, but why did 

they think financial investors were authoritative “infor¬ 

mation providers”? The reason, we are told, is that 

those profit seekers had invested so heavily in Russia.88 

The flaw in this reasoning—we already know what 

happened to their investments—is explained by two 

dissenting American journalists: “Any good business 

reporter knows that few stock analysts or brokers in 

emerging markets will go on the record as saying any¬ 

thing negative about their host country’s economies— 

because if they do, no one will buy into its market.”89 

Investors, economists, and U.S. officials were desig¬ 

nated experts on post-Communist Russia, even ranked 

among the “smartest Russia-watchers,” because they 

were leading actors in the missionary narrative. On the 

other hand, people who had real knowledge of Russia, 

or a different story to tell—many of them disdained as 

“sages of Sovietology” and relegated to the “ashbin of 

history”—were usually shunned.90 

Two victims of the Communist system, the Russian 

literary artists Andrei Sinyavsky and Aleksandr Solzhen¬ 

itsyn, to take examples known to some readers, had for 

many years been cited approvingly by American spe- 
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cialists for their anti-Soviet writings. But when they 

protested what was happening in their country after 

1991, they were ignored or derided. According to an 

American journalistic expert on Russia, Sinyavsky’s 

“understanding of the Russian transition” was “analy¬ 

sis based on emotion, conspicuous omission, disorienta¬ 

tion, and anecdote.” Once lauded for his insights, 

Sinyavsky was now castigated for “deeply flawed judg¬ 

ments based on surprisingly erratic observation.” As for 

Solzhenitsyn, even his formerly admiring biographer, 

an Ivy League professor, now dismissed him as an 

“irrelevant political dinosaur.”91 

Instead of trendy experts for the political season, real 

Russia-watchers have to find their own answers and, 

equally important, their own questions, even if they are 

not in fashion. The place to begin, which is the third 

step toward understanding post-Communist Russia, is 

with history. Journalists and scholars of contemporary 

affairs do not have to become historians, but they do 

need some general knowledge about what happened 

before 1991. Judging from generalizations made by 

young transitionologists and factual errors by journal¬ 

ists, neither know very much.92 

If they did, they would understand that Russia, as a 

Soviet reformer once remarked, can’t leap out of its 

long history any more than we can jump out of our 

skin.93 They would know that many measures adopted 

by Yeltsin, whose admiration for Peter the Great is 

well-established, had less to do with democracy or cap¬ 

italism than with recurring Russian leadership practices. 

They would worry that shock therapy and other U.S.- 

sponsored policies are reinforcing some of Russia’s worst 
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political traditions. And they would not perfunctorily 

rule out alternative ways of reforming Russia today, 

some “third way” between orthodox Soviet Commu¬ 

nism and the dogmas of the American crusade. Looking 

back, they would even have to ask if more productive 

and less costly possibilities had been abandoned in 1991 

with the Soviet Union. 

One alternative from the past is already on the pres¬ 

ent and future agendas of post-Communist Russia. U.S. 

crusaders insist on the need for a fully privatized “free 

market” system, but it is in conflict with Russia’s tra¬ 

dition. Before and after 1917, except for the aberrant 

Stalinist command system of 1929—86, the country has 

always had what Russians call a “mixed economy”— 

one featuring both state and private sectors in a market 

setting over which the government has substantial 

influence but not control. 

Ever since Russians were first asked in the late 

1980s, large majorities have repeatedly expressed their 

preference for a “mixed economy.”94 Today it means 

one that would combine freedom of private market 

enterprise with characteristic features of the latter-day 

Soviet system, including job guarantees, some regulat¬ 

ed or subsidized consumer prices, extensive welfare 

provisions, and state ownership of most essential indus¬ 

tries. Those latter features largely explain why 75 to 

85 percent of Russians surveyed in 1999 regretted the 

breakup of the Soviet Union, and a large majority of 

them in 2000 look back on the Brezhnev 1970s and 

early 1980s, before the onset of Gorbachev’s reforms, as 

“a golden era.”95 

What most Russians want, in other words, is similar 
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to European social democracy but contrary to the pro¬ 

gram (or “conditions”) of the American crusade. Any 

other kind of economy will have to be imposed on 

them, as was tried in the 1990s, to the detriment of 

democracy. Indeed, the “free market” disaster of that 

decade has only increased popular support for a “mixed 

economy,” which is now promised by almost every sig¬ 

nificant party in Russia. 

Thus does a bit of historical knowledge focus atten¬ 

tion on contemporary realities instead of myths, which 

is, of course, the most important step toward under¬ 

standing what has really happened in Russia since 1991. 

Russia has to be brought back into Russian studies and 

coverage, especially its people, whose fate U.S. politi¬ 

cians, journalists, and academics so lamented when they 

were the Soviet people. Books will eventually be writ¬ 

ten about all the developments omitted or obscured by 

American specialists in the 1990s, but let two examples 

represent the others. 

When Moscow’s U.S.-backed “reformers” of the 

1990s leave the scene, as they soon will one way or 

another, their primary legacy will be, in addition to 

millions of premature deaths, “social problem number 

one”—the impoverishment of their country. At the 

onset of the new millennium, some 50 percent of Rus¬ 

sians live below the official poverty line of $30 to $35 

a month and probably another 25 to 30 percent very 

near to it. (The tragedy is not only Russian: the num¬ 

ber of people living in poverty in the former Soviet 

republics rose from 14 million in 1989 to 147 million 

even prior to the 1998 crash.)96 In modern peacetime, 

never have so many fallen so far. 
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It is the only truly significant human “transition” 

that has occurred in post-Communist Russia. Poverty 

existed in Soviet Russia, as the crusade’s apologists 

always remind us, but in modern times never anywhere 

near as broadly, deeply, and desperately—and, of enor¬ 

mous political importance, never amid such ostentatious 

official corruption and ill-gained private wealth. This 

catastrophic reality is now the essential context for any 

truth-telling journalism, meaningful scholarly analysis, 

and humane policy-making, Russian or American. 

And yet, despite one authoritative report after anoth¬ 

er detailing the extent of Russia’s impoverishment and 

its terrible human consequences, most U.S. officials, 

pundits, and Russia-watchers still either do not see it or 

do not care.97 When the spell of “Yeltsin’s reforms” 

began to burst in the United States at the end of the 

1990s, it was due not to the suffering of the Russian 

people but to the Kremlin’s default on Western credits 

and news reports that its officials and oligarchs had 

used U.S. banks to launder billions of dollars. In most 

of the hand-wringing over “Who lost Russia?,” the lost 

lives of perhaps 100 million Russians seem not to mat¬ 

ter, only American investments, loans, and reputations.98 

Even when Russia’s hard times are acknowledged, 

they are still justified by the myth that the country’s 

young people nonetheless support U.S.-sponsored reforms 

and are, or will be, their “winners.”99 People under forty, 

particularly under thirty, have favored those policies 

more than have their elders. But to inflate this mar¬ 

ginal statistic into a generalization about young Rus¬ 

sians, or even a majority of them, is to assume, against 

all evidence and common sense, that young coal min- 
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ers, factory workers, soldiers, teachers, students, fathers, 

and mothers have not been “losers”—and that they are 

indifferent to the fate of their own parents and grand- 
, -* 

parents. 

In truth, extensive studies show that as the “transi¬ 

tion” continues, the “outlook is bleak for millions of 

young Russians.” Younger workers, for example, are 

becoming poorer than older ones. As for children, asked 

by specialists to draw their expectations of the future, 

six-year-olds to fifteen-year-olds portray it in “dark, 

depressive tones.” 

It is not hard to understand why. Many parental and 

institutional structures that sustain a child’s health and 

education are disintegrating. Even leaving aside mil¬ 

lions of orphaned, homeless, and more severely mal¬ 

nourished ones, 50 to 80 percent of all school-age 

Russian children are classified as having a physical or 

mental defect. It even turns out that in the purported 

transit to a better life, “children are more likely than 

adults to be impoverished.”100 In short, a great many 

young Russians may not be healthy enough, educated 

enough, or live long enough to be “winners.” 

No wonder an eminent Russian economist—he too 

was once admired in the West but no longer—warns 

that his country has become a “zone of catastrophe,” 

and even a moderate nationalist believes that “Russia is 

in the greatest crisis of its entire history.”101 In light of 

all this, can any American doubt that it is long past 

time for the United States to call off the crusade, stop 

demanding that Russia “stay the course,” and begin to 

think how we can really help that tormented nation 

and thus ourselves? 
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For that to happen, at least some of the architects 

and promoters of the crusade have to acknowledge its 

intrinsic fallacies and colossal failures—not for the sake 

of mea culpa but because a consequential rethinking 

process has to include mainstream Russia-watchers in 

the various professions. Even now, however, there are 

few signs that any of them are ready to do so. Since 

Moscow’s pseudo-financial system collapsed in 1998, 

there have been two general American reactions to the 

disaster in Russia and in U.S.-Russian relations. One 

denies there has been a disaster; the other denies any 

responsibility for it. 

The Clinton administration’s fawning endorsement of 

Vladimir Putin demonstrated that the official sponsor of 

the American crusade intended to retire in January 2001 

still proclaiming success. Russians with long-standing 

democratic credentials warned that the little-known 

Putin’s sudden ascension to the presidency was more 

akin to a Kremlin “coup d’etat” or uncontested Soviet 

balloting than a real election and might bring the for¬ 

mer KGB back to power. The administration, however, 

quickly proclaimed Putin “one of the leading reform¬ 

ers with whom “the United States can do business,” 

forgave his destruction of Grozny as a campaign to “lib¬ 

erate” the city, and hailed his March 2000 election as 

“a genuine democratic transition.”102 To justify its failed 

policies of the 1990s, the Clinton administration had to 

make Putin its Yeltsin of the twenty-first century. 

The tenacity of other American crusaders is more 

remarkable. We expect journalists and scholars to 

respond to facts. But “Russia looks terrific” to a Wash¬ 

ington Post correspondent, and another still extols the 
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“great Russian transition,” marveling that “Russians 

have accomplished much of what we asked.” With the 

Clinton administration, journalists reported that Putin 

occupied the Kremlin as the result of a “free transfer of 

power” and hoped he would now “drive home demo¬ 

cratic and market reforms that Yeltsin was unable to 

realize.” According to the New York Times Moscow cor¬ 

respondents, the former KGB chief “clearly has an 

intellectual grasp of democracy” and, despite some lam¬ 

entable “populist comments,” could push through the 

“most radical reforms.”103 

Indeed, with the help of newly bullish investors, the 

entire standard media narrative of “Russia’s transition” 

has been refurbished. The country’s economic boom is 

again said to be just around the corner, if not already 

under way, and its market the “best performing” one 

around. “Russians still have faith in a free-market sys¬ 

tem.” Chubais, though scandal-ridden and accused at 

home of behaving like a war criminal and “Stalinist” 

during the new Chechen war of 1999—2000, remains a 

liberal hero in the U.S. press, even godfathering a new 

cadre of “Russia’s best and brightest economists” for 

Putin. According to journalists, foreign investors are 

particularly optimistic about the new president because 

he has a “passion for order” and “a little authoritari¬ 

anism might be just what Russia needs.”104 

Scholars have also turned out to be resistant to Rus¬ 

sia’s realities. Economic specialists tell us that a “lot 

more has been accomplished than virtually anyone 

would have predicted.” A think-tank analyst eulogizes 

the “immensity of Yeltsin’s achievement,” which is cer¬ 

tain “to fulfill most Russians’ hopes.” A leading politi- 
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cal scientist, a historian, and an economist come forth 

to report more “good news.” Putin came to power 

through Russia’s “first ever democratic transition” and 

shows a “keen understanding of the historical moment,” 

and thus “prospects for meaningful reform in Russia 

are now excellent.” Reform still means, of course, “rad¬ 

ical reform,” or Chubais’s U.S.-backed program, which 

“most of us in the West would support.”105 

Nor has reality extinguished belief in the necessity or 

righteousness of the American crusade. According to an 

editor of the New York Times Book Review, which strong¬ 

ly influences how books on Russia policy are received, 

“Few in Western Europe and the United States doubt 

the desirability of remaking the former Soviet Union in 

a Western image.” The only “problem,” he adds, “is 

how to get there from here.” The same paper’s foreign 

affairs columnist knows how. He proposes a more deter¬ 

mined U.S. wager on “young Russians” with Americans 

“laying out a clear, strategic pathway for them.”106 

Charitable readers might feel some sympathy or even 

admiration for these true believers whose ideological faith 

defies mountains of refutation. Perhaps they are quintes¬ 

sential Americans, Gatsby-like policy dreamers believing 

“in the green light, the orgiastic future that year by year 

recedes before us, and so they “beat on, boats against the 

current. Or perhaps they are hapless Don Quixotes 

unaware that the Russian windmill they are storming is 

full of historical demons and nuclear devices. 

Then there are all the lapsed true believers since 

!998 who have turned Hank Williams’s confessional 

into an oxymoron: I was never blind, but now I see the 

light. (Or is it, as a Russian observer remarked, “a col- 
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lective recovery of sight”?)107 As happened when the 

U.S. war in Vietnam ended in disaster, so many pun¬ 

dits, scholars, politicians, and former officials now crit¬ 

icize the results of the crusade to remake Russia, it 

appears that hardly anyone was ever part of the “Wash¬ 

ington Consensus” behind it. 

Thus, the Clinton administration’s missionary approach 

long had considerable bipartisan support in Congress— 

Yeltsin was given the rare honor of addressing it in 

joint session even before President Clinton was elect¬ 

ed—but Republican committee chairs later hold hear¬ 

ings demanding to know, “Who lost Russia?” In the 

2000 presidential primary campaign, all Republican 

candidates insisted it wasn’t them. Their tongues 

untied, ranking Clinton officials come in out of the cold 

to say they had known about the policy failures all 

along. An international affairs columnist concludes that 

Yeltsin’s Russia is “lost to constructive engagement 

with Washington,” leaving us to wonder why he had 

earlier “converted” to Yeltsin. Newspapers and maga¬ 

zines editorialize similarly, also without noting that 

their opinions have changed.108 

There are many such cases. An influential newspaper 

itemizes “lost illusions about Russia,” but not its own. 

A former Moscow correspondent exposes the “myth” 

created about American shock therapists and Russian 

“radical reformers” without mentioning that he had 

been their enthusiastic proponent. Known for his upbeat 

analyses, another former correspondent complains about 

“wishful thinking.” Yet another correspondent abrupt¬ 

ly reverses his positive interpretation of Yeltsin’s eco¬ 

nomic policies and is awarded a Pulitzer Prize for the 
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revised rendition. A World Bank economist, also no 

longer tongue-tied in public, denounces the Russia poli¬ 

cies of the IMF and his own institution.109 

Scholars too suffer from amnesia. A Columbia Uni¬ 

versity economics professor bemoans the unproductivity 

of Russia’s “real economy,” which earlier he had advised 

be destroyed, and then, also without any acknowledg¬ 

ment of his turnabout, challenges the entire “assump¬ 

tion of ‘transition’” he had previously espoused. A 

senior Berkeley historian informs readers that “Rus¬ 

sia’s liberal experiment has now collapsed in a spec¬ 

tacular and completely unexpected fashion” without 

telling them he had been among its most zealous 

exponents or that the outcome had not been “unex¬ 

pected” for some of us. A Stanford and Carnegie polit¬ 

ical scientist asks, “What went wrong, so quickly?,” 

neglecting to point out that his own long-standing 

analysis had also gone wrong.110 

Indeed, what went wrong—that is, the underlying 

cause of the disastrous failure of U.S. policy toward post- 

Communist Russia—still is not generally understood or 

acknowledged. All the postmortems and finger-pointing 

notwithstanding, there has been almost no public recog¬ 

nition that the American crusade itself, along with its 

missionary economic “conditions,” was ill-conceived and 

doomed from the outset. The crusade has failed, but 

there is, alas, no reason to conclude, as does a prominent 

policy intellectual, “that the attempt to transform Rus¬ 

sia into a liberal democracy is over.”111 

Instead, American policy elites and pundits continue 

to believe that the United States has “an absolute 

responsibility to make sure the Russian experiment with 
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democracy comes out the right way” and that “dictating 

national economic policy” is the way to do it.112 Most of 

them look forward to another opportunity, as we have 

seen, for “re-making the former Soviet Union” with the 

same but “much more radical reforms,” the “most strin¬ 

gent possible conditions,” and a Russia that will “stay 

the course.” Thus, with Putin’s election in March 2000, 

IMF and other missionaries resumed their treks to 

Moscow in expectation of a “second beginning.”113 

But if the “point is not that we’ve misengaged Rus¬ 

sia,” as a leading academic specialist insists,114 how are 

the failures of U.S. policy explained? One way has been 

to adopt a new mantra: “Russia was never ours to lose.” 

Though completely true, it is, of course, a much belat¬ 

ed afterthought: the underlying premise of the crusade 

has always been that Russia is ours to remake and keep 

from a “path of its own confused devising.” 

The main way of explaining the failures of Russia 

policy, however, is to blame everything (and everyone) 

else. Some current and lapsed missionaries blame the 

Clinton administration or IMF for implementing the 

policy badly; some charge Yeltsin and his ministers 

with having lacked resolve; others indict the Russian 

Parliament; and still others blame ordinary Russians, 

who “don’t get it.” (An expert elaborates, “The Rus¬ 

sians are such a calamitous nation that even when they 

undertake something sane and banal, like voting and 

making money, they make a total hash of it.”)115 Over¬ 

whelmingly, though, the “legacy of 70 years of Com¬ 

munist rule” is blamed, as though Russia’s prior history 

was not known in 1992 or can be used indefinitely to 

excuse every U.S. policy failure.116 
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Not only is the missionary venture not blamed; offi¬ 

cials, scholars, and journalists closely associated with it 

are honored and promoted even as the disaster contin¬ 

ues to unfold. In 1999, for instance, the deputy head of 

the U.S. Treasury Department who oversaw economic 

policy toward Russia was given the top position, while 

his former boss, on whose watch tens of millions of Rus¬ 

sians were impoverished, entered the private sector guar¬ 

anteed at least $30 million for his first two years in his 

new position. A Harvard shock therapist under U.S. fed¬ 

eral investigation for financial dealings in Moscow was 

awarded the “most prestigious prize in economics short 

of the Nobel.” A journalist who misreported the story 

won a Pulitzer Prize. Even a former Yeltsin prime min¬ 

ister accused of corruption, Viktor Chernomyrdin, was 

still being honored in the United States.117 

Why are the “most fundamental, starting-point ques¬ 

tions,” as a critic of U.S. policy asks, avoided?118 The 

puzzle is greater because some were raised, however 

fleetingly, in influential circles. In 1997, Alan Greenspan, 

chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, questioned 

another missionary premise, doubting it was possible to 

“automatically establish a free-market entrepreneurial 

system” in post-Communist Russia. In the immediate 

aftermath of the 1998 financial meltdown, the Wash¬ 

ington Post, a longtime supporter of the crusade, sud¬ 

denly admitted, “We thought we knew how a 

Communist country could transform itself into a capi¬ 

talist one. ... A lot of rethinking needs to be done.” 

The head of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce in Moscow 

had a similar reaction: “We, all of us, believed in the 

reform process. And now it turns out we were wrong.”119 
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Why did doubts stop there and no influential rethink¬ 

ing actually ensue? A former top Russian official in sev¬ 

eral Yeltsin cabinets has a cynical explanation: “The 

IMF was pretending that it was seeing a lot of reforms 

[while] Russia was pretending to conduct reforms.”120 

His answer may reveal a good deal about his own con¬ 

duct, but most American crusaders were true believers. 

The critic of U.S. policy quoted just above thinks the 

answer may be a “lack of intellectual honesty,”121 but 

this too requires explanation. 

Part of it may be a generic memory of McCarthyism. 

(How else to explain U.S. cover story titles like “Red 

Alert” and “Red Scare” when it seemed that the Com¬ 

munist presidential candidate might defeat Yeltsin in 

1996, or a young American scholar’s need to characterize 

him as “the odious Communist candidate”?)122 Through¬ 

out the 1990s, the American crusade and its all-out sup¬ 

port for Yeltsinism were seen, or presented, as the only 

alternative to the “threat of a Communist comeback” in 

Russia. No other non-Communist possibility, a former 

insider testifies, was “even considered.”125 Nor have 

most Russia-watchers been able to imagine another 

alternative. When some of them were asked in late 

1998 by the White House and IMF if they had any new 

proposals for Russia, “none did.” And in 2000, anti- 

Communism was given by U.S. officials, journalists, and 

academics alike as a primary reason for now supporting 

the former KGB officer Putin.124 

Many Russia-watchers may therefore worry that crit¬ 

icizing the basic premise of American policy will be 

labeled pro-Communist or, in today’s code expression, 

“nostalgia for the Soviet Union.” Readers may be sur- 
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prised, but it does still happen. In recent years, I have 

witnessed this obscene political practice in my own pro¬ 

fession, journalists in theirs, and even the former chief 

economist of the World Bank in his, “From this cold- 

war perspective, those who showed any sympathy to 

transitional forms that had evolved out of the Commu¬ 

nist past and still bore traces of that evolution must 

themselves be guilty of ‘Communist sympathies.’”125 

On the other hand, this factor should not be exagger¬ 

ated, especially in light of the heretical questions posed 

in the New York Times Magazine in 1999 by a once pro- 

Yeltsin journalist, albeit a British one: “Has the Presi¬ 

dent we in the West supported, feted, lauded become 

worse than the Communists we helped him to over¬ 

come? Have the market reforms that we promoted and 

helped pay for been so counterproductive that we have 

helped create a Frankenstein’s monster of a state, which 

lost its way out of the gradualist reformism in the 1980s 

into a shock no society could bear?”126 The writer, a per¬ 

son of impeccable standing in high political and finan¬ 

cial circles, backs away from an answer. But if his 

question marks are deleted, the passage reads like an 

epitaph for the American crusade, even a rehabilitation 

of Gorbachev’s much maligned Soviet reforms. 

We need, then, a larger or additional explanation for 

the failed crusade’s near immunity from fundamental 

criticism, at least on the American side. It is probably 

to be found in the nature of those professions that do 

most of the Russia-watching. None of them are inher¬ 

ently self-critical. U.S. politicians and officials, as we 

know, are allergic to self-criticism, as evidenced by the 

near absence of a modern-day American history of res- 
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ignation from government on matters of principle. 

They even shun lesser degrees of nonconformity. 

“Washington policymakers,” according to a Beltway 

insider, “almost never speak their mind in ways that 

will offend people.”127 

Mainstream journalists and scholars also have strong 

conformist conventions. Much as Russia scholars prefer 

consensus, even orthodoxy, to dissent, most journalists, 

one of them tells us, are “devoted to group-think” and 

“see the world through a set of standard templates.”128 

For many decades—we need only recall the findings of 

Lippmann and Merz in 1920—both professions have 

usually taken their “templates” on Russia, for better or 

worse, from U.S. policy. They did so during the long 

Cold War with Soviet Russia and now again during the 

decade-long crusade to transform post-Soviet Russia. 

For them to break with “standard templates” requires 

not only introspection but retrospection, which also is 

not a characteristic of either profession. In the practice 

of journalism, acknowledging basic misjudgments of 

reporting, news analysis, or editorial opinion is rare; as 

an eminent columnist laments, “There is not much of 

a place for looking back.”129 Scholars sometimes do 

look back on their work, but not often or very criti¬ 

cally in the politically thin-skinned field of Russian 

studies. 

At the end of the 1990s, a few journalists and schol¬ 

ars did begin to rethink their assumptions about U.S. 

policy and post-Communist Russia. A Washington Post 

columnist characterized the crusade’s policies as a 

“reform-to-ruins process,” though he still believed in 

“helping the Russians get it right.” His counterpart at 
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the New York Times took the next step: “We should butt 

out of their politics. We have done more harm than good 

to genuine reform.”130 A few scholars also began to 

reassess their thinking. One admitted, “We were wrong,” 

and another tried to explain why: “Since 1991, we have 

viewed Russian reality through the lens of ideology.” A 

young scholar even acknowledged, “We gravely misun¬ 

derstood the patient.”131 

But these remain exceptions and well short of the 

essential truth behind the failed crusade: The United 

States does not have the right, wisdom, or power to 

intrude so deeply into Russia’s internal affairs—indeed, 

into its destiny. Any attempt to do so will be danger¬ 

ously counterproductive, as happened with such dire 

consequences in the 1990s. We have survived a decade 

of a recklessly misconceived American policy toward 

the first nuclearized country in history to have fallen 

into a state of political, economic, and social instabili¬ 

ty, but time for a fundamental change of course is run¬ 

ning out. 

Escaping a calamitous political dead end requires acts 

of what Russians call “civic courage.” In this case, to 

reemphasize the point, it requires the architects of the 

U.S. crusade and its leading missionaries to acknowl¬ 

edge they were wrong, and why. In democratic Ameri¬ 

ca, the political price of such courage is cheap, whereas 

in Communist Russia it was very high but many peo¬ 

ple were willing to pay it.132 

The contrast is still valid. As the question “Who is to 

blame?” becomes a clamor for blood retribution, the 

cost of civic courage in Russia is again escalating. Some 

Russians, unlike their American counterparts, again 
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seem willing to risk it. The makers, practitioners, and 

defenders of U.S. policy toward post-Communist Russia 

in the 1990s should consider the desperate plea of a 

young Russian politician. Not long ago, he and his party 

stood with Yeltsin and his U.S.-sponsored “radical 

reforms.” Now he “delivers an indictment of all the 

heroes of this era, including ourselves.” He continues, 

The names of people on the right and on the left will for¬ 

ever be among the names of the architects of the ruins to 

which Russia has been reduced. Today, we still have a 

chance to admit our mistakes, to draw genuine lessons 

from what happened to our country. If we don’t do it, the 

people will; if the people don’t do it, history will; if his¬ 

tory doesn’t do it, God will.135 
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For fools rush in where angels fear to tread. 

Alexander Pope, „ 

Washington and other capitals have an enormous 

stake in the writing of the history of the Yeltsin 

era that has begun in Moscow. 

Jim Hoagland, in the Washington Post1 

Journalists like to say that their work is “a first rough 

draft of history.” American press coverage of Russia in 

the 1990s, as we have seen, failed to serve that purpose. 

This section of the book is an alternative draft of that 

history—nine articles and an interview I published in a 

weekly magazine and two newspapers in the years from 

1992 to 1999. Of varying length, two originated as con¬ 

gressional testimony, the others in response to events.2 

Arranged by year, they form an analytical chronicle of 

post-Communist Russia and U.S. policy. 

The articles and interview appear here as they were 

originally published, except for postscripts appended at 

the end of each, an expanding of the last piece to June 

2000, and some small alterations. In one case, I have 

restored the original text abridged by editors and in 

another added several lines from an article written at 

about the same time but not included here.3 I have 

deleted a few brief digressions on matters no longer of 

interest and inserted an occasional word or date to clar¬ 

ify the time frame. Most of the articles were written 

three weeks before the publication date given at the 

end of each of them. 
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This section of the book has an additional purpose. 

American scholars and other commentators who were 

wrong about post-Communist developments in the 

1990s usually excuse their failure by maintaining, as 

has a prominent historian, that “no one . . . anticipat¬ 

ed anything quite like such an impasse” in Russia 

today. Looking back on the “transition” and resorting 

to primitive labels, the leading missionary economist, to 

take another example, claims that “Russia has per¬ 

plexed us all. . . . Optimists and pessimists can find evi¬ 

dence to support their past predictions, but both have 

been surprised in one way or another.” Or as a jour¬ 

nalist succinctly misstates the matter, “Everyone was 

wrong.”4 

Such assertions are not only untrue—they detract 

from a full discussion of what went wrong in Russia 

and in U.S. policy. If nothing else, they disregard and 

thus exclude from consideration arguments made by 

the few scholars, myself included, who dissented from 

American policy and the standard narrative of the 

1990s, and who warned of dire consequences, as did 

a number of economists who were not Russian spe¬ 

cialists.5 (For the record, it should be noted that a 

handful of political figures and non-academic com¬ 

mentators also criticized the Clinton administration’s 

policy before it became customary to do so, most of 

them, for whatever political or intellectual reason, con¬ 

servatives.)6 

More important, to claim that no one understood 

post-Communist Russia is to revert to an old and now 

more dangerous notion that Russia, whether Commu¬ 

nist or not, is by nature too aberrant to be understood. 
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It is to leap from the crusading arrogance of the early 

1990s that knew everything about Russia to a con¬ 

temptuous unwillingness to learn anything about it. In 

policy-making, it is to relegate the world’s largest ter¬ 

ritorial country, and a fully nuclear one, to some per¬ 

verse realm that can only be isolated and contained. 

Hence the revival of Winston Churchill’s unfortu¬ 

nate aphorism that Russia is “a riddle wrapped in a 

mystery inside an enigma,” and the widespread blam¬ 

ing of that “calamitous nation” for America’s failed 

policies and expectations. Thus, for what is thought to 

be an exceptionally sophisticated Western magazine, 

Russia has become “a strange country, perhaps a 

uniquely strange country.” Even the Clinton adminis¬ 

tration, in complete incongruity with its missionary 

assumptions, adopted a version of this nonsense, the 

banal malarkey of a nineteenth-century poet favored 

by maudlin Russian intellectuals and their Western 

devotees, “Russia is understood not by the mind. . . . 

In Russia one can only believe.”7 It too is not only 

untrue—it is a reckless abdication of reason in a world 

made ever more perilous by Russia’s ongoing disinte¬ 

gration. 

The publications that follow, along with the writings 

of some of my colleagues, are, I believe, evidence that 

Russia can be understood and therefore wisely engaged. 

No special brainpower, methodology, or theory is 

required, only a willingness to set aside preconceptions 

and learn as much as possible about Russia’s past and 

present. To the extent that I have succeeded and my 

warnings been confirmed by events, I wish I had been 

wrong. 
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What’s Really Happening In Russia? (March 1992) 

Q: The long-standing discrepancy between American media 

perceptions and Soviet realities was a constant concern in 

your column, “Sovieticus,” in The Nation in the 1980s. You 

have recently returned from a visit to post-Communist Russia. 

Given all the changes in the former Soviet Union, and the end 

of Russian censorship, is there no longer a discrepancy? 

SFC: We have much more information about Soviet, 

and particularly Russian, affairs than we had before 

Mikhail Gorbachev came to power in 1985, and Amer¬ 

ican reporting from the scene is better—less simplistic 

and more detailed. But new stereotypes, myths, and 

misconceptions have emerged in our mass media—espe¬ 

cially in what passes for commentary—and in our polit¬ 

ical discourse. And though they are the opposite of Cold 

War misperceptions, they too obscure much more than 

they reveal. Indeed, I worry that it may become just as 

difficult to have an informed, dispassionate discussion of 

Russia in the United States today as it was during the 

Cold War years. 

The basic problem, as always, is the American habit 

of interpreting Russia through the prism of our own 

ideology—of finding there only what we seek, and 

seeking only what we find comforting. For decades, it 

was an alien “Communism” and “totalitarianism.” Now 

it’s an American-style “free-market democracy” and 

“civil society.” Many commentators, and some corre¬ 

spondents, are functioning less as journalists than as 

cheerleaders for “free-market capitalism,” which they 

can’t distinguish from corrupt black marketeering. 
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Some base their accounts on self-described Moscow 

democrats, who aren’t always objective sources and 

whose radical views may be no less self-destructive than 

those of Russia’s pre-Soviet intelligentsia. Even eminent 

professors have entered the fray. A Berkeley historian 

tells us in the New Republic that we shouldn’t hold Boris 

Yeltsin to high democratic standards, because of the 

good things he is trying to achieve. Yeltsin deserves our 

support, but didn’t American apologists for the Bolshe¬ 

viks, and even for Stalin, offer the same excuses? 

Each of us has the right to hope that Russia will 

become what we think it should be. But the ideological 

perspectives of the American right and left can’t make 

analytical sense of that country’s defiantly complex his¬ 

tory and politics. As always, they only distort our polit¬ 

ical discourse and policies toward Russia. 

Q: You speak of new myths about Russia. Give us an example. 

SFC: Myths may not be entirely false. Usually, they 

inflate a partial truth into an overwhelming one that 

obscures other truths. Take, for example, the current 

notion that a “civil society,” eager for a democratic 

market system, has emerged as the driving force in 

Russian political life, even defeating the attempted coup 

against Gorbachev in August 1991. For many observers 

of Russia who consider themselves to be right-mind¬ 

ed—scholars, journalists, and democratic activists 

alike—this has become a new orthodoxy. Everything 

used to be attributed to a “totalitarian Kremlin.” Now 

we have another extreme of simplistic analysis. 

“Civil society” isn’t even a very meaningful or use¬ 

ful concept in this context. Borrowed from the history 
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of Western democratic theory, it’s another attempt to 

squeeze Russia’s traditions and realities into our ideo¬ 

logical constructs. Indeed, the idea of a civil society is 

more philosophical than sociological because it is 

assumed to be democratic by nature. If so, how to 

explain Nazi Germany, which had some kind of civil 

society? Nor is it a valid empirical generalization about 

Russia’s 150 million people. Opinion polls tell us that a 

great many of them don’t understand or don’t want 

markets or democracy. Some Russian sociologists worry 

that much of their country is more akin to a “lumpen 

society,” the opposite of civil society. Anyway, to 

explain everything in terms of a surging civil society is 

bad analysis and history. Several hundred thousand 

Russians may have actively opposed the August 1991 

coup; the rest were passive or silent. 

Myths popularized by the failed coup, which remains 

a mystery in important respects, would matter less if 

they did not focus on partial truths. A struggle for mar¬ 

kets and democracy is part of the Russian political story 

today, though that saga began under Gorbachev, not 

under Yeltsin after the coup. Rut consider two other 

large developments. 

In most of the former Soviet republics, notably in 

Russia itself, leaders are calling for radical political and 

economic reform in the name of society. Even leaving 

aside how much of this may be designed to win Amer¬ 

ican support, most of these leaders were Communist 

Party functionaries in the Soviet system—members of 

Soviet elites that fragmented during the Gorbachev 

years—now engaged in a zealous struggle over vast 

property and power formerly controlled by the Soviet 
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state: factories, banks, land, shops, television networks, 

publishing houses, apartments, transportation, and, of 

course, military- property. Like yesterday’s Marxists, 

today’s anti-Communists understand that property is 

power, so the struggle is raging everywhere, from the 

capitals to the provinces. Some of these people, perhaps 

many of them, are sincere converts to marketization and 

democratization. But it is foolish to ignore the politics 

of confiscation unfolding since late 1991 and its dan¬ 

gerous echoes of politically motivated expropriations 

earlier in Soviet history. It helps to explain the revival 

of some authoritarian traditions around governments in 

the former republics professing to be democratic, includ¬ 

ing Yeltsin’s. 

The second development is related. Our attention is 

riveted on Yeltsin’s government in Moscow. But in Rus¬ 

sia and several other former Soviet republics, consider¬ 

able real power has migrated from the capital to the 

provinces. The process began under Gorbachev as cen¬ 

tral political authority weakened and elections made 

provincial officials more dependent on local constituen¬ 

cies. But it’s now being driven and intensified by the 

economic situation. The scarcity of goods and the break¬ 

down of distribution have put enormous power in the 

hands of producers. That means the country’s large state 

factories and farms are still run by the old elites and 

nomenklatura and are located mainly in the provinces. 

Neither Yeltsin nor any other Moscow leader can gov¬ 

ern, much less reform, Russia today without at least the 

tacit support of these powerful provincial elites. Real 

power—to produce and deliver goods—is in their 

hands. They could, for example, starve the large cities, 
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the bastions of whatever democracy now exists, while 

bartering among themselves. Many of these econom¬ 

ic elites want to take more direct control of their 

enterprises by “privatizing” them, but is that real 

marketization? Most of them now profess to be anti- 

Communists, but does that make them democrats? 

And what about their close ties to provincial military 

commanders? Whatever the case, while our diplomats 

and journalists seek Russia’s destiny in Moscow, it is 

being determined largely in the vast and remote 

provinces. 

Q: For someone who always argued that fundamental 

change was possible in the Soviet system, you don’t seem to be 

impressed by the dramatic changes that have occurred. 

SFC: Despite prevailing scholarly and media views to 

the contrary in the 1970s and early 1980s, it was easy 

to understand that significant changes would eventual¬ 

ly come in the Soviet system. Nothing in history or pol¬ 

itics is immutable, and factors favoring reform were 

already observable. It is much harder today to be cer¬ 

tain about what has actually changed irrevocably and 

what has not, and to weigh what has passed against 

what remains. Take, for example, the prevailing con¬ 

clusion, which has become so axiomatic that hardly 

anyone disputes it: “The Soviet system has collapsed.” 

Certainly, this is so in important ways, but also not 

so in important ways. It’s a mistake to equate the Sovi¬ 

et system over the years so completely with the Com¬ 

munist Party—or Communism with what we might 

call “Sovietism.” The party was a very important part 

of it, but far from all of it. For example, the party con- 
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trolled the state, but the state—the “administrative- 

command system,” as it became known—primarily con¬ 

trolled society, at least the economy. So what happened? 

The Communist Party actually lost its monopoly on 

politics as early as 1989—in that fundamental respect, 

the Leninist system was already disintegrating as a 

result of Gorbachev’s reforms—but the state adminis¬ 

tration continued to function. After the 1991 coup 

attempt, the party collapsed, but has the Soviet state 

system? We shouldn’t be misled by surface changes, 

however dramatic. Many links in the system have been 

ruptured, especially between Russia and the former 

republics and in economic distribution. The names of 

lots of cities, institutions, and streets have been 

changed. 

But consider some fundamental continuities in Rus¬ 

sia itself. The economy—at least 95 percent of it— 

remains in the hands of the state. No new elites, as I 

said before, have emerged. At the regional and local 

levels, the old authorities are largely still in place, hav¬ 

ing fled from the party to other power structures. And 

class relations are as they were. A new class of entre¬ 

preneurs is emerging, but it remains tiny and weak. 

Many popular attitudes do not seem to have changed 

greatly. Most citizens still expect the kind of cradle-to- 

grave welfare state that was a defining component of 

latter-day Soviet Communism. 

In all these fundamental respects, no new revolution 

has occurred in Russia, although it is fashionable to 

speak of one. And if we ask more correctly about the 

prospects of further reforms in the system, the towering 

question that faced and undermined Gorbachev also 
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remains: How do you actually implement marketization 

and democratization in a system where large segments 

of local officialdom—which evolved over decades into 

an entrenched caste of political, economic, and military 

power holders—and of the populace are opposed? It can 

be done, I think, but not easily or quickly. 

There’s an even larger interpretive question here. Was 

Communism or Sovietism really something entirely 

alien to and imposed upon Russia, as many Western and 

Russian commentators now insist? If so, we could imag¬ 

ine a quick escape from the past. We could believe 

Yeltsin when he tells us he is president of “another 

country.” But if to a significant degree Soviet Commu¬ 

nism grew out of and perpetuated Russia’s authoritarian 

traditions, as I think was the case, we need a different 

perspective. Despite the modernizing and Westernizing 

changes that have occurred over the years, Russia can¬ 

not jump out of its skin—certainly not into ours. 

I even have some doubts about another prevailing 

certainty in the media-—that we’ve seen the last of 

something like the Soviet Union. The Union has col¬ 

lapsed politically. All fifteen former republics say they 

are fully independent states. Some have gained diplo¬ 

matic recognition, and some are moving toward sepa¬ 

rate militaries and currencies. But here too we have to 

think about continuities and factors that may favor 

some kind of new union of several or most of the for¬ 

mer republics. 

Think of these pro-union factors as grids that stretch 

across and bind the entire territory. There is, of course, 

a single energy and economic grid. Few essential indus¬ 

trial enterprises can produce without components made 
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in other republics. There is a single military grid. For 

all the rival claims to military property, the Soviet army 

is still garrisoned bn most of the republics and largely 

under Moscow’s command. And there is a human 

grid—75 million former Soviet citizens who live outside 

their ethnic territories, including 25 million Russians; 

millions of ethnic intermarriages; millions of non-Rus¬ 

sians who speak only Russian and Russians who live 

elsewhere but can’t speak the native language. Not sur¬ 

prisingly, in a recent referendum, in March 1991, some 

77 percent voted for preserving the Soviet Union. 

These ties that bind now seem less important than 

nationalist politics in the newly proclaimed states, but 

here we have to think further. Most nationalist leaders 

are ex-Communists engaged in political struggles at 

home. If their conversion to nationalism is less than sin¬ 

cere or complete, how long and fully will they play the 

nationalist card on territorial space that has been dom¬ 

inated by Russia’s size and power for centuries? Mean¬ 

while, Yeltsin insists that the imperial “center” ended 

with the Soviet government. Rut Russia, or Moscow, 

was the center of the Soviet Union. And though Yeltsin 

has renamed those Soviet ministries “Russian,” they 

still exist. Some are being reduced, but others are being 

consolidated, including the security ministries. More¬ 

over, Russian nationalism, the strongest ideological 

force in Moscow today, won’t disregard its 25 million 

compatriots living elsewhere, or easily concede the Sovi¬ 

et Union’s former economic and military property, as 

we see in the dispute over armed forces in Ukraine. 

I’m not predicting a new Soviet Union, only arguing 

that here too there are more good questions than 
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answers. One is whether Gorbachev was right in insist¬ 

ing that marketization and democratization stood a bet¬ 

ter chance in a reformed Soviet Union rather than 

without a union. 

Q: So you don’t put much credence in the Commonwealth of 

Independent States, which was created in December 1991 by 

abolishing the Soviet Union and Gorbachev’s government? 

SFC: We should wish it well, because it’s a fine idea. 

But it’s a paper idea unlikely to withstand all the fac¬ 

tors I’ve already mentioned, from the struggle over 

property to the enduring union grids. In fact, republic 

leaders who joined the commonwealth had conflicting 

reasons for doing so. Some hoped it would become a 

reformed union along the lines proposed by Gorbachev; 

others, a way station to total independence. Not sur¬ 

prisingly, there’s been more conflict than consensus ever 

since the documents were signed. Moreover, it’s not pos¬ 

sible to create a new state or commonwealth overnight, 

just by declaring it. Even the best such political inten¬ 

tions require decades, and not all the intentions leading 

to the commonwealth were of the highest political 

order. Much of the process was based on a chain of 

political betrayal. Gorbachev’s own ministers—by the 

way, they were chiefly men of the state, not the 

party—betrayed him by staging the August 1991 coup. 

Gorbachev returned to Moscow and reached a series of 

political arrangements with Yeltsin, who then betrayed 

him and all the leaders of the non-Slav republics by 

going to Belarus with the Ukrainian leader Leonid 

Kravchuk in December to abolish the Soviet Union. 

Kravchuk then betrayed Yeltsin and the Russian Par- 
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liament by reneging on several military and financial 

agreements. And so it goes. How much that is good or 

durable can be built on the politics of betrayal? 

Q: Most of the changes we now see are results of Gorbachev’s 

almost seven years in power. As one of the few American 

scholars who argued from the beginning that he was an 

authentic reformer, can you now evaluate his years as a 

leader? 

SFC: It’s not a simple matter. Political obituaries pub¬ 

lished since Gorbachev left office differ greatly. West¬ 

ern commentators tend to agree, and rightly, that his 

role in international affairs has earned him a great and 

positive place in history. More than anyone else, he 

deserves credit for ending the Cold War, liberating 

Eastern Europe, reuniting Germany, and ending Rus¬ 

sia’s long isolation from the West. On the other hand, 

many people, particularly in Russia, insist that no 

leader who presided over the disintegration of his own 

country, the crisis of its economy, and the collapse of 

his own party can be called successful. Others try to 

strike a balance: Gorbachev brought freedom but elim¬ 

inated sausage. 

So, many complex factors and outcomes have to be 

taken into account. A full scholarly evaluation of Gor¬ 

bachev’s leadership won’t be possible for many years, 

for severed reasons. First, Sovietologists who denied for 

decades that change was possible in the system now 

lack useful concepts for even defining the success or 

failure of such reforms. Second, Gorbachev attempted 

something unprecedented in history: simultaneous 

transformations to democracy, a market economy, and 
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real federalism. Comparisons with lesser reforms in 

other societies are therefore partial or seriously mis¬ 

leading. Third, we still do not know how much freedom 

of decision-making Gorbachev had during his years in 

power, and thus how many unwise decisions were actu¬ 

ally of his own making. For this, we need memoirs and 

archives. Fourth, it’s not impossible that Gorbachev will 

have some kind of political afterlife that will alter our 

judgment. 

But mainly, much depends on how the great trans¬ 

formations he set into motion turn out in the years and 

decades ahead. If Russia becomes a predominantly dem¬ 

ocratic state with a flourishing market economy coex¬ 

isting benignly with the former Soviet republics, 

historians may conclude that Gorbachev was the twen¬ 

tieth century’s greatest leader, having launched the 

transformation of its largest country. But if Russia 

plunges into a new despotism, with a rapacious state 

economy and imperialism, he’s more likely to be viewed 

as another tragic leader in Russia’s long history of failed 

reform. 

Q: Fair enough. But surely you can make a tentative evalua¬ 

tion today. 

SCF: On an interim basis, I would rank Gorbachev 

among this century’s greatest reformers and as the 

greatest reformer in Russian history. Setting himself 

against centuries of Russian and Soviet experience, he 

consciously set out to liberate his society from the state’s 

political and economic domination, and he succeeded 

far beyond what anyone could have imagined. Inciden¬ 

tally, many of the people who today criticize Gor- 



bachev’s domestic reforms as inadequate are those same 

people who previously said he would change nothing. 

Moreover, along the way, Gorbachev led Russia closer 

to a real democratic process than it ever had been 

before. He persuaded even the country’s conservative 

elites of the need for substantial marketization and pri¬ 

vatization. And the dogma of a monopolistic state econ¬ 

omy was only one of the orthodoxies he shattered, a 

feat that bequeathed political capital to new reformers 

for years to come. Still more, unlike any previous tsarist 

or Soviet leader, Gorbachev offered to negotiate Russia’s 

empire with its constituent nations. And in doing all 

this, he caused remarkably little bloodshed, which is a 

great tribute to his belief that radical purposes had to 

rely on centrist tactics and consensual approaches. Final¬ 

ly, Gorbachev achieved all this despite far greater oppo¬ 

sition than is generally known. Pop analysts fault him 

for not moving more quickly and taking even bolder 

steps. Rut leaders must be judged in light of the obsta¬ 

cles they face. And there is plenty of evidence that Gor¬ 

bachev’s reforms—from overhauling the political and 

economic system to negotiating with the United States 

and withdrawing from Afghanistan—were actively 

opposed, even sabotaged, by political forces at high lev¬ 

els in the party and the state. 

Q: You credit Gorbachev with moving the Soviet Union toward 

democracy and suggest that Russia’s future political develop¬ 

ment will strongly influence the fate of the other republics. What 

are the prospects for democracy in Russia? 

SFC: Democracy may still have its best chance ever in 

Russia, but it’s a slim chance for the near future. The 
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mythology of the failed coup in August 1991 generated 

the illusion that big obstacles to democratic develop¬ 

ment had been swept away. Some antidemocratic 

institutions were crushed or weakened, but many 

authoritarian obstacles remain, as I’ve already point¬ 

ed out. Nor is it true that all the anti-Communists who 

call themselves democrats are actually democratic, as I 

know from firsthand observations. In addition, Russia 

still lacks many aspects of a functioning democracy, 

even leaving aside the absence of markets and a con¬ 

sensual democratic culture. It’s a long list: a parliament 

and judiciary comparable to the traditions of executive 

power, a multiparty system, regularly scheduled elec¬ 

tions, a nationwide and self-sustaining free press, and 

more. Russia doesn’t even have a real constitution yet. 

Still worse, antidemocratic developments have grown 

stronger and more numerous since the failed coup. 

These include not just the deteriorating economic situ¬ 

ation—scarcity, rampant inflation, and unemployment 

have never fostered democracy—but other, less noted 

factors. The military has been politicized in unprece¬ 

dented ways. It began in 1989 when Gorbachev had to 

allow active officers to stand for the new Soviet Parlia¬ 

ment. During their final showdown in 1991, both Gor¬ 

bachev and Yeltsin had to plead openly for the 

military’s support. Yeltsin won because he could make 

budgetary promises, though dubious ones. Since then, 

the military has been drawn even more deeply and 

clamorously into politics, as its top leaders protest the 

country’s disintegration and the efforts in several for¬ 

mer republics to defy their authority and seize their 

property. They’ve marched onto the political stage, as 
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we saw in January 1992 when a large assembly of 

wrathful officers convened in the Kremlin. They are 

only a step from genter stage. Wildcat acts by district 

commanders may be no less a threat—in the Baltics, for 

example, where large Russian garrisons are feeling 

increasingly disfranchised; in the Transcaucasus, where 

civil wars could incite them; or in the Russian provinces, 

where garrison elites are part of the military-industrial- 

agricultural complex. Even if traditional generals have 

no stomach for taking power, don’t overlook colonels 

and captains, who are closer to the woeful economic 

plight of junior officers. 

We ought to take notice of other antidemocratic fac¬ 

tors as well. Before the coup, a progressive conservatism 

was emerging in Soviet political debates. It was dis¬ 

credited by the coup, unfairly I think, and the result is 

even greater polarization between self-professed radical 

democrats and militant reactionaries, who have found 

new adherents among disemployed Communist officials 

and disadvantaged workers. Add here increasingly 

assertive “national-patriotic” movements, one of the 

strongest of which is indignantly called “Ours.” Russ¬ 

ian nationalism may turn out to be liberal and demo¬ 

cratic, but it’s hard to see how, in present circumstances. 

It is already menacing the Chechens, Tatars, and other 

large non-Russian minorities that want more independ¬ 

ence within the Russian Federation. And a retrograde 

nationalism, yet another legacy of both tsarism and 

Stalinism, is also likely to be fed by an indignant back¬ 

lash against Westernization, which is becoming exces¬ 

sive and primitive. Have a look at all the Western 

advisers swarming over Russia and at the amount of 
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imported rock videos and soft porn on government-run 

television. 

Q: Are you saying that Russia has not moved closer to democ¬ 

racy since the failed coup and the disintegration of the Soviet 

Union? 

SFC: It depends on your understanding of democracy. 

Russia has a popularly elected president and Parlia¬ 

ment. That’s very important. But as a process, there 

may be less democracy now than before. Yeltsin is rul¬ 

ing primarily by decree, an old Russian tradition, rather 

than through constitutional process or parliamentary 

legislation. Some of his decrees are of dubious legality. 

Banning a political party and confiscating property, even 

the Communist Party [which was banned from August 

1991 to November 1992] and Soviet property, doesn’t set 

democratic precedents. More generally, there’s Yeltsin’s 

campaign to build “presidential power,” which already 

involved postponing regional elections in December 1991 

and establishing an apparatus of personal envoys to 

oversee provincial officials. Real Russian democratiza¬ 

tion must move toward political decentralization and 

representative government at all levels. Yeltsin’s cam¬ 

paign seems to be relying on the tsarist and Soviet tra¬ 

dition of centralizing authority in Moscow and 

imposing it on the rest of the country. 

To be fair, a case might be made that these measures 

are necessary to cope with an emergency situation and 

to implement reforms. In fact, Yeltsin’s people are say¬ 

ing that some of them are only temporary. But it’s a 

mistake to pretend they are democratic; that will only 

distort or discredit the democratic idea in Russia. And 
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don’t forget that temporary emergency measures have a 

habit of becoming permanent in Russia. 

On the other Ijand, I don’t share the widely held 

view, which began in Moscow and has spread to the 

American media, that the only choice now is between 

democracy and fascism. Both possibilities exist, but 

there’s a large spectrum of authoritarian outcomes in 

between them that seem more likely. Nor do I share the 

widespread notion, which also originated in Moscow, 

that a popular upheaval from below is lurking in the 

wings. It’s a very remote possibility exaggerated by the 

lingering spell of 1917. Russia is no longer the country 

it was in 1917. 

Q: Speaking of the political class, you spoke earlier of its 

growing polarization. Is there no consensus about the coun¬ 

try’s future? 

SFC: Russian politics has often revolved around two 

questions: What is to be done, and who is to blame? 

Part of the problem today is that because so many peo¬ 

ple don’t know what to do, they demand to know who’s 

to blame. Therein lies the danger of another political 

witch-hunt, actually encouraged by Westerners who 

advise putting former Communist officials on trial in a 

country that had 20 million party members. 

I don’t think Russia can move toward a stable sys¬ 

tem, much less a democratic one, until the political class 

openly discusses and resolves on some consensual basis 

three fundamental questions. First, should everything 

created during the Soviet period be rejected as criminal 

or unworthy, and everything built from scratch? Or 

should important aspects of the existing system be 
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retained? Second, what kind of system is best for Rus¬ 

sia: one that tries to imitate a Western model or one 

that borrows from Western experiences but is equally 

reliant on Russian traditions and circumstances? And 

third, how fast should the country move toward a new 

system? In a leap through “shock therapy” or gradual¬ 

ly and incrementally? (In thinking about such ques¬ 

tions, it’s important to understand that Russia’s need in 

the foreseeable future is not to produce an American- 

style excess of goods but to eliminate scarcity of those 

goods necessary for a comfortable life.) Gorbachev gen¬ 

erally preached moderate answers to these questions. 

The danger inherent in a very radical approach, which 

may now be ascendant, is that it could plunge Russia 

into another Rolshevik-like experiment, further polarize 

the country, and produce a system that is neither stable 

nor democratic. 

Q: Now that Yeltsin has launched his own economic program 

by liberalizing prices, which approach has he embraced? 

SFC: In economic policy, the conflict is between those 

who want to dismantle the state economy and build on 

a “free market” and those who want to combine large 

parts of the state sector with a market economy—to 

walk on both legs, so to speak. Yeltsin’s government 

includes advocates of both approaches. His present eco¬ 

nomic team, headed by Yegor Gaidar, is preaching rad¬ 

ical abolitionism and market “shock therapy,” while his 

vice president, Aleksandr Rutskoi, advocates policies 

similar to Gorbachev’s. Rutskoi, a relatively young and 

very substantial political figure, is increasingly nation¬ 

alistic and critical of the Gaidar team for practicing 
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“economic genocide.” He has been excluded from 

Yeltsin’s inner circle but hardly from the political scene. 

Yeltsin has espgused both views. Politically, he has 

rejected virtually the entire Soviet experience and sug¬ 

gested the need for a Western-style system. But eco¬ 

nomically, he is promising to retain large parts of the 

state and welfare system, which were the bedrock of 

Soviet “socialism.” Having risen to power by assailing 

Communism, Yeltsin may now be finding that there 

are few social constituencies and circumstances favoring 

its opposite, capitalism. If so, he’ll probably have to act 

even less democratically and make more inflationary 

concessions to public opinion in order to maintain sta¬ 

bility. Eventually he may have to form a coalition with 

the Rutskoi forces. 

It’s not clear what Yeltsin really hopes to achieve by 

letting prices soar, as was done in Poland two years 

ago with very mixed results. Yeltsin says it will cause 

hard times but also generate many more goods and 

trigger extensive marketization. He says prices, and 

the general economic situation, will stabilize by the 

end of 1992. Let’s hope so. But Russia is not Poland, 

a small homogeneous country where private farming 

and a rudimentary market infrastructure already exist 

ed. No substantial demonopolization, denationalization, 

or privatization of Russian industry, agriculture, or even 

trade has yet taken place. The process is scheduled to 

begin this year, but first and primarily in the areas of 

shops and housing, not the productive sectors. And no 

one knows if newly adopted land reform legislation will 

actually create a sizable number of productive private 

farmers. 
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Yeltsin may also have less-publicized reasons for lib¬ 

eralizing prices so soon. One could be to skim off the 

excessive rubles in consumer hands, the “ruble over¬ 

hang” that economists complain is inflationary but that 

represents people’s life savings. Another could be to 

reduce the state’s enormous budget deficit by sharply 

cutting subsidies for essential consumer goods. And yet 

another, to entice more foreign aid by convincing West¬ 

ern governments and banks that Yeltsin is acting on 

their advice. But it is hard to imagine anything except 

an even deeper economic and political crisis, perhaps as 

early as April, if people have been deprived—some say 

“robbed”—of their everyday necessities, savings, and 

possibly jobs. At worst, such policies could vaporize 

already weak constituencies for reform and bring reac¬ 

tionary forces to power in Moscow or in the provinces. 

At best, they would create a situation compelling 

Yeltsin, or another leader, to try to revive a gradual 

incremental approach, if it’s not too late. 

Q: What should or could the United States do about all these 

changes and dangers in the former Soviet Union? Has the 

Bush administration adopted the right policies toward Rus¬ 

sia? 

SFC: What policies? There are no clear ones except for 

desperately trying to safeguard Soviet nuclear weapons 

and hoping for good political outcomes in the fifteen 

former republics. We claim to be leading an interna¬ 

tional economic assistance program, but we’ve given less 

than 7 percent of the total, mainly in credits to buy our 

agricultural surplus and that must be repaid, while 

Europeans have contributed more than 75 percent. We 
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promised to help Russia and the others through a 

potentially destabilizing winter but held a midwinter 

conference on the/problem, and none of the food aid 

promised in November 1991 had reached Soviet terri¬ 

tory by early February 1992. We are giving lots of 

“technical advice,” but much of it is dubious. Mean¬ 

while, we rushed to recognize the independence of sev¬ 

eral republics on the assumption that the proclaimed 

Commonwealth of Independent States was a divorce, 

when actually it was only a separation. Now they’re 

fighting over a final settlement, and we’ve squandered 

diplomatic influence. 

To be fair, these are complex questions without easy 

answers. The Bush administration has good intentions, 

but will it act on them? After all, it never came to Gor¬ 

bachev’s financial aid in ways that might have pre¬ 

vented the August coup. There may also be some bad 

intentions in or close to the administration. One occa¬ 

sionally hears triumphalist suggestions that the United 

States should exploit Russia’s weakness to prevent it 

from becoming such a great power again—by prevent¬ 

ing Russia from regaining strong influence over the for¬ 

mer republics, as Henry Kissinger seems to be urging, 

or by imposing a unilateral disarmament on it. Great 

powers don’t disappear and great countries don’t stay in 

crisis forever. If we act on these unwise and dangerous 

proposals, what kind of Russia will then confront us? 

But I’m even more worried about the consensus 

emerging among people inside and outside the admin¬ 

istration, conservatives and liberals alike. It assumes 

that U.S. aid should be conditioned on Russia’s follow¬ 

ing our economic and political advice, which means 
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replicating our system and having a large American 

presence in Russia: economic advisers to the govern¬ 

ment, business advisers to enterprises, political advisers 

to parties, guardians against black-market corruption, 

inspectors to gather and dismantle their weapons, and 

more. In short, a great crusade to convert Russia to our 

way of life. 

Almost everything is wrong with this kind of mis¬ 

sionary and exceedingly intrusive American policy. It 

presumes that a political-economic-social system can be 

artificially and firmly implanted in a different, much 

older civilization, that we can intervene wisely in a 

seething cauldron of rival Russian ideas and move¬ 

ments, and that in the end Russia will be grateful. In 

reality, it means blatantly allying ourselves with one 

extreme program, “free-market shock therapy,” and 

with the enormous social pain it will cause. And remem¬ 

ber, political pendulums always swing. Anti-Westernism 

remains a powerful Russian tradition. When the natural 

backlash against excessive Westernization comes, hordes 

of Americans perceived to be engineering everyday pain, 

Klondike capitalism, and the exploitation of the coun¬ 

try can only make it worse and direct it against us. 

Similarly, the Bush administration’s plan to import 

Russian nuclear scientists may be a virtuous effort to 

prevent proliferation, but how will Russians eventual¬ 

ly react to this Alaska-like purchase of their best and 

brightest? 

Many well-intentioned Russians want this kind of 

American policy, but we lack the wisdom, power, and 

right to intervene so directly and deeply. Post-Commu¬ 

nist Russia must find its own, native future, or it will 
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never be stable. Why presume there can be no good 

third—or fourth and fifth—way? The West began with 

markets and moved toward state regulation and welfare. 

Russia begins instead with a statist system. Let it 

resolve the duality in its own way. Where is our fabled 

open mind and pluralism? 

Q: Are you saying that the United States should do nothing? 

Have a policy of benign neglect toward Russia? 

SFC: I want a much more generous American policy of 

helping Russia reform, but a far less smug, conditional, 

and intrusive one. Most Russian elites and movements 

now accept the need for marketization and privatiza¬ 

tion. They disagree over how much, how fast, and how 

to do it. So long as the general direction is toward 

reform, under Yeltsin or other leaders, let us give gener¬ 

ously from afar and let them decide. Plenty of Russian 

economists understand the problems and possibilities bet¬ 

ter than do itinerant ones from Harvard, Hoover, Her¬ 

itage, the IMF, and other international institutions who 

know little or nothing about Russia. 

The United States ought to mobilize economic assis¬ 

tance comparable to the Marshall Plan, but, alas, that 

isn’t going to happen. Given our own economic prob¬ 

lems and presidential-year politics in 1992, there’s no 

sufficient constituency or leadership, and won’t be. But 

at a minimum, we must do several large things imme¬ 

diately, without any more excuses about aid going into 

“black holes” and black markets, for the sake of our 

national security and national honor. 

Massive humanitarian relief has to be given, not for 

one winter but several, to those citizens most imperiled 
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by marketization—the very young and very old. Why 

are none of our vaunted elder statesmen leading a sup¬ 

plementary private aid mission, as Herbert Hoover did 

in the early 1920s? A very large, long-term, low-inter¬ 

est credit program is needed so Russia can import essen¬ 

tial goods and technology. Similarly, existing debt has 

to be restructured and interest considerably deferred or 

even forgiven. If Western private capital is really a 

large part of the solution, a stabilization fund, as was 

done for the Polish zloty, is required to make the ruble 

convertible. And surely it’s time to abolish U.S. Cold 

War laws and regulations discriminating against the 

Russian economy. 

All this is a bare minimum, but far more than we’re 

now doing. It’s said we can’t afford even the few bil¬ 

lion dollars a year that would be the U.S. contribution 

to such an international effort. Of course we could, sim¬ 

ply by reducing defense spending in degrees truly 

responsive to cuts now under way in Russia. 

Clearly, a larger problem is at work: Four decades of 

Cold War have so militarized our thinking that we can’t 

think politically about our real national interests at 

home or abroad. For example, the post—Cold War world 

may be even more dangerous than the Cold War era if 

only because thousands of Soviet nuclear weapons, par¬ 

ticularly battlefield ones, are scattered across that enor¬ 

mous, unstable territory. Only political solutions can 

bring security, but the only one proposed is to convert 

fifteen independent states, most of them with barely 

any democratic experience, into replicas of America. It’s 

a conceit, not a policy. As for Russia itself, a Eurasian 

country, perhaps Europeans should bear the brunt of 
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economic assistance. But if a reformed Russia moves 

closer to Europe—to Germany, for example—than to 

us, will we accept/that natural political development? 

What’s needed is new political thinking about our¬ 

selves and the world, not the new weapons we contin¬ 

ue to develop. Indeed, future historians of the late 

twentieth century may wonder why so many unortho¬ 

dox political ideas germinated in the old authoritarian 

Soviet system and so few in democratic America. 

[The Nation, March 2, 1992] 

POSTSCRIPT 

At the beginning of the interview, readers may have 

detected a moment of unwarranted optimism. The “less 

simplistic and more detailed” American reporting that 

I noted in early 1992 quickly gave way, as we saw in 

the preceding section, to the “new stereotypes, myths, 

and misconceptions” that I also noted. Indeed, despite 

the much greater information and access, reporting 

from post-Communist Russia, for reasons we have 

already examined, turned out to be less objective, bal¬ 

anced, thorough, and generally reliable than it had been 

from the Soviet Union during the heavily censored Cold 

War 1970s and early 1980s.8 

Four other matters touched on in this interview, 

given less than two months after the end of the Soviet 

Union, are worth updating here, even though they 

reappear in the pages ahead. 

As I suggested, when “privatization” of large-scale 

state property began in 1993-94, members of the for- 
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mer Soviet elite, or nomenklatura, were its main bene¬ 

ficiaries. A new Soviet Union has not appeared, but 

Russian popular nostalgia for the old one has grown 

almost yearly since 1992. (The following saying has 

become popular among Russian politicians, “Anyone 

who does not regret the breakup of the Soviet Union 

has no heart. Anyone who wants to re-create it as it was 

has no head.”) Partly in response to those sentiments, 

in December 1999, President Yeltsin of Russia and 

President Aleksandr Lukashenko of Relarus, another 

former Soviet republic, signed a new “Union Treaty,” 

which was quickly ratified by both parliaments. In Jan¬ 

uary 2000, Lukashenko became the formal head of the 

new Union, and in April the body established to be its 

government met for the first time. What will actually 

come of the Union, and whether or not other former 

republics will join, may not be known for years, but the 

new Russian president, Vladimir Putin, has strongly 

supported it. 

Nor has the Russian military left the political stage. 

Though shrunken, weakened, and demoralized by large 

budget cuts and loss of a consistent mission, elements of 

the armed forces have been repeatedly drawn into 

domestic conflicts. Ry 2000, the army was again play¬ 

ing a major role in the country’s political life in con¬ 

nection with the Chechen war and Putin’s rise to power. 

Finally, the “indignant backlash” against Western 

influence in Russia that I foresaw did indeed develop, 

becoming another major factor in politics in the late 

twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. 
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A Cold Peace? (November 1992) 

, / 

For the first time in at least fifty years, in 1992 Russia 

was not an issue in an American presidential cam¬ 

paign—indeed, it was rarely even mentioned. Given the 

corrupting influences of Cold War politics over the 

years, the omission should be good news. Unfortunate¬ 

ly, it was based on a misconceived and potentially dan¬ 

gerous assumption: that with the end of the Soviet 

Union in 1991, Russia and the United States left behind 

all their decades-long conflicts and entered, as Presi¬ 

dents Boris Yeltsin and George Bush proclaimed at 

their summit meeting in June, “a new era of friendship 

and partnership.” 

In reality, no such “era” is under way, and its procla¬ 

mation at the highest political levels and in the media 

may well turn out to be another of the ideological 

myths that have prevented stable relations between the 

two nuclear-laden giants for so many years. Serious con¬ 

flicts in U.S.-Russian relations are already on the polit¬ 

ical horizon, with important implications for domestic 

policy. None of the presidential candidates, including 

President-elect Bill Clinton, even hinted how they 

might react, or noted the impact such tensions would 

have on their campaign promises. 

The current image of post-Communist Russia as 

Aunerica’s new best friend and like-minded partner rests 

on many misconceptions, if not a general myopia, about 

post-Soviet developments. In most accounts, the image 

assumes Russian policies at home and abroad that are 

inspired and endorsed by the United States, or at least 
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faithfully pro-American. It assumes, above all, that Rus¬ 

sia is embracing Western-style democracy and capital¬ 

ism, eschewing imperial behavior toward the other 

former Soviet republics, and entering a de facto alliance 

with the United States in world affairs, including in the 

realm of nuclear weapons. All these areas of Russian 

decision-making today are characterized by complexities, 

contradictions, and uncertain outcomes, but in none of 

them do recent trends fit prevailing American notions of 

what Russian policy is or ought to be. Consider the fol¬ 

lowing: 

• The process of Russian democratization begun under 

former Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev has pro¬ 

gressed very little, if at all, since the collapse of the 

Communist Party and abolition of the Soviet Union 

last year. It may have even regressed, due in no small 

part to President Yeltsin’s expansive practice of rul¬ 

ing by decree and his campaign to re-create “strong 

executive power” at the expense of parliamentary 

and local government. Meanwhile, elites with little 

interest in further democratization have gained new 

power in the post-Communist political system and 

around Yeltsin himself, notably directors of monopo¬ 

listic state economic enterprises and military-security 

officials. 

At best, it might be said that democratization has 

been frozen for almost a year, not a good omen in a 

country with only fragmentary and fragile aspects of 

a real democratic process. Even leaving aside persist¬ 

ent authoritarian strains in elite and popular atti¬ 

tudes, Russia still lacks an authentic constitution, 
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consensual separation of powers (or even tolerance) 

between the executive and legislative branches, an 

independent judiciary, regularly scheduled elections, 

a multiparty system, habits of civil political discourse, 

and a free press capable of operating without state 

subsidies. Contrary to the views of American enthusi¬ 

asts, few of Russia’s committed democrats any longer 

call the post-Communist order democratic. And even 

some of Yeltsin’s Russian supporters now deny that 

the democratic movement ever came to power under 

the Russian president. 

• In Russian economic life, the process of marketization 

is moving forward, however fitfully and painfully, but 

it hardly seems headed toward the “free-market cap¬ 

italism” endorsed by Western cheerleaders. The leap- 

to-capitalism shock therapy inflicted on Russian 

society this year by Yeltsin and his chief minister, 

Yegor Gaidar, at the urging of Western governments 

and banks and spearheaded by the International 

Monetary Fund, has predictably failed to fulfill any 

of its reassuring promises. Instead, it has brought sky¬ 

rocketing consumer prices, a further collapse of the 

ruble, impoverishment of most Russian families, 

plummeting industrial production, and a continuing 

decline in popular support for liberal economic and 

political reform and for Yeltsin himself, the nation’s 

first and only popularly elected leader. (Several opin¬ 

ion polls give him barely 30 percent positive ratings, 

below those of his vice president, General Aleksandr 

Rutskoi, who has opposed shock-therapy policies from 

the start.) 

Indeed, while Yeltsin continues to speak in a pro- 
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capitalist idiom to his Western boosters, at home he 

is moving steadil^away from Gaidarism and toward 

the very different, program of its most formidable 

opponents, a coalition of state industrial and agricul¬ 

tural managers, nationalistic military officers, former 

Communist Party reformers, and lapsed radicals who 

have formed a political organization known as Civic 

Union. That program calls for a specifically Russian 

“mixed economy” and “regulated market,” looks 

admiringly upon the “Chinese model” of gradual, 

state-guided economic reform, and speaks contemptu¬ 

ously of the IMF and the West’s other would-be 

architects of Russia’s future. With more than 90 per¬ 

cent of the economy still in state hands, Civic Union’s 

policies would be progress in Russia, but not the kind 

insisted upon and expected in the United States. 

• Russia’s relations with the other former Soviet republics, 

inside or outside the successor way station known as the 

Commonwealth of Independent States, are not likely 

to resemble U.S.-Canadian relations anytime soon, if 

ever. Despite raucous political disunion since 1991, 

powerful factors still bind many of the fourteen other 

former republics to Russia—particularly, essential 

economic ties, inescapable military realities, and 

inalienable human bonds in the form of large ethnic 

diasporas and intermarriages. Not surprisingly, opin¬ 

ion polls show growing Russian nostalgia for the old 

union, while leaders of some of the non-Russian 

republics increasingly call for a new one. If these 

trends continue, the not unreasonable charge by 

opponents of the breakup that the Soviet Union did 

not in fact collapse” in December 1991 but was con- 
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spiratorially abolished by Yeltsin and his allies in 

Ukraine and Belarus is likely to .become a compelling 

issue in Russiaju politics. 

No less important is the combustible combination of 

25 million Russians living in former Soviet republics 

outside of Russia and a Russian army still encamped 

throughout those territories. In one way or another, 

that army has already been involved in at least four 

civil wars outside of Russia—in Moldova, Georgia, 

Tajikistan, and the Armenian enclave of Nagorno- 

Karabakh in Azerbaijan. If the number and intensi¬ 

ty of civil wars in the former republics grow, as 

seems likely, so will the imperial role of the Russ¬ 

ian army and thus the potential for renewed Russ¬ 

ian hegemony. (Inexplicably, former Soviet Foreign 

Minister and current Georgian leader Eduard She¬ 

vardnadze’s charge in October 1992, “a war between 

Russia and Georgia in essence ... is already under 

way,” was scarcely reported in the U.S. media.) 

Elsewhere, elements of the Russian military in 

Estonia and Latvia, where large Russian minorities 

have been disfranchised, are itching for a fight; and 

on October 29, Yeltsin ordered a suspension of 

Russian troop withdrawals from the Baltics. Mean¬ 

while, none of the potentially explosive conflicts 

between Russia and Ukraine, the second-largest for¬ 

mer republic, have yet been resolved or even 

defused. 

American pundits and policymakers attribute these 

examples of Soviet-like behavior to Russian “hard¬ 

liners,” but such policies are supported in various 

ways by Russian leaders with some democratic ere- 
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dentials who are associated with Yeltsin, Vice Presi¬ 

dent Rutskoi may be the government’s most vocal 

defender of the army’s role outside Russia, but even 

the head of Parliament’s foreign affairs committee, 

Yevgeny Ambartsumov, a radical democrat who ear¬ 

lier broke with Gorbachev in favor of Yeltsin, now 

calls for a “Monroe Doctrine” that will give Russia 

hegemony over the entire former Soviet territory. 

That aspiration is growing among many leading Rus¬ 

sians we call democrats, but would the United States 

accept its own historical relationship with Latin 

America as the model for post-Communist Russia’s 

relations with its neighbors? 

•Finally, there is the preposterous notion that post- 

Communist Russia will now follow an Americanized 

policy in world affairs, as though only Marxist- 

Leninists could think up conflicts with the United 

States. In fact, Yeltsin’s policies under Foreign 

Minister Andrei Kozyrev have been angrily criti¬ 

cized in many political quarters in Russia precise¬ 

ly because until recently they gave the appearance 

of being made-in-America. Again, U.S. commenta¬ 

tors point to ex-Communists—who in power in 

Russia today is not one?—and other “hard-liners,” 

but the most telling critics have been leaders 

we identify as democrats, including Ambartsumov, 

the radical anti-Communist parliamentarian Oleg 

Rumyantsev, Yeltsin’s high-level aide Sergei Stan- 

kevich, and his impeccably democratic ambassador 

to Washington, Vladimir Lukin, who recently 

protested “infantile pro-Americanism” in Russian 

foreign policy. 
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As in domestic affairs, a struggle is under way over 

Russian foreign policy, but it is hard to imagine specif¬ 

ic or general outcomes like those expected by American 

politicians and commentators. Despite President Bush’s 

campaign boasts, none of the nuclear-weapons problems 

once associated with the “Soviet threat” have actually 

been eliminated; they’ve only been papered over. The 

START II agreements, which if signed promise sub¬ 

stantial reductions but require three former republics 

with strategic nuclear weapons to hand them over to 

Russia, will face a struggle for ratification in the Russ¬ 

ian Parliament, and they are already the subject of pro¬ 

found second thoughts by the leadership of Ukraine, the 

most powerful of those republics. If the likelihood of ill- 

attended reactors and fugitive tactical weapons on former 

Soviet territories is added to this de facto proliferation, 

the nuclear danger is greater today than it was under the 

Soviet regime. 

Is an anti-Communist government in Moscow enough 

to assuage American fears about that threat, once it 

becomes known? The U.S. media amply reported and 

disapproved of Russia’s recent sale of strategic technol¬ 

ogy and weapons to China, Iran, and India, but missed 

a more startling revelation, in September, by Russian 

Marshal Yevgeny Shaposhnikov. It turns out that Rus¬ 

sia’s intercontinental missiles, which Yeltsin said he 

ordered retargeted away from the United States early 

this year, have not been retargeted, partly because, Sha¬ 

poshnikov explained, the United States has not recipro¬ 

cated. That position might be understandable, but it is 

not the reaction of a “friend and partner.’ Nor was the 

warning in October by Yeltsin’s defense minister, Gen- 
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eral Pavel Grachev, that Russia might resume nuclear 

testing in mid-1993 unless the United States adopts its 

own permanent test ban. 

As for the larger international rivalry that divided 

the United States and the Soviet Union for so long, 

Russia will continue to pursue good relations with the 

Western powers, but will that be enough to satisfy 

American ideological expectations? If post—Cold War 

divisions emerge between the United States and its 

NATO allies in Western Europe, Russia will have sig¬ 

nificant diplomatic and economic opportunities. It 

might find closer friends and better partners on its own 

continent. Nor should the symbolism of another recent 

development be overlooked. Yeltsin abruptly canceled 

his much-touted trip to pro-Western Japan in Septem¬ 

ber, but he will visit the last great Communist power, 

neighboring China, in December. 

None of these “un-American “ trends in Russian pol¬ 

icy at home and abroad portend a renewal of the Cold 

War, which was the product of historical factors that 

have largely passed. They do mean, however, that a 

U.S.-Russian relationship based on “friendship and part¬ 

nership,” on the same national values and interests, is 

an exceedingly unlikely prospect. What is the alterna¬ 

tive? Much depends, as before, on our own perceptions 

and reactions, and therein also lies a great danger. 

Most American thinking about Russia today, across 

the political spectrum, is based on a missionary prem¬ 

ise that the United States can and should help convert 

that historically very different society into a replica of 

America. Of all Russia’s future possibilities, American¬ 

ization is not one of them. Recent developments there 
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are the result not primarily of nefarious political inten¬ 

tions, poor understanding of markets and democracy, or 

baneful hard-line-influences but of deeply rooted tradi¬ 

tions and intractable circumstances. One of those tradi¬ 

tions, belief in the nation’s special destiny, is already 

inspiring a predictable political backlash against the 

West’s sponsorship of Yeltsin’s traumatic economic poli¬ 

cies and the legions of American and other foreign 

“advisers” now swarming across Russia. 

But what will be the reaction of our own opinion 

shapers and policymakers when Russian realities 

explode the prevailing myths about America’s post- 

Communist friend and partner, as they soon will? If 

missionary dogmas persist, the American backlash is 

easy to foresee—at best, cynicism and indifference to 

Russia’s plight; at worst, a sense of betrayal and a 

revival of reflexive Cold War attitudes. In either case, 

the first victim will be prospects for substantial reduc¬ 

tions in U.S. defense spending, the post—Cold War 

“peace dividend.” 

The necessary alternative is the kind of common 

sense and plain talk that was so lacking in the presi¬ 

dential campaign. A reforming, stable Russia at peace 

with its neighbors is a crucial American interest, but 

such a Russia can find its way only within the limits of 

its own traditions and possibilities, not ours. Such a ref¬ 

ormation does not need our political tutelage, but it is 

equally worthy of our financial support. 

If the United States cannot accept this first principle 

of post-Communism everywhere, the sequel to the Cold 

War is likely to be a very cold peace. 

[The Nation, November 23, 1992] 
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POSTSCRIPT 

I do not claim a patent on the term cold peace, and am 

not even certain I was the first to use it in this context, 

but it subsequently began to appear frequently in the 

U.S. and Russian press—and remarkably even in a 

statement by President Boris Yeltsin. (My article was 

published in Moscow, in Russian, under a similar title.) 

On December 5, 1994, protesting the Clinton adminis¬ 

tration’s plans to expand NATO eastward, Yeltsin 

warned, “Europe is in danger of plunging into a cold 

peace.”9 (I take no pleasure from the expression’s sub¬ 

sequent currency or relevance.) 

Several other updates are in order. Civic Union soon 

collapsed, as did most of its “centrist” successor move¬ 

ments until the late 1990s, when they gained support, 

but its “mixed economy” program grew steadily in elite 

and popular appeal. The Russian army is no longer 

encamped in all the former Soviet republics, notably 

the Baltics and Ukraine, but it remains in several of 

them, along with the reality or potential of civil wars. 

During the Chechen war of 1999—2000, for example, 

Russia’s military relations with Georgia, which borders 

Chechnya, became even more acute than usual. 

In January 1996, Yeltsin replaced the demonstrative¬ 

ly pro-American and unpopular Andrei Kozyrev as for¬ 

eign minister with Evgeny Primakov. Oleg Rumyantsev 

ceased to be a “radical anti-Communist” in October 

1993> f°r reasons readers will soon understand. Yeltsin’s 

onetime aide Sergei Stankevich was later charged with 

taking bribes and fled to Poland. (The charges were 
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dropped in 1999.) And Aanbassador Lukin soon returned 

to Moscow to become the second-ranking leader, after 

Grigory Yavlinsky, of the democratic reform party 

Yabloko. 

The three former Soviet republics with strategic 

nuclear weapons—Ukraine, Kazakhstan, and Belarus— 

did turn them over to Russia. But it was not until 12000 

that START II, which was signed in 1993, was finally 

ratified by a Russian parliament, and the new Union 

Treaty between Russia and Belarus suggests that nuclear 

weapons might one day be returned to that westernmost 

former republic. Missiles on both sides were eventually 

retargeted, but it was a merely symbolic act since 

reverting to previous targets can be done in seconds. A 

truly significant step would be to take all the missiles 

on both sides off hair-trigger status. 

As for divisions between the United States and its 

NATO allies leading to closer Russian-European rela¬ 

tions, such a possibility has been forestalled by NATO’s 

1998 expansion, its 1999 war against Yugoslavia, and 

Russia’s renewed war in Chechnya in 1999—2000. It 

cannot, however, be ruled out for the future, as I will 

argue more fully later in this book. 

Can America Convert Russia? (March 1993) 

Events in recent years have brought us to a fateful 

moment in the history of American-Russian relations. 

There is the possibility of a fundamentally new, demili¬ 

tarized, and truly cooperative relationship between these 
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longtime superpower rivals, but also of a perilous colli¬ 

sion between post-Communist Russia’s complex realities 

and post-Cold War America’s simplistic expectations. 

That danger has been exemplified by the Clinton 

administration’s unwise interventions in Russian domes¬ 

tic politics and support for Boris Yeltsin’s threat to 

resort to dictatorial “special powers.” Yeltsin has 

stepped back for now, but such measures could termi¬ 

nate Russia’s historic and exceedingly fragile democra¬ 

tization experiment. 

Whatever direction the relationship takes, Russia will 

be the United States’ largest foreign policy concern for 

many years to come. That country’s development 

because of its history, size, economic potential, and 

unprecedented capacity for nuclear mishap—will pro¬ 

foundly affect international security in much of the 

world. Yet Russia’s ongoing collapse—its political, eco¬ 

nomic, social, and even psychological crisis—is far from 

over, as events of past days remind us. 

Within Russia, meanwhile, the missionary and intru¬ 

sive nature of U.S. policy since 1991 has contributed 

specifically to the growing anti-American backlash. The 

problem is not primarily xenophobic nationalists who 

see the Yeltsin government as a U.S.-sponsored “occu¬ 

pation regime,” but a more general backlash against 

“Yankee-ization” that has spread across the Russian 

political spectrum. Thus, pro-market Russian econo¬ 

mists once admired in the West, such as Nikolai 

Petrakov, have objected tq U.S. economic advisers in 

Yeltsin’s government because the monetarist, shock- 

therapy policies they demand are “fundamentally unac¬ 

ceptable to Russia.” And the Russian ambassador to the 
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United States, Vladimir Lukin, a man well known for 

his pro-Western views, continues to protest an “infan¬ 

tile pro-Americanism” in his country’s foreign policy. 

Russian politicians and editorialists tolerated U.S. 

missionary rhetoric in the beginning because it includ¬ 

ed promises of very large U.S. aid and investment. Nei¬ 

ther has arrived, and neither is in sight, despite President 

Clinton’s statements. The result is another kind of back¬ 

lash: a growing conviction that the United States will 

never put its money where its mouth has been ever 

since the Gorbachev years and is interested only in 

exploiting Russia’s natural resources, not in helping to 

rebuild its economy. 

Even more objectionable to many Russians have been 

the many U.S. intrusions into the cauldron of Russian 

politics. From the beginning, the U.S. government has 

focused almost all of its relations and good will exclu¬ 

sively on Yeltsin and his handpicked team, while vir¬ 

tually ostracizing other elected institutions and leaders, 

particularly the Russian Parliament and its speaker, 

Ruslan Khasbulatov—not to mention the country’s vice 

president, Aleksandr Rutskoi. The forty-five-year-old 

Rutskoi, who has considerable elite and popular back¬ 

ing, is certain to play a major role in the future, as 

indeed he is in the present crisis. 

The Clinton administration steadily escalated this 

kind of interventionism—first by contriving the 

planned April 1993, Vancouver summit as an attempt to 

“help Yeltsin” in his ongoing confrontation with the 

Russian Parliament, next by publicly hinting support 

for the Russian president’s threats to disband the legis¬ 

lature, and then by endorsing Yeltsin’s suspended effort 
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to seize “special powers” from virtually all of Russia’s 

other new democratic institutions. The Clinton admin¬ 

istration even suggested that Clinton might go instead 

to Moscow for a solidarity summit with Yeltsin. 

The result was to put the U.S. government in bad 

institutional company: Yeltsin’s move was opposed not 

only by the Russian Parliament but by the Constitu¬ 

tional Court, procurator, justice minister, vice president, 

most local legislatures, and large segments of the dem¬ 

ocratic-minded press. Supporting or leaning toward 

Yeltsin’s strategy were heads of the Russian military, 

former KGB, militia—and the Clinton administration. 

Indeed, Clinton and Yeltsin have been egged on by a 

plethora of U.S. congressional leaders and columnists, 

who maintain that Yeltsin’s professed democratic goals 

justify his means. 

Surely, twentieth-century history, and especially Rus¬ 

sia’s history, teaches the lethal folly of that premise. 

Even if Yeltsin’s gambit succeeds, it risks destroying 

what little rule-of-law government Russia now has and 

putting the country’s political fate in the hands of the 

military and other security forces. 

American officials may accept Yeltsin’s assertion that 

the Parliament’s majority is insufficiently reformist. But 

let us remember that this “reactionary” Russian Parlia¬ 

ment, as it is now dubbed in U.S. press and government 

accounts, was greatly admired not long ago for its hero¬ 

ic pro-Yeltsin resistance, in its tank-encircled Moscow 

“White House,” to the August 1991 coup. 

Moreover, there can be no democracy in Russia, 

whose history is full of overweening executive power 

and abolished legislatures, without a parliament. Nor 
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can there be any ratified arms treaties without one. 

Indeed, perceived U.S. contempt for the Russian Parlia¬ 

ment and its leadership has already made ratification of 

the START II agreements more difficult. And last 

week, not surprisingly, the Parliament passed a special 

resolution condemning the West’s “crude interference 

in the internal affairs of Russia.” 

U.S. policy and behavior have been even more intru¬ 

sive at lower political levels. American economists, 

notably the Harvard team headed by Professor Jeffrey 

Sachs, sit as official advisers to the Russian government. 

U.S. political organizations, some with federal funds, 

reward favored political factions. The AFL-CIO is 

deeply involved in Russian trade union politics. Propos¬ 

als are even afloat to put a resident corps of Western 

“experts” in Russia’s governing bureaucracies, to assign 

NATO advisers the job of reshaping Russia’s armed 

forces, and to make the dollar an official Russian cur¬ 

rency. Americans need only imagine their own reaction 

if Russians were playing such roles in our government 

and political life. 

Not surprisingly, the anti-American backlash is also 

gathering force below. As a result of the U.S.-backed 

“shock therapy,” millions of Russian families have lost 

their life savings and fallen below the poverty line. To 

many of those citizens, their misery seems to be “made 

in the U.S.A.” It is not true, but given U.S. rhetoric 

why would they think otherwise? 

Recall how this situation came about. The breakup of 

the Soviet Union in 1991 generated both alarm and 

euphoria in U.S. policy circles—alarm over the disposi¬ 

tion of Soviet “loose nukes,” euphoria over the pro- 
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American possibilities thought to be inherent in post- 

Communist Russia. Accordingly, the Bush administra¬ 

tion pursued a twofold policy, which remains in place 

under President Clinton. The administration negotiated, 

and offered to subsidize, a substantial abolition of Sovi¬ 

et-built strategic nuclear weapons, and it urged a fast 

Russian transition to democracy and capitalism, for 

which it promised to mobilize large financial support. 

Some progress was made toward the “new era of friend¬ 

ship and partnership,” as proclaimed by Presidents Bush 

and Yeltsin at their summit meetings, but most of it 

was, and remains, rhetorical. 

Clearly, the United States needs a serious reexamina¬ 

tion of its post—Cold War thinking. It must begin with 

ourselves: We lacked the right, wisdom, and power to 

convert Russia into an American replica. Wise policies 

require realistic perceptions, not missionary assump¬ 

tions, about what has been happening in post-Commu- 

nist Russia: 

• Important changes have taken place since 1991, but 

they remain an embryonic alternative system within 

the old Soviet system, which is still responsible for 

people’s essential needs—housing, employment, food 

and other basic supplies, welfare provisions, public 

order, and more. Russia’s journey to stable markets 

and democracy, if there is to be one, will therefore 

be long and jagged. 

• There is no real evidence that popular anti-Communist 

activities in 1991 constituted a national referendum in 

favor of democratic “free-market capitalism” as we 

understand it. Opinion polls have already shown, for 
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example, a steady rise in public support for new 

authoritarian leadership, and considerably more 

popular esteem /for the army and the Orthodox 

Church than for the new democratic institutions. 

Not surprisingly, the Parliament responded by 

deposing the “shock-therapist” prime minister, 

Yegor Gaidar, and Yeltsin’s own popular rating fell 

from about 8o percent in autumn 1991 to about 30 

percent a year later, somewhat less than that of Vice 

President Rutskoi. 

U.S. policymakers have assumed that Russia’s strug¬ 

gles over democracy and markets are the primary ones. 

In reality, they have been dwarfed and distorted by 

other towering conflicts—in particular a bitter dispute 

about the desired national identity of post-Communist 

Russia. Should Russia be part of the West or apart from 

the West? Should Russia be greater territorially (“impe¬ 

rial”) or lesser? Should the nation’s own vastness be 

governed chiefly by a dominant Moscow state or local¬ 

ly? No consensus, to say the least, exists on any of these 

fundamental questions. 

A parallel conflict continues to rage over all the enor¬ 

mous property formerly monopolized by the Soviet 

state: natural resources, banks, factories, communication 

facilities, buildings, transport, even military equipment. 

Though this struggle is often waged under the banner 

of “privatization,” much of it is corrupt even by Soviet 

standards. And yet another confrontation pits central 

authorities in Moscow against local authorities in the 

vast provinces, where much real economic and political 

power has migrated in recent years. This epic struggle 
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is exacerbated by the presence of non-Russian majori¬ 

ties in several of those internal administrative regions. 

Thus it is exceedingly difficult to identify all the 

“good” and “bad” actors in Russian political life today, 

especially if the role of easily recognized extremists is 

discounted. What are we to make of a political arena 

where, for example, leaders we call “conservatives and 

reactionaries” defend the idea and institution of parlia¬ 

ment against “democrats”; and those we disdain as 

“centrists” hold the balance of power? Where we see 

constant menace in “ex-Communists,” but where 

almost all leaders on all sides, including Yeltsin, are for¬ 

mer Communist Party members? If even well-informed 

Russians cannot decide which leaders and policies to 

favor from month to month, or in the present crisis, 

how can we? 

In fact, whatever the full nature of Russia’s political 

and economic future, it will not be a replica of Ameri¬ 

ca’s present or the Soviet past. It will be, as is said 

increasingly in Moscow, some “third way.” Here is 

what President Yeltsin himself told the nation in Octo¬ 

ber 1992: “We are not leading Russia to any kind of 

capitalism. Russia is simply not suited for this, Russia 

is a unique country. It will not be socialist or capital¬ 

ist.” We may believe it or not, but most Russians evi¬ 

dently do. 

We also need realistic thinking, not fairy-tale expec¬ 

tations, about U.S.-Russian relations in the larger con¬ 

text of world affairs. Russian policy must be made and 

sustained politically in Moscow, not Washington. Hav¬ 

ing a very different geopolitical relationship with 

China, a close cultural one with Serbia, and a divorced 
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family’s relations with other former Soviet republics, 

Russia is certain to adopt policies unlike ours toward 

most of those countries—and even toward Europe. 

None of this is reason for a new Cold War or for refus¬ 

ing to help Russia’s reforms, only for more realistic 

expectations about U.S.-Russian relations. Indeed, even 

America’s “best hope,” as the Clinton administration 

characterizes Yeltsin, has objected to “a U.S. tendency 

to dictate its terms,” adding, “No other state can com¬ 

mand such a great nation as Russia.” 

Finally, post-Communist Russia’s relationship with 

many if not all of the other former Soviet republics is 

far from being resolved. The United States evidently 

assumes that all of them will remain fully independ¬ 

ent states, but many powerful factors continue to gen¬ 

erate proposals, in Russia and several other former 

republics, for a new and voluntary federal or confeder¬ 

al state that would naturally revolve around Russia. 

One school of U.S. thinking, represented by Henry 

Kissinger, insists that any political regrouping around 

Russia must be opposed as resurgent Russian “imperi¬ 

alism.” But a number of factors continue to work in its 

favor. 

U.S. policymakers have given this fateful problem lit¬ 

tle serious thought, though even some Russian democrats 

have been calling for a Russian “sphere of influence” 

throughout the former Soviet Union, a demand now 

echoed in Yeltsin’s own assertion that Russia should have 

“special powers as guarantor of peace of stability in 

regions of the former U.S.S.R.” 

Russia is not, of course, ours to win or lose, but our 

national security and much else is at stake there. It is 
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time to help Russia’s reforms in ways that are gener¬ 

ous and functional, not illusory and counterproduc¬ 

tive. The United States cannot do everything, but if 

it really aspires to international leadership, it must 

provide it. 

Solutions to the several kinds of nuclear threats on for¬ 

mer Soviet territory cannot wait. Any lopsided inequities 

in the hastily drafted strategic-weapons agreements that 

might prevent Russian ratification should be rectified. 

Russian tactical (battlefield) nuclear weapons, which 

are particularly dangerous given ongoing civil con¬ 

flict in former Soviet republics, should be reduced 

drastically, along with our own. Programs to safe¬ 

guard Soviet-built reactors, some as catastrophe prone 

as the one that exploded at Chernobyl in 1986, and 

already the target of terrorist threats, must be imple¬ 

mented. 

Russia’s traumatic “transition” to a market system 

still cries out for massive, multiyear humanitarian 

relief, especially essential nutrients and medicines for 

the growing number of very young and old victims of 

the process. The nation’s crushing $84 billion foreign 

debt, which continues to grow, must be restructured— 

quickly, fully, and generously. And new credits and 

loans, less burdensome and less conditional, must be 

provided. Special funds are needed to subsidize benefits 

for Russia’s growing unemployed and start-up capital 

for small entrepreneurs, but nonintrusive ones adminis¬ 

tered by Russians and in rubles. The U.S. government 

should move at last to guarantee mutually beneficial 

U.S. private investment in Russia—for example, in its 

lagging energy sectors. And something should be done 
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to help the nearly destitute educational centers of Rus¬ 

sia’s professional and other middle classes, which were 

the original social b^sis for reform in the 1980s but now 

are its victims. 

Having spent trillions of dollars over forty-five years 

trying to force Soviet Russia to give up its bad ways, 

the U.S. government will be judged harshly by future 

citizens and historians alike if it does not generously 

help Russia change now that the moment has come. 

Or if it risks being remembered for having supported 

measures that destroyed another nascent Russian exper¬ 

iment with parliamentary democracy and plunged the 

country back into its despotic traditions. Nor will Rus¬ 

sia, when it reemerges in its predestined role as a very 

great power, as it certainly will, forget how other 

powers treated it during its present time of troubles. 

What we do now, or fail to do now, will shape our 

children’s and grandchildren’s relations with Russia as 

well. 

[Washington Post, March 28, 1993] 

POSTSCRIPT 

This entire book is an answer to the rhetorical question 

posed by the title of this article. Many Russians have 

expressed their own postmortem on the American cru¬ 

sade as one of those bitter witticisms that were a hall¬ 

mark of Soviet political humor: “We thought the 

Communists were lying to us about socialism and capi¬ 

talism, but it turns out they were lying only about 

socialism.” 
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“Parliament Is Burning!” (October 1993) 

As the possibility of dictatorship looms yet again over 

Russia, the Yeltsin government is relentlessly imposing 

an epic spin on last week’s carnage in Moscow. Russia’s 

political winners have usually enforced their migbt- 

makes-right version of events as the nation’s official 

history, but this is the first time it has ever been echoed 

and endorsed by an American government. 

According to President Boris Yeltsin, he had to order 

special military forces to attack the nation’s Parliament 

with tank fire and arrest his two leading political rivals, 

Vice President Aleksandr Rutskoi and Speaker Ruslan 

Khasbulatov, because they had launched a “criminal 

mutiny” against Russia’s democracy. President Clinton 

says approvingly that “if such a thing happened in the 

United States,” he too would have taken “tough action.” 

But who actually began that “mutiny”? 

In fact, on September 21, 1993, Yeltsin dealt a wound¬ 

ing, possibly fatal, blow to Russia’s historic and exceed¬ 

ingly fragile democratization experiment by terminating 

Parliament and all other elements of rule-of-law gov¬ 

ernment in Moscow. He had tried but failed to do 

exactly the same thing on March 20. In the interven¬ 

ing months, respected Russian political observers, 

including members of his own entourage, warned that 

such a step would certainly lead to substantial violence, 

if only because many parliamentary deputies believed 

in their own democratic legitimacy and would resist. 

Knowing all this, Yeltsin nonetheless struck again, with 

the predictable outcome we have witnessed. 
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The Clinton administration, Yeltsin’s leading cheer¬ 

leader in the West, therefore committed a grave mis¬ 

deed by supporting- Yeltsin’s actions so fully from the 

outset and justifying their fateful consequences now. 

Russia’s democratization was begun by Mikhail Gor¬ 

bachev, then Soviet leader, in the late 1980s, and grew 

into the first sustained attempt in the nation’s centuries- 

old history. By 1991, it led to the creation of fragmen¬ 

tary but essential components of a democratic system—a 

popularly elected parliament, president, and vice presi¬ 

dent, an independent constitutional court and procurator, 

substantially free national media, and elected local leg¬ 

islatures. 

By September 21, Yeltsin had banned or suspended 

that Parliament, vice president, court, and procurator; 

shut down parliamentary publications; imposed self- 

serving censorship on nationwide television channels; 

threatened to disband local assemblies that did not fall 

in line; and brought armed security forces onto politi¬ 

cal center stage. In short, well before the Parliament’s 

infuriated defenders recklessly tried to capture the tel¬ 

evision headquarters by force on October 3, there was 

no longer democracy in Moscow, and it was in grave 

danger of crumbling elsewhere in the country in the 

aftermath. 

Yeltsin justified all this, and won enthusiastic support 

from both the Clinton administration and virtually all 

of the U.S. media, by insisting that his coup against 

opponents would lead to greater democracy in Russia. 

Defending Yeltsin, two prominent American journalists, 

one a specialist on Russia, even tried to rehabilitate the 

infamous Stalinist adage “You can’t make an omelette 
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without breaking eggs.” But as needs to be emphasized 

again and again, it seems, if twentieth-century history, 

and especially Russia’s experience, teaches any lesson, 

surely it is that even a professed democratic end never 

justifies bad means, which produce only masses of bro¬ 

ken eggs in the form of crushed hopes and lives. 

Nor is it possible to be confident about Yeltsin’s 

promise of fair parliamentary and presidential elections 

in the near future. They would require, at the very 

least, that Yeltsin 

• retract his accusation that all of the Parliament’s 

deputies who did not defect to him during the crisis 

were part of a “bloodthirsty Communist-Fascist” con¬ 

spiracy, an ominous echo of the trumped-up “Right- 

Trotskyist conspiracy” that fueled Stalin’s terror of 

the 1930s; 

•release his political opponents from prison; 

•rescind his ban on opposition movements, including 

the Communists, the largest party in Russia; 

• stop other reprisals against his many adversaries and 

even mere critics across the country; 

• completely and unconditionally end the new media 

bans he has imposed; 

• give challengers fair access to national television, 

where nearly go percent of Russian voters get their 

information (something he refused to do in his April 

1993 referendum campaign and in the confrontation 

with Parliament); 

• instruct the committee he appointed to write new 

electoral laws to make them equitable ones; and 

• reinstate the Constitutional Court so that there is 
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some minimal guarantee of rule-of-law procedures in 

the electoral process. 

Even if Yeltsin exhibits such political decorum, not a 

trait for which he has been known, what will he do if 

local legislatures and other regional authorities, which 

overwhelmingly opposed his September overthrow of 

the constitutional order, refuse to conduct new elections 

or comply with any of his decrees on their territories? 

It is a scenario for nuclear-laden Russia’s further disin¬ 

tegration and a civil war. The larger corps of military 

officers—those not drawn into the Moscow shootout— 

are already deeply divided politically. Local command¬ 

ers, many of them full of loathing for the president and 

the entire four-year democratization experiment, may 

not remain so passive. 

Indeed, now that Yeltsin has made the army and 

other security forces the arbiter of Russia’s political fate, 

how will he diminish their role to what it must be in 

any democratic system? Or, to take a special U.S. inter¬ 

est, will he reduce their already large role in Russian 

foreign policy? 

Why, then, was it necessary to put Russia’s fledgling 

democracy at such great risk? According to Yeltsin, the 

Parliament, full of reactionary Communists and fascist¬ 

like nationalists, has been the “hard-line” obstacle to all 

market and democratic reforms and thus the cause of 

Russia’s deepening crisis since the Soviet breakup in 

1991. The charge is ritualistically echoed in the Ameri¬ 

can press, much of which repeatedly confuses this Russ¬ 

ian Parliament with its 1989 Soviet counterpart, and 

almost none of which bothers to study it carefully. Fur- 
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thermore, even if the Parliament was as bad as Yeltsin 

claimed, were his actions really better than simply wait¬ 

ing for its term to end by law in 1995? 

There is very little to admire in the legislature’s lead¬ 

ership, composition, or recent behavior, but its real his¬ 

tory and membership are much more complex. It is the 

same Parliament, chosen in a generally acclaimed free 

election in 1990, that defied Gorbachev and the Soviet 

Communist Party by making Yeltsin its first chairman. 

It is also the Parliament that adopted a constitutional 

amendment enabling Yeltsin to become Russia’s popu¬ 

larly elected president in June 1991, gave him sanctu¬ 

ary in its White House during the failed August 1991 

coup, ratified his abolition of the Soviet Union in 

December of that year, and empowered him, for twelve 

months, to reform the economy by decree. 

For reasons that remain less than fully clear, and 

against the advice of Russia’s leading pro-market econ¬ 

omists, Yeltsin opted for the policies known as “shock 

therapy.” By late 1992, these policies had impoverished 

the majority of Russian families, generated a Klondike 

“capitalist” profiteering in state goods and natural 

resources—“corruptalism,” as many Russians call it. 

They also shattered any popular consensus about the 

nation’s post-Communist future and thus eroded 

Yeltsin’s support in the Parliament and political class 

generally. 

As the social pain grew, extremists on both sides of 

an already raucous political spectrum became more 

zealous, undercutting centrists and inflaming legislative 

and executive branch leaders alike with contempt for 

any compromises. One of Russia’s eternal political ques- 
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tions “What is to be done?”—gave way to another: 

“Who is to blame?” These deep-rooted realities, not the 

Parliament or Soviet-era constitution, underlie the 

country’s crisis, and they will be reflected in any new, 

freely elected legislature. 

But Yeltsin will have much to answer for in a court 

of history. As Russia’s first popularly chosen president, 

his highest duty was to exemplify and nurture demo¬ 

cratic practices, not just rhetoric, in a nation where sup¬ 

port for them remains thin and where ancient demons of 

despotism still stalk the land. It was his special responsi¬ 

bility to lead a nation of citizens already tormented and 

torn by profound shocks—the loss of their country in 

1991 and of their life savings and living standards in 

1992—towar’d social consensus and political compromise, 

not more pain and confrontation that only exacerbate 

Russia’s towering economic problems and arouse its anti¬ 

liberal, anti-Western, anti-Semitic specters. 

Yeltsin’s apologists insist that he always sought com¬ 

promise with the Parliament, but consider the highly 

typical one he proposed this past summer. Rejecting the 

Parliament’s draft for a new separation-of-powers con¬ 

stitution, he demanded one whose legislature would 

either rubber-stamp the president’s laws or be subject to 

dissolution, and which abolished the office of vice pres¬ 

ident. Even his own handpicked “constitutional assem¬ 

bly” rejected it. In reality, well before provoking this 

latest and most dangerous polarization throughout the 

country, Yeltsin had reverted to Russia’s old tsarist and 

Communist tradition of a “strong-hand” leader who 

exercises the “people’s will” against malevolent dissent¬ 

ing ideas, institutions, and rivals. 
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Striking down Parliament was squarely in that lead¬ 

ership-cult tradition, which has also played a very large 

role in Yeltsin’s electoral successes and on which he is 

still counting heavily. Six Russian or Soviet legislatures 

now have been disbanded in this century—four since 

1917 in the name of a higher democracy. But only 

Yeltsin has set one ablaze, generating a television image 

and cry that will be long remembered: Parliament is 

burning! 

The twofold lesson is unmistakable and ought to be 

especially pondered by all those members of the U.S. 

Congress now wildly applauding Yeltsin’s actions: No 

authentic democracy is possible anywhere, least of all in 

Russia, without a truly independent and fully sanctioned 

parliament or congress, no matter how disagreeable or 

unpopular it may become. And once abolished, such par¬ 

liaments do not reappear easily and quickly in Russia. 

Yeltsin’s Russian and American apologists will argue 

that none of these historical lessons matter. Let them 

explain, then, just a few of the many recent develop¬ 

ments that collide with their spins and history writing. 

The coup makers who plotted against Presidents Gor¬ 

bachev and Yeltsin in August 1991 dared not order their 

tanks to fire on the Russian Parliament. Yeltsin did so. 

The two men who stood defiantly alongside Yeltsin 

against the 1991 putsch, Rutskoi and Khasbulatov, now 

sit in the infamous political prison Lefortovo, threatened 

with capital charges, while all the 1991 putschists remain 

untried and at liberty. And among the deputies who 

refused to leave the Parliament building on October 4 

was thirty-three-year-old Oleg Rumyantsev, whose hero¬ 

ic efforts to write a truly democratic constitution for 
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Russia—his draft was rejected by Yeltsin—led the Wash¬ 

ington Post in 1990 to call him “the James Madison of 

Russia” and the U.S. National Endowment for Democ¬ 

racy to award his committee a grant and honor him as 

a featured speaker at its 1991 biannual conference. 

As for the Clinton administration, it has lent Ameri¬ 

ca’s name to a strong-arm coup, encouraged the dissolu¬ 

tion of a legislature that was supposed to ratify des¬ 

perately needed nuclear disarmament treaties, further 

inflamed the growing backlash against our intrusive role 

in Russia’s internal affairs, and contemptuously dis¬ 

missed several parties and leaders with whom one day 

we, or our children, will have to deal. The administra¬ 

tion replies that it was surprised by Yeltsin’s decision to 

shut down Parliament and had to support him then and 

now as the best or only pro-democracy hope. 

If Clinton and his advisers were really surprised, 

which Russia have they been observing since March 20, 

when with unflagging U.S. support Yeltsin first tried to 

abolish the Parliament? Well before he struck again on 

September 21, there was plenty of plain evidence that 

he intended to do so. 

Moreover, if the administration is right that Yeltsin 

is the only Russian leader fit to support or even prop¬ 

erly acknowledge, on whom or what will it base U.S. 

policy if this sixty-two-year-old man in dubious health 

suddenly leaves the scene? Above all, if the Clinton 

administration really believes that Yeltsin’s methods are 

the “best hope for democracy in Russia,” it is saying, in 

effect, there is no hope. That prophecy is false, but it is 

quickly becoming a self-fulfilling one. 

[Washington Post, October 10, 1993] 
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POSTSCRIPT 

After the destruction of the Parliament, then known as 

the Supreme Soviet, Yeltsin reneged on a promise he 

had made during the conflict to hold an early presi¬ 

dential election in the summer of 1994. (The election 

took place instead in 1996, as originally scheduled.) But 

elections for a new Parliament, now called the Duma, 

and a referendum on Yeltsin’s proposed constitution 

were held in December 1993. 

The constitution, which greatly empowered the pres¬ 

idency at the expense of other branches of government, 

particularly the Duma, was officially adopted, but the 

results of the referendum were almost certainly falsi¬ 

fied. (The more than 50 percent of eligible voters 

required for ratification probably did not actually par¬ 

ticipate.)10 In 2000, it nonetheless remained Russia’s 

constitution, and Vladimir Putin inherited the super¬ 

presidency created for Yeltsin. 

To the shock of the Kremlin and its Western sup¬ 

porters, opposition parties overwhelmingly defeated 

pro-Yeltsin ones in the December 1993 parliamentary 

elections. Two months later, the new Duma voted an 

amnesty that freed Rutskoi and Khasbulatov from 

prison. In 1996, Rutskoi was elected governor of Kursk 

province and moved toward Yeltsin politically. In 

2000, he supported Putin. Khasbulatov, an academic 

economist, returned to that profession, while aspiring 

to a political role in his ,war-torn native Chechnya. 

Later in 2000, he offered himself as an alternative 

pro-Moscow leader of Chechnya, and there were some 

indications that Putin considered the possibility. 
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The full consequences of the bloody events in the 

center of Moscow on October 3-4, 1993, the first such 

violence there sinde 1917, will occupy historians for 

years to come. A strong case can be made that freeing 

himself from any effective parliamentary restraints led 

Yeltsin to more unwise and fateful decisions, including 

a privatization program that resulted in oligarchical 

ownership and asset looting, the first Chechen war, in 

1994—96, and thus the second one, in 1999—2000. Other 

historians will continue to argue that Yeltsin’s actions 

against the Parliament saved post-Communist Russia 

from a “Red-Brown” takeover. 

Meanwhile, Russians themselves do not even agree on 

the number of casualties. The Yeltsin government report¬ 

ed that about igo people were killed and 800 to 1,000 

wounded. Advocates of the destroyed Parliament insist 

there were many more victims. Anti-Yeltsin forces con¬ 

tinue to glorify the memory of the “martyred Parliament 

and its defenders” and included its destruction in the 

unsuccessful 1999 impeachment charges against the pres¬ 

ident. A personal friend retains a more ironic perspective. 

She has kept her “worthless” privatization voucher issued 

in 1992 because it was printed with an illustration of the 

soon-to-be-assaulted Parliament building. 

Along with the Western democracies, particularly the 

United States, most self-professed Russian democrats 

supported Yeltsin’s use of force against the Parliament, 

but some soon decided that it had been “a terrible mis¬ 

take.”11 No such public reconsideration has taken place 

in the United States. 

At the time, Russian democrats who sided with the 

Parliament often declared, “We will not forget and we 
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will not forgive what the West did during these terrible 

days.” A new U.S. policy that included a bit of even tacit 

regret would probably bring forgiveness. In June 2000, 

in Moscow for a summit meeting with President Putin, 

President Clinton addressed a successor Russian Parlia¬ 

ment, but without mentioning the events of 1993. The 

Duma gave his speech a cool reception and many 

deputies did not attend the session, apparently in protest. 

A change in the official American position on what 

happened in October 1993 seems unlikely for at least 

two reasons. A new U.S. administration would in effect 

have to repudiate the Clinton administration, which 

pointedly gave Yeltsin “full support” and congratulated 

him after he used tanks against the Parliament. Second, 

influential American newspapers continue to character¬ 

ize that Parliament misleadingly as an “openly seditious 

Russian legislature” that undertook a “Communist revolt” 

or “mutiny against the Kremlin,” and Yeltsin’s decision to 

use tanks against it as “easily defended.” 

Many Russians, on the other hand, will long remem¬ 

ber that less than three weeks after the first such assault 

on a European parliament since the German Reichstag 

fire in 1933, President Clinton’s secretary of state 

arrived in Moscow to praise Yeltsin’s Russia as a coun¬ 

try “being reborn as a democracy.”12 

America’s Failed Crusade (February 1994) 

The worst and most predictable U.S. foreign policy fail¬ 

ure of the late twentieth century has been unfolding in 
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post-Communist Russia ever since the Soviet breakup in 

1991- AH the desirable outcomes in a country that remains 

so essential to American security—democracy, a prosper¬ 

ing economy, a political establishment friendly to the 

West, major reductions and safeguarding of nuclear 

missiles and other weapons of mass destruction— 

have been undermined by the U.S. government’s own 

policy. 

American politicians and pundits are belatedly awak¬ 

ening to that failure, but not to its full magnitude or 

the real reason behind it. Pointing a “Who lost Russia?” 

finger at one another, zealous promoters of a profound¬ 

ly unwise policy, initiated by the Bush administration 

in 1992 and greatly expanded by the Clinton team since 

1993, insist that this policy failed because the West did 

not give sufficient or timely financial aid to Russian 

reformers. Their self-serving excuses ignore the lessons 

that must urgently be learned if the American debacle 

in Russia is not to become a full-scale disaster. 

At fault, as I have argued repeatedly, is the basic 

premise that has guided American policy since 1991: 

that the United States can and should intervene deeply 

in Russia’s internal affairs to transform that nation into 

an American-style system at home and a compliant jun¬ 

ior partner abroad. That preposterously missionary idea 

is in almost total conflict with Russia’s historical tradi¬ 

tions, present-day realities, and actual possibilities, and 

thus is dangerously counterproductive. 

Essentially, the United States said to the post-Com¬ 

munist Russian leadership of Boris Yeltsin: If you follow 

our “free market” prescriptions for economic reform—a 

leap-to-capitalism “shock therapy”—and our lead on 
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international issues, we will give you ample financial 

aid, on-site adviser-therapists, and a place by our side (or 

in our shadow) in world affairs. For his own complex rea¬ 

sons, President Yeltsin accepted or pretended to accept the 

offer, which both sides immediately anointed as a “strate¬ 

gic partnership and friendship.” And on that romantic 

assumption, the Clinton administration, with more ideo¬ 

logical gusto and less restraint than its predecessor, has 

stuck to Yeltsin like Krazy Glue. 

Consider how badly this missionary American policy 

has already failed: 

• Prospects for peaceful development toward stable 

markets and democracy in Russia are worse today 

than they were two years ago, and much worse than 

they were when President Clinton took office only a 

year ago. The Russian economy is in free fall, rav¬ 

aged by an extraordinary multiple collapse of pro¬ 

duction, capital investment, consumption, legal 

transaction, and the ruble. Moreover, since Yeltsin 

destroyed the constitutional order by force last fall, 

Russia has had no real political system at all, only his 

current efforts to create a personal regime of power. 

As a result, antidemocratic, military, and other secu¬ 

rity forces now play a much larger role in domestic 

and foreign politics than they did a year ago. 

• Nor has Russia’s foreign policy conformed to U.S. pre¬ 

scriptions. Its opposition to the proposed expansion of 

NATO eastward and to Western action against Serbia 

is just the latest evidence that Russian policies can be 

made and sustained only in Moscow, not in Wash¬ 

ington. Meanwhile, almost nothing concrete has been 
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done to reduce the various nuclear threats on former 

Soviet territory, which are greater today than they were 

under the Soviet ^regime. Not all of the much bally- 

hooed weapons-reduction treaties, for example, have yet 

been fully ratified. 

•As for the U.S. wager on Yeltsin as the popular 

instrument of the American crusade, 85 percent of 

Russian participants in the December 1993 elections 

for the new Duma voted against his policies and 

party, even though Yeltsin wrote the rules, controlled 

television, and lavished money on his supporters. Still 

worse, a significant part of that anti-Yeltsin vote was 

a backlash against America’s intrusive role there, 

which included various gestures by President Clinton 

on behalf of “my friend Boris.” 

• More recently, the administration’s apparent remote¬ 

ness from Russian realities allowed President Clinton 

to be embarrassed by a Potemkin-village summit 

meeting with Yeltsin in Moscow. Promises made by 

Yeltsin about the composition and direction of his 

government were immediately violated. The “break¬ 

through” on persuading Ukraine to give up its 

nuclear weapons looks even more dubious as Ukrain- 

ian-Russian relations worsen in the aftermath of the 

election of a Crimean president who campaigned for 

returning the combustible Black Sea region to Rus¬ 

sia. And in Belarus, where Clinton visited after 

Moscow, the pro-Western president was removed just 

after his departure. 

• Finally, here in the United States, the Clinton admin¬ 

istration has created so many illusions and false 

expectations that current developments are generat- 
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ing an anti-Russian backlash in our own country— 

certainly against more aid for reform. Inveterate Cold 

Warriors are already rebuilding their barricades. 

“We gave bear stroking a try,” Charles Krauthammer 

declares in Time. “It did not work.” A new U.S.-Russ¬ 

ian Cold War may not yet be on the horizon, but a 

chilly or cold peace is now more likely than the 

vaunted “era of partnership and friendship.” (And 

imagine the U.S. reaction if some new Russia-cen¬ 

tered union emerges with one or more former Sovi¬ 

et republics, as is also likely.) 

But there is worse news. Not even those of us who 

warned about the dangers inherent in U.S. policy fore¬ 

saw how deeply the Clinton administration would inter¬ 

vene in the cauldron of Russian politics. It is said that 

the United States must support Yeltsin because he is 

Russia’s elected president. But Clinton and his top aides 

have gone far beyond that norm of international rela¬ 

tions, becoming his cheerleader, accomplice, and spin 

doctor, and thus implicating America in some of his 

most ill-advised and even wicked deeds. 

To understand that complicity, we must see Yeltsin’s 

leadership through the eyes of a great many Russian 

citizens. For them, he has been an extremist leader 

imposing from above—an old Russian tradition— 

exceedingly radical policies for which they never voted. 

Yeltsin’s most extreme measures have come as three 

traumatic shocks to society. In 1991, he suddenly abol¬ 

ished the Soviet Union, the only country most Russians 

had ever known. (American opinion of that state isn’t 

relevant to a serious analysis of the consequences.) In 
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x992> economic “shock therapy” took away the life 

savings and living standards of most Russian families. 

And in 1993, his-tanks overthrew the elected Parlia¬ 

ment and constitutional system previously presented to 

citizens as the legitimate post-Communist order. 

Not surprisingly, Yeltsin’s shock leadership has pro¬ 

duced not the much-heralded “Russian transition” but 

a polarized society, devastating all varieties of modera¬ 

tion and centrism in political life. Extremism always 

begets extremism. Yeltsin’s policies led, for example, to 

the victory of the extreme nationalist Vladimir Zhiri¬ 

novsky in the December 1993 elections. 

Recall now the American role in those events, even 

leaving aside any covert involvement. The U.S. govern¬ 

ment wildly applauded Yeltsin’s precipitate abolition of 

the Soviet Union without real concern for its psycholog¬ 

ical, economic, or bloody impact on ordinary citizens, 

including its potential for unleashing several civil wars 

in a land full of nuclear stockpiles and reactors. When 

his shock therapy then impoverished tens of millions of 

Russians (including prospective middle-class investors in 

economic privatization), our government urged him to do 

more of the same, scorning other pro-market but anti- 

Yeltsin economists for not being “real” reformers. When 

parliamentary opposition to Yeltsin grew in 1992 and 

1993, the U.S. administration echoed his charge that it 

was a “citadel of Red-Rrown reaction,” thus helping to 

undermine what Russian democratization needs most— 

an established Parliament and accepted opposition. The 

Clinton administration then supported Yeltsin’s first 

attempt to shut down the elected Parliament in March 

1993, shunned Russian moderates who tried to prevent a 
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more fateful confrontation, and cheered even more loud¬ 

ly when Yeltsin finally resorted to a tank-backed coup, 

thereby endorsing Russia’s long antidemocratic tradition 

of unfettered executive power. And now that Yeltsin has 

contrived a new “constitution” without an authentic 

separation of powers, the administration heralds it as a 

“democratic breakthrough.” 

Given this dismal record, can there be any doubt that 

the intrusively missionary U.S. policy—supported no 

less enthusiastically by Congress, the media, and many 

academic specialists—has both undermined our purpos¬ 

es in Russia and compromised our best values? The cru¬ 

sade to macromanage Russia’s present and future (along 

with new suggestions by the administration that it 

might try the same folly in Ukraine) must end, but 

what kind of policy should be adopted? The answer 

must be found this time in Russia, not in Washington, 

international banks, or American universities. 

Deeply wounded, polarized, and angry, Russia des¬ 

perately needs moderate, consensual, gradual reforms. 

Any more shocks may send some rough beast slouching 

toward the Kremlin. A broad coalition of Russian mod¬ 

erates—“centrists” who see themselves trapped between 

Yeltsin, extreme nationalists, and hard-line Commu¬ 

nists—is struggling to emerge as a political force capa¬ 

ble of reshaping the reform process, with or without 

Yeltsin. To do so, its leaders will have to overcome their 

own past conflicts and future ambitions. Though Prime 

Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin’s recent pledge to blend 

market economics with “the special characteristics of 

our state, people, and Russian traditions” embraces their 

philosophy, for example, other important moderates, 
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notably Valery Zorkin, the ousted chief justice of the 

Constitutional Court, have not forgiven his crucial sup¬ 

porting role in Yeltsin’s assault on the Parliament in 

October 1993. 

Nonetheless, some such moderate bloc is Russia’s best 

hope for democratic and market reform, even if it does 

not conform to U.S. dogmas about what that must 

mean. If so, it is also America’s best hope for a Russia 

engaged in progressive change at home rather than a 

pursuit of lost power abroad. 

But how will the Clinton administration, which despite 

its devotion to centrism at home has been an opponent of 

moderation in Russian politics, react to any centrist 

opposition to Yeltsin’s policies? If the administration 

heeds the lessons of its missionary failures in Russia, it 

will adopt the new and moderate principle that I have 

urged many times: The United States lacks the wisdom, 

right, or power to intervene in Russia’s internal affairs; 

all attempts to do so will backfire perilously. On that 

principle, the United States would withdraw its exces¬ 

sive presence in Russia, cease its dogmatic sermons and 

dollar-laden ultimatums, and encourage Russia to find 

its destiny, as it must, within its own circumstances and 

possibilities. 

And when—or for pessimists, if—Russia finds its 

own way toward political and economic reform, even if 

it is not ours, the United States will be able to give gen¬ 

erous financial assistance, as it must, that is both pro¬ 

ductive and honorable. Otherwise, America may find 

itself with few friends, partners, or democrats in post- 

Yeltsin Russia. 

[The Nation, February 28, 1994] 
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POSTSCRIPT 

As I noted earlier, Ukraine eventually transferred its 

nuclear weapons to Russia, but relations between these 

largest former Soviet republics remain unsettled and 

most of the other problems discussed here have only 

grown worse. 

Vladimir Zhirinovsky’s peculiar role in Russian politics 

is another example of misleading American media cov¬ 

erage. After his incongruously named Liberal Democrat¬ 

ic Party won more votes than any other in the December 

1993 parliamentary elections, nearly 23 percent, this 

ostentatiously ultranationalist, even quasi-fascist, figure 

was regularly cited by the Kremlin, the Clinton admin¬ 

istration, and the U.S. press as an example of what await¬ 

ed Russia, and the world, if Yeltsin lost power. Even 

after Zhirinovsky’s party lost almost half its voters in the 

December 1995 elections, he remained a stock bogeyman 

in U.S. media coverage, along with the Communists, who 

became the largest party in the Duma. 

In reality, Zhirinovsky and his party voted in 

Yeltsin’s favor on almost every crucial occasion during 

the rest of the 1990s, just as he has since supported 

President Putin. In turn, Yeltsin’s Kremlin helped 

maintain Zhirinovsky as an electoral factor by giving 

him financial assistance and exposure on television net¬ 

works it controlled. By comparison, the Communist 

Party’s voting record in the Duma was much closer to 

that of Grigory Yavlinsky’s pro-democracy Yabloko 

Party. Here too Russia’s complex realities did not fit 

American simplistic stereotypes. 
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‘Who Is to Blame?'’ (December 1995) 

An explosive issue in Russian politics today has gone 

largely unreported in the American media. It is the 

demonic question that has arisen since the nineteenth 

century whenever Russia has plunged into epic misfor¬ 

tune: Kto vinovat?—“Who is to blame?” The wrathful 

passions it has generated have repeatedly polarized 

political life, engulfed the country in frenzied searches 

for “enemies of the people,” and helped perpetuate dic¬ 

tatorships inveighing against new enemies at home and 

abroad. 

It could happen again. Many members of Russia’s 

political class and intelligentsia as well as a growing 

number of ordinary citizens now view what President 

Roris Yeltsin and his Western supporters have called 

“radical reform” since 1991 as a “criminal revolution” 

whose perpetrators should be removed from power and 

punished. 

Nor is this call for a reckoning merely a remnant of 

a historical tradition. It is a widespread response to spe¬ 

cific contemporary policies and their consequences. 

They include Yeltsin’s sudden and surreptitious aboli¬ 

tion of the Soviet Union in 1991; the economic “shock 

therapy” measures he has enacted since 1992 that have 

plunged at least half the country into poverty or to the 

brink of it while unleashing a bacchanalia of official 

corruption and enriching perhaps 5 to 8 percent of 

“New Russians”; his tank-backed destruction of a pop¬ 

ularly elected Parliament and indeed the entire first 

post-Communist constitutional order in 1993; and the 
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war he launched against the separatist republic of 

Chechnya in 1994, which has killed tens of thousands 

of civilians (many of them elderly ethnic Russians 

unable to flee the bombing) and left its capital city of 

Grozny, once a thriving metropolis of some 400,000 

people, in ruins. 

Most Western commentators evidently believe that 

all of those deeds were virtuous or necessary, as the 

Clinton administration has often argued, and that only 

Russian extremists think otherwise. It is true that an 

“irreconcilable opposition”—as ultranationalists and 

Communist fundamentalists are called—has always 

considered Yeltsin an agent of Western powers who 

plotted the breakup of the Soviet Union and now are 

exploiting Russia’s economy by turning it into a dein¬ 

dustrialized exporter of natural resources and dumping 

ground for excess goods. For such extreme opposition¬ 

ists, Russia under Yeltsin has been “murdered, plun¬ 

dered, raped, spat upon, humiliated.” 

But it is also true that significant charges in that indict¬ 

ment are now regularly echoed in Russia’s political main¬ 

stream. Influential anti-Communist and pro-democracy 

newspapers, once Yeltsin’s enthusiastic supporters, have 

called his economic policies a “crime against the 

country’s national security” and the resulting decline 

in the nation’s health an “unfolding catastrophe . . . 

as in wartime,” denounced the “thorough corruption 

of the executive branch,” characterized Prime Minis¬ 

ter Viktor Chernomyrdin-as the “chief mafioso,” and 

condemned the Chechen campaign as a “criminal 

war.” 

Earlier this year, for example, Obshchaya Gazeta, 
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whose editor was formerly Yeltsin’s close ally, ran a 

two-page headline: “Boris Yeltsin Is Guilty—Before the 

Law, Before the People, Before History.” More recent¬ 

ly, it reported a mainstream insider as saying of the 

Yeltsin government, “No one will escape the people’s 

retribution. All plunderers of Russia await their own 

Nuremberg trial.” 

Not surprisingly, as I have emphasized for more than 

a year, the Yeltsin regime has begun to fear its own 

people and dread the day it might lose power. No Russ¬ 

ian or Soviet leader has ever left office voluntarily; 

Yeltsin, given the traumas he has inflicted on the coun¬ 

try, may not chose to be the first, at least without guar¬ 

antees of a safe retirement. Having ruled mostly by 

decree (issuing as many as 2,300 in a single year), often 

in open defiance of Parliament and the constitution, 

and having used tanks to arrest his own former allies in 

1993, a powerless Yeltsin would risk becoming the tar¬ 

get of any politics of retribution that ensued. Nor would 

he be alone. Similarly endangered are many of his 

high-level appointees and other servitors along with a 

number of “oligarchs” and other “New Russians” who 

have profited so grandly from his largesse with state 

property and exclusive licenses. 

That is why Yeltsin’s representatives have for more 

than a year considered ways to cancel elections, partic¬ 

ularly the presidential contest scheduled for June 1996, 

or to install a successor tied to the regime “by blood 

and property.” (Many Russian analysts think that the 

Chechen war may be such a pretext.) With Yeltsin in 

poor health and his approval ratings in single digits, 

much may now depend on leaders of the opposition par- 
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ties. Several declared presidential candidates whom I 

recently interviewed, ranging from liberal democratic to 

Communist and nationalist, warned against repeating 

Russia’s history of savage retribution, but none of them 

ruled out some kind of “legal” accounting for what has 

happened since 1991- And all of them worried that the 

Kremlin nay not permit a presidential election to take 

place next year, at least not a fair one. 

The Yeltsin regime’s best hope for a safe exit from 

power, with or without elections, may actually be the 

pervasive corruption it has engendered. Various forms 

of corruption have enmeshed so many politicians and 

bureaucrats, pro-government and oppositionist, that few 

can want any precedents set for punishing abuses of 

power. The current Parliament, or Duma, for example, 

has adamantly refused even to diminish the deputies’ 

full immunity from prosecution, and many parliamen¬ 

tary candidates seem to run only to obtain that protec¬ 

tion. 

The billions of dollars of state property that Yeltsin’s 

Kremlin has handed over to a small segment of the for¬ 

mer Soviet ruling class and others could also play a per¬ 

verse role. Elites excluded from that fabulous “plunder” 

have generally backed various anti-Yeltsin oppositions 

but may settle for a second redistribution benefiting 

themselves. Unless the economic condition of millions 

of families improves significantly, however, such an 

intramural deal is likely only to make the question of 

“who is to blame” even more clamorous. 

How the question is eventually answered will be 

fateful for Russia and the world. The Clinton adminis¬ 

tration may be tempted to do all it can to help Yeltsin, 
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its greatly valued “partner,” or his associates remain in 

power. Many Russian politicians and commentators are 

convinced that the dJnited States will close its eyes to 

any pro-Yeltsin irregularities in the presidential elec¬ 

tion, as occurred in the national voting in December 

1.993, and even to its cancellation. 

To do so would be a great mistake. With virtually 

the entire Russian political spectrum already offended 

by the U.S. plan to expand NATO eastward and the 

impending Western military presence in the Balkans, 

even tacit American support for any attempt by the 

Yeltsin regime to evade democratic judgment could 

only further poison our relations. 

The Clinton administration has endorsed almost every¬ 

thing Yeltsin has done on the grounds that he represents 

reform and stability in a Russia still laden with nuclear 

devices. But what kind of stability actually exists if 

those changes have awakened a historical demon and 

caused so many citizens to see them as criminal? The 

only hope is that this time Russia will decide who is to 

be blamed in a democratic way. 

[Full text of an abridged version in 

New York Times, December n, 1995] 

POSTSCRIPT 

After a protracted struggle inside Yeltsin’s entourage 

over whether or not to cancel the 1996 presidential elec¬ 

tion, it took place as required by the constitution.13 In 

the first round, Yeltsin and the Communist Party can¬ 

didate Gennady Zyuganov finished far ahead of the 
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other contenders with 35.3 percent and 32 percent of 

the vote respectively; Yeltsin then won the runoff 53-^ 

percent to 40.3 percent. 

Considering the president’s use of his almost tsar-like 

powers of incumbency, from financial expenditures far 

exceeding the legal limit and control of national televi¬ 

sion to appointment of electoral officials, the election 

could not be called “fair,” but it was incomparably bet¬ 

ter than a canceled election. No serious observers doubt¬ 

ed that Yeltsin had actually won, but many were 

convinced that the margin of his final victory had been 

padded. 

More important as an indicator of political culture at 

the time, many Russians, perhaps most of them, did 

not believe that Yeltsin would leave office voluntarily 

if defeated. Yeltsin fed the suspicion himself by telling 

a group of Western well-wishers, “I may not win the 

election, but I certainly will not lose.” When I put the 

question directly to a Kremlin insider just before the 

runoff, he answered unambiguously, “Better resistance 

and even a civil war than Communists back in 
’>') 14 power. 

The Clinton administration went out of its way, cer¬ 

tainly well beyond propriety, to help Yeltsin win. It 

arranged a booster-summit meeting in Moscow and a 

$10 billion IMF loan shortly before the election, justi¬ 

fied the ongoing Chechen war by comparing it to the 

American Civil War and Yeltsin to Lincoln, and sent 

U.S. campaign experts to., serve as his advisers. The 

American ambassador in Moscow, Thomas Pickering, 

even tried to pressure Grigory Yavlinsky to withdraw 

from the first round in favor of Yeltsin.15 
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But as readers already understand, Yeltsin’s reelec¬ 

tion in 1996 did not vanquish the wrathful question 

“Who is to blame?” The Duma’s attempt to impeach 

him failed, but Western news reports that Kremlin 

officials, possibly including Yeltsin and his relatives, 

had secret bank accounts abroad further inflamed the 

issue. Of those Russians surveyed in late 1999, 90 per¬ 

cent did not trust Yeltsin and 53 percent wanted him 

put on trial. Harking back to the Stalin era, street pro¬ 

testers carried banners charging, “Yeltsin is an enemy 

of the people.”16 

High-level fear of retribution continued to grow and 

played an even larger role in the politics of 1999—2000. 

(More and more highly placed candidates for the 

Duma in December 1999 sought a seat for its immu¬ 

nity from criminal prosecution than had been the 

case in the 1993 or 1995 elections.) Yeltsin’s Kremlin 

believed it had finally found in Vladimir Putin, head 

of the former KGB, and in his conduct of a renewed 

Chechen war, the successor tied to it “by blood and 

property” it had sought since 1995. Putin’s first act 

upon becoming acting president was to issue a decree 

stating that Yeltsin “may not be prosecuted on crimi¬ 

nal charges” or even asked to give evidence about any 

crimes.17 

In early 2000, the Communist Party failed to per¬ 

suade the Duma to nullify the decree. But in light of 

what happened in the 1990s, it is unlikely that Yeltsin’s 

immunity will go unchallenged in the years ahead. As 

for the Clinton administration, as we saw before, it hur¬ 

riedly endorsed Putin and the Kremlin’s “democratic 

transfer of power.” 
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Transition or Tragedy? (December 1996) 

A terrible national tragedy has been unfolding in Rus¬ 

sia in the 1990s, but we will hear little if anything 

about it in American commentary on this fifth anniver¬ 

sary of the end of the Soviet Union. Instead, we will 

be told that Russia’s “transition to a free-market econ¬ 

omy and democracy” has progressed remarkably, 

despite some “bumps in the road.” Evidence alleged to 

support that view will include massive privatization, 

emerging financial markets, low inflation, “stabiliza¬ 

tion,” an impending economic “takeoff,” this year’s 

completed presidential election, a sitting Parliament, 

and a “free press.” 

Few if any commentators will explain that Russia’s 

new private sector is dominated by former but still 

intact Soviet monopolies seized by ex-Communist offi¬ 

cials who have become the core of a semi-criminalized 

business class; that inflation is being held down by 

holding back salaries owed to tens of millions of needy 

workers and other employees; that a boom has been 

promised for years while the economy continues to 

plunge into a depression greater than America’s in the 

1930s; that President Yeltsin’s reelection campaign was 

one of the most corrupt in recent European history; that 

the Parliament has no real powers and the appellate 

court little independence from the presidency; and that 

neither Russia’s market nor its national television is 

truly competitive or free but is substantially controlled 

by the same financial oligarchy whose representatives 

now sit in the Kremlin as chieftains of the Yeltsin 

regime. 
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In human terms, however, that is not the worst of it. 

For the great majority of families, Russia has not been 

in “transition” but. in an endless collapse of everything 

essential to a decent existence—from real wages, wel¬ 

fare provisions, and health care to birthrates and life 

expectancy; from industrial and agricultural production 

to higher education, science, and traditional culture; 

from safety in the streets to prosecution of organized 

crime and thieving bureaucrats; from the still enormous 

military forces to the safeguarding of nuclear devices 

and materials. These are the realities underlying the 

“reforms” that most U.S. commentators still extol and 

seem to think are the only desirable kind. 

Fragments of Russia’s unprecedented, cruel, and per¬ 

ilous collapse are reported in the U.S. mainstream 

media, but not the full dimensions of insider privatiza¬ 

tion, impoverishment, disintegration of the middle class¬ 

es, corrosive consequences of the 1994—96 Chechen war, 

or official corruption and mendacity. Why not? Why 

don’t American commentators lament the plight of the 

Russian people as they did so persistently when they 

were the Soviet people? The United States has thou¬ 

sands of professed specialists on Russia. Why have so 

few tried to tell the full story of post-Soviet Russia? 

Indeed, why, despite incomparably greater access to 

information, do most reporters, pundits, and scholars 

tell us less that is really essential about Russia today 

than they did when it was part of the Soviet Union? 

There are, it seems, several reasons, all of them relat¬ 

ed to the American condition rather than to Russia’s. As 

during the Cold War, most U.S. media and academic 

commentators think (or speak) within the parameters of 
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Washington’s policies toward Russia. Since 199b Rus¬ 

sia’s purportedly successful “transition and the U.S. 

“strategic” role in it have been the basic premises of 

White House and congressional policy. 

American business people, big foundations, and aca¬ 

demics involved with Russia also have their own stake 

in the “transition.” For the business community, it is 

the prospect of profits; for foundations, another frontier 

of endowed social engineering; for academia, a new par¬ 

adigm (“transitionology”) for securing funds, jobs, and 

tenure. Confronted with the fact that the results of Rus¬ 

sia’s “transition” continue to worsen and not improve, 

most of its U.S. promoters still blame the “legacy of 

Communism” rather than their own prescriptions, or 

insist that robber baron capitalism will surely reform 

itself there as it did here, even though the circum¬ 

stances are fundamentally different. 

More generally, Americans once again see in Russia, 

for ideological and psychological reasons, primarily 

what they seek there. This time it is a happy outcome 

of the end of Soviet Communism and of our “great vic¬ 

tory” in the Cold War. How many of us who doubt that 

outcome, who think the world may be less safe because 

of what has happened in the former Soviet Union since 

1991, who believe that ordinary Russians (even those 

denigrated “elderly” Communist voters) have been 

made to suffer unduly and unjustly, who understand 

that there were less costly and more humane ways to 

reform Russia than Yeltsin’s U.S.-sponsored “shock” 

measures—how many of us wish to say such things 

publicly, knowing we will be accused of nostalgia for 

the Soviet Union or even of pro-Communism? Crude 
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McCarthyism has passed, but not the maligning of any¬ 

one who challenges mainstream orthodoxies about Sovi¬ 

et or post-Soviet Russia. And the presumed “transition 

to a free-market economy and democracy” is today’s 

orthodoxy. 

But does it even matter what Americans say about Rus¬ 

sia today? Those of us who oppose the Clinton adminis¬ 

tration’s missionary complicity in the “transition,” and its 

insistence that Russia “stay the course,” may wish the 

United States would say and intervene less. In one 

respect, however, U.S. commentary matters greatly. Even¬ 

tually, today’s Russian children will ask what America felt 

and said during these tragic times for their parents and 

grandparents, and they will shape their relations with our 

own children and grandchildren accordingly. 

[The Nation, December 30, 1996] 

POSTSCRIPT 

The above article, an earlier statement of an argument 

developed more fully in the first section of this book, 

was probably the most widely reprinted of my writings 

of the 1990s—and the most controversial. Certainly, it 

aroused the broadest and most heated reaction in the 

form of letters sent to The Nation and to me personally, 

messages to an e-mail list devoted to Russian affairs, 

and articles commenting on what I had written. 

Many of the responses were favorable and can be 

summarized in two words that appeared in several let¬ 

ters—“Amen!” and “Bravo!”—but many were not. Not 
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surprisingly, some of the negative responses relied heav¬ 

ily on the hoary insinuation that anyone so critical of 

U.S. policy, Yeltsin’s leadership, or Russia’s “transition” 

must regret the end of the Soviet Union and favor 

today’s Communist Party,18 or fail to understand, as two 

letter writers explained, “one cannot make an omelette 

without breaking a few eggs.” 

The most interesting objections, however, were from 

professionals who were participating in the “transition 

and sincerely believed in it, as was clear from their sub¬ 

stantive and civil replies. An English-language newspa¬ 

per published in Moscow by pro-Yeltsin expatriates, for 

example, ran not one but two editorial rejoinders to my 

article in the same issue.19 I interpreted it as a tribute 

but also a sign that the editors already sensed the 

impending collapse of their cause, even though Yeltsin 

had recently been reelected and Russia’s financial melt¬ 

down was still more than a year and a half away. 

But I was moved and troubled most by a late-night 

international phone call I received in Moscow, just after 

the article’s publication. The caller, a European mid¬ 

level official at the IMF, wanted to speak in confidence. 

He had gone to the trouble of tracking me down, he 

explained, to express gratitude that “you wrote what 

urgently needed to be said but which I and my col¬ 

leagues cannot say.” He was, he added, circulating 

copies of my article at the IMF and the World Bank. 

I was pleased by his assurance that I and others high¬ 

ly critical of U.S. policy toward Russia had sympathiz¬ 

ers in official circles, but I remain troubled that they 

did not themselves speak out, at least not until much 

later, and even then only a very few of them. Their 
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silence reminds me too much of the many decent peo¬ 

ple I knew in the old Soviet party-state bureaucracies 

who kept their dissident views private, but who at least 

had compelling reasons for doing so. 

The Other Russia (August i^y) 

Anyone who thinks that Soviet-style propaganda, with 

its determined disregard for Russian realities, is a thing 

of the past should visit Moscow this summer of 1997. 

In July, the large part of the “free press” controlled by 

the Kremlin and its oligarchical supporters seized upon 

the first anniversary of President Yeltsin’s reelection to 

celebrate the government’s alleged successes, particular¬ 

ly those since he returned to office from bypass surgery 

several months ago. 

Among the loudly touted official claims of a general 

“stabilization” were that Yeltsin had regained his 

“youthful vigor” in politics and Russia its “great-power 

standing” in the West, as illustrated by “normalized 

relations with NATO” and Yeltsin’s participation in the 

May G-7 (now nominally G-8) summit in Denver. But 

the most startling assertion was that the Russian econ¬ 

omy, after six years of shrinkage and near collapse, is 

at the beginning of a major recovery. As Yeltsin put it 

in his anniversary radio address to the nation, “the tide 

has turned and the slump has been stopped.” 

During a three-week stay in Moscow, we found little 

evidence to support any of these claims, several of 

which are being echoed by the Clinton administration 
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and in the U.S. press. Every political figure we met—lib¬ 

eral, Communist, and nationalist, as they are somewhat 

misleadingly typecast in the Western media—agreed 

that the country’s fragile political stability rests large¬ 

ly upon Yeltsin’s tenure in office, but no one knew the 

real state of his health. Few believed the official 

reports and many thought his bout of “fatigue” in 

Denver was actually a sign of his newly deteriorating 

condition. Certainly his current long vacation away 

from Moscow, given his previous absences from office, 

seems more restorative than recreational, tales of his 

epic fishing achievements notwithstanding. And the 

flagrantly nepotistic (even by Russian standards) 

appointment of his thirty-seven-year-old daughter, 

Tatyana Dyachenko, as a Kremlin adviser only 

strengthened the widespread perception that Yeltsin is 

almost totally dependent on a small group of personal 

appointees currently led by First Deputy Prime Minis¬ 

ter Anatoly Chubais. 

As for the country’s relations with the West, most 

Russian foreign policy specialists speak of a looming cri¬ 

sis, not normalization. They point, above all, to the 

symbolism of the Russian president’s absence from the 

July NATO summit in Madrid, where President Leonid 

Kuchma of Ukraine, the second most populous and 

strategically important former Soviet republic, signed a 

highly publicized agreement with the Western alliance. 

Nor did they minimize statements by U.S. officials that 

NATO’s expansion eastward has only begun and that its 

doors are open to three other former Soviet republics— 

Lithuania, Estonia, and Latvia—a move adamantly 

opposed by Moscow. Even Yeltsin’s Russian supporters 
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believe that the real threshold of conflict with NATO, 

and thus the United States, lies ahead. 

For the great majority of Russians, however, the gov¬ 

ernment’s least credible boast is that the country is on 

the verge of an economic boom. Western visitors to 

Moscow who repeat the assertion seem to be misled by 

the capital’s special status. Moscow may have more 

Mercedes cars per capita than any other city in the 

world and is in the noisy throes of a peculiar kind of 

gentrification. Along with glittery new buildings, pre¬ 

revolutionary mansions are being transformed into opu¬ 

lent banks, lavish offices for multinational corporations, 

and high-security housing for the newly and fabulous¬ 

ly rich. Western-style stores and cafes are full of these 

“New Russians” wantonly spending several times a typ¬ 

ical citizen’s monthly salary on a single purchase. And 

Moscow’s small and economically unrepresentative 

stock market, fueled by foreign investors looking for 

bargains, has recently soared. Meanwhile, in another 

tenacious Soviet tradition, the city is getting an expen¬ 

sive facelift in connection with its upcoming 850th 

anniversary, which has less to do with municipal serv¬ 

ices—even here they are crumbling for most citizens— 

than with the national political ambitions of Mayor 

Yuri Luzhkov, sometimes dubbed “the Moscow Mus¬ 

solini.” 

But apart from the relatively small number of native 

beneficiaries and Western boosters, few Russians think 

Moscow’s economy rests on anything more substantial 

than massive high-level corruption. Protected by an 

intensely unpopular system of oligarchical politics and 

finance, the takeovers, mergers, and confiscation of for- 
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mer Soviet state assets churn on in the guise of “free- 

market privatization.” (In a July article about a merg¬ 

er that would create Russia’s largest investment bank, 

the New York Times neglected to mention that one of the 

financiers behind the deal, a former Yeltsin deputy 

minister, is being investigated for the embezzlement of 

$500 million in state funds.) Suffice it to say that annu¬ 

al capital flight, estimated even by the Russian govern¬ 

ment that abets it to be $2 billion a month, continues 

to exceed all foreign investment, aid, credits, and loans, 

including those from the IMF and the World Bank. 

Whatever the full explanation, Moscow is an island 

of relative prosperity—a “fiefdom of thieves,” as it has 

been called—in a decaying country. Most of the priva¬ 

tized wealth accumulated since the 1991 breakup of the 

Soviet Union has been concentrated in the capital 

through a semi-criminal and oligarchical banking sys¬ 

tem, along with nearly 80 percent of all the country’s 

new investment. The rest of Russia remains in the throes 

of the twentieth century’s greatest depression—even 

according to the government’s own statistics. The fall in 

production, down nearly 50 percent since 1991, continues, 

and unemployment is expected to exceed at least 10 per¬ 

cent by next year. Capital investment dropped another 18 

percent last year and 8 percent in the first quarter of 

this yean-. 

In conversations with Russians from the provinces, 

we found none who could report any signs of improve¬ 

ment. On the contrary, several spoke despairingly of a 

“dying nation”—idle factories, decaying farms, pollut¬ 

ed rivers, malnourished children, and collapsing profes¬ 

sions, education, and health care. According to official 
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statistics, at least 25 to 30 percent of Russians now live 

in actual poverty, but even those astonishing figures 

give little indication that a large twentieth-century 

middle class is being transformed into nineteenth-cen¬ 

tury subsistence farmers, who must grow on tiny gar¬ 

den plots what they need to survive but can no longer 

afford to buy. 

By all accounts, there is no stability in these provin¬ 

cial wastelands. Tens of millions of citizens, among 

them workers, teachers, doctors, and soldiers, still have 

not received months of salaries. In some of the most 

stricken areas, there is a growing pattern of direct citi¬ 

zen action and violent protest so dramatic (though still 

episodic) as to remind observers of the recent uprising 

in Albania. In the Kuzbass region, miners protesting 

unpaid wages threatened to take up arms. In the Far 

East, workers and pensioners blocked railway lines and 

bridges while wives of unpaid officers closed a military 

airbase by lying down on runways. Workers at a nuclear 

submarine facility sealed off the yard and took the 

managing director hostage until wages were flown in 

from Moscow. Teachers and doctors in the city of 

Kimry occupied the city hall, blockading administrators 

inside until adequate supplies and back salaries were 

promised. 

It was in this context that the specter of a military 

“mutiny” suddenly and unexpectedly emerged inside 

the Yeltsin camp itself. All but unreported in the U.S. 

press, the Rokhlin affair, as it became known, shook 

Moscow in June and July. In a seven-page open letter 

to the “Commander in Chief,” which he sent to gar¬ 

risons across the country and then published in opposi- 
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tion newspapers, General Lev Rokhlin accused Yeltsin 

of surrounding himself with brazenly corrupt advisers, 

willfully destroying the army and the defense indus¬ 

tries, betraying Russian national interests, and acceding 

to NATO expansion and thus to America’s “diktat over 

Europe’s political and military order.” 

Such charges have long been leveled by Communists 

and radical nationalists, but Rokhlin is neither. Previ¬ 

ously a top army commander under Yeltsin and now 

chairman of Parliament’s Armed Forces Committee, he 

was elected to the Duma as a member of the main pro¬ 

government party. Two points in his open letter were 

therefore a bombshell. Yeltsin, he wrote, was purposely 

impoverishing the army in favor of Interior Ministry 

troops, which are to be used as a praetorian guard in 

the event of popular unrest. “Russia is being turned 

into a police state,” he insisted. And he called upon the 

military to “close ranks” and defend itself against the 

Yeltsin government. 

The Kremlin’s reaction bordered on panic. Yeltsin’s 

men likened Rokhlin’s letter to “mutinous” Communist 

agitation in the army in revolutionary 1917, and the 

president immediately appeared on television to prom¬ 

ise payment of all military back salaries by September. 

(The government did manage to pay back pensions in 

early July, but officials admit to having no idea how the 

nearly bankrupt state will be able to pay all the months 

of civilian back wages, much less future salaries and 

pensions.) For all its talk about stability, the Kremlin’s 

alarm is understandable. In a recent survey, 60 percent 

of Russian experts on military affairs responded that a 

coup, mutiny, or complete disintegration of the army is 
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likely within eighteen months. Indeed, several ranking 

political figures remarked privately that by comparative 

political science criteria, the Russian military should 

have taken power two or three years ago. 

In light of all this, can Yeltsin’s reconstituted “young 

reformer” government, headed by Chubais and Boris 

Nemtsov, really be serious about imposing a new round 

of economic “shock therapy,” this one by abolishing 

long-standing state subsidies for housing and utilities? 

“Another dose of this so-called therapy,” warned former 

Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev during a conversa¬ 

tion with us at his foundation, “is likely to generate a 

social explosion. People don’t receive their wages, and 

now the government is going to raise their rents! What 

is it thinking?” 

Various explanations are circulating in Moscow. One 

is that the “young wolves” currently in power really 

believe that their radical monetarism will “shock” the 

economy into growth, or that they must comply with 

the IMF’s austerity guidelines in order to continue to 

receive loans needed to keep it afloat. Another wide¬ 

spread view, fueled by Yeltsin’s threat to remove 

Lenin’s body from the Red Square Mausoleum along 

with more than two hundred Soviet-era urns from the 

Kremlin walls, is that he wants to provoke a showdown 

with the Communist-dominated Parliament in the fall, 

its dissolution followed perhaps by the imposition of a 

praetorian regime, as Rokhlin warned. There is even a 

belief, which points to the aggressive new round of 

“privatization,” that all talk of “more reform” is really 

camouflage for a final looting of state assets before the 

oligarchy flees to its Western villas and bank accounts. 
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(According to Moscow newspapers, many government 

officials and other influential already have their chil¬ 

dren safely ensconced in foreign schools.) 

Yeltsin’s Western supporters may find this latter 

charge outrageous, but their hero and de facto head of 

the Russian government, Chubais, is already endangered 

by documented charges that he has done some consid¬ 

erable looting of his own. (Virtually no one in Moscow, 

not even pro-Yeltsin journalists, takes seriously the 

Kremlin’s recent “anti-corruption” campaign, promoted 

by the recently arrived thirty-seven-year-old Nemtsov.) 

On July l, Izvestia, Moscow’s most authoritative and 

generally pro-Kremlin newspaper, reported that 

Chubais had received a $3 million interest-free loan 

from a leading bank, which he then helped to win con¬ 

trol of a large oil company. And suspicions that Chubais 

may have personally pocketed U.S. Agency for Interna¬ 

tional Development funds channeled through Harvard 

University’s Institute for International Development to 

a network of quasi-private centers he and his cronies 

created are being investigated in Washington and 

Moscow. If Chubais, the architect of privatization since 

1992 and patron saint of Russia’s ruling political-finan¬ 

cial oligarchy, is not safe, can any Yeltsin regime insid¬ 

ers really feel secure? 

If they do, it is largely because Russia lacks an effec¬ 

tive opposition. Under strong pressure from more radi¬ 

cal activists, the leadership of the Communist Party, 

which remains by far the largest and best organized in 

the country, has called for a nationwide “political 

strike” in the fall, but many observers doubt its resolve. 

Since losing the presidential election to Yeltsin in 1996, 
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its leader, Gennady Zyuganov, has repeatedly prevent¬ 

ed a parliamentary vote of no confidence in the gov¬ 

ernment, despite the efforts of two otherwise dissimilar 

young leaders of smaller opposition parties in the 

Duma—the liberal democrat Grigory Yavlinsky and the 

nationalist Sergei Baburin. Nor have any effective oppo¬ 

sition leaders emerged outside the Moscow political 

establishment. A television blackout has largely muffled 

the angry roar of General Aleksandr Lebed, and trade 

union officials seem unwilling to mobilize their mem¬ 

bership fully. 

In stricken nations, new leaders often appear only 

when desperate circumstances finally beckon them. 

Russia’s future leaders may already be emerging in the 

remote provinces—in local unions, political movements, 

even army garrisons—but are still not visible to the 

nation or to us. It may also be, however, that today’s 

opposition, like the Kremlin, fears the people, who by 

all accounts and nearly every criterion now live worse 

than before 1991. Widespread analogies with 1917 and 

Albania may be for political effect, but there is a pal¬ 

pable anxiety across the political spectrum that the 

fabled patience of the Russian people has limits, and 

when they are reached the result could be beyond any¬ 

one’s control. Indeed, it is surely indicative that while 

all the Moscow-based leaders and parties are already 

preparing for the next parliamentary and presidential 

elections, scheduled respectively for 1999 and 2000, 

once again no one is certain when or even whether they 

will actually take place. 

[Co-authored with Katrina vanden Heuvel, 

The Nation, August 11—18, 1997] 
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POSTSCRIPT 

In July 1998, General Rokhlin, whose political popular¬ 

ity had continued to spread, was shot to death in cir¬ 

cumstances that remain mysterious. Authorities charged 

his wife with the murder—she initially gave a confes¬ 

sion but quickly withdrew it—and imprisoned her. As 

required by Russian law, she was released in January 

2000, still proclaiming her innocence and pending a 

trial that was then postponed. Many Russians continue 

to believe she was framed and that Rokhlin’s death was 

a political assassination. For their part, the authorities, 

first under Yeltsin and then under Putin, showed little 

interest in the case. 

The army did not “mutiny,” but some Russian polit¬ 

ical analysts thought generals might do so if the Krem¬ 

lin tried to deprive them of a complete military victory 

in the new Chechen war that began in 1999. It is also 

worth noting that the seven national oversight districts 

created by Putin in May 2000 to monitor the heads of 

Russia’s eighty-nine administrative-territorial units cor¬ 

respond exactly to the location of the country’s region¬ 

al military garrisons. The Movement in Support of the 

Army, which Rokhlin founded, moved closer to the Com¬ 

munist Party after his death and failed in the Decem¬ 

ber 1999 election to receive enough votes to make it 

into the new Duma. 

Financial scandals implicating Chubais and his per¬ 

sonal team finally led to his fall from high office,20 but 

Yeltsin put him in charge of the state’s powerful (and 

wealthy) electricity monopoly and he remained an influ- 
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ential Kremlin insider. Predictably, in 1999, Chubais 

and other “liberal” reformers became strong supporters 

of the new prime ihinister, former KGB chief and soon- 

to-be president Putin. Despite everything, many U.S. 

officials, journalists, and scholars still regard Chubais as 

Russia’s exemplary “reformer” and hope for his return 

to power. The electoral coalition he formed with other 

“young reformers,” Union of Right-Wing Forces, 

which Putin endorsed along with the larger pro-Krem- 

lin alliance called Unity, got 8.5 percent of the vote in 

the December 1999 election, enough to enter the new 

Duma. 

The retired but still youthful General Lebed, who 

had finished third in the 1996 presidential race and 

endorsed Yeltsin in the runoff in return for being made 

his national security chief, negotiated an end of the first 

Chechen war. Manifestly ambitious, Lebed soon broke 

with the Kremlin, or the Kremlin with him, and in 

1998 was elected governor of the vast Krasnoyarsk 

province. Though still denied regular access to state tel¬ 

evision, and despite having fallen in popularity polls, 

Lebed remains a formidable political figure. 

After 1997, two new national leaders emerged in 

response to circumstances, Primakov and Putin, but 

both were created by Yeltsin and neither came from the 

provinces. Provincial governors played a large role in 

national politics, but primarily in blocs backing various 

Moscow politicians such as Zyuganov, Primakov, Putin, 

and the city’s mayor, Luzhkov. In 1999 and 2000, most 

of them quickly fell in line behind Putin. 

The pseudo-economic “stabilization” we reported in 

this August 1997 article was, of course, confirmed by 
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Russia’s financial collapse a year later, when the num¬ 

ber of people living in poverty again greatly increased, 

bringing the total in the Potemkin village of Moscow 

to 50 percent. As for the “final looting of state assets” 

anticipated in 1997, many Russian politicians and com¬ 

mentators charged that it got under way in earnest in 

1999—either as an amassing of funds for the March 

2000 presidential campaign or as a last pillaging in case 

Yeltsin and his entourage lost the Kremlin, or both. 

Meanwhile, Yeltsin has left the Kremlin, but Lenin’s 

body remains in its Red Square mausoleum. Having 

embraced a number of Soviet-era symbols and made an 

alliance with the Communists in the Duma, Putin has 

given no indication of acting on Yeltsin’s repeated 

threat to remove the body. 

Why Call It Reform? (September 1998) 

As Russia’s economic collapse spirals out of control, rarely 

if ever has American discourse about that country been so 

uncaringly and dangerously in conflict with reality. With 

its endless ideological mantra of a pm-ported “transition 

from Communism to free-market capitalism,” almost all 

U.S. government, media, and academic commentary on 

Russia s current troubles is premised on two profoundly 

wrong assumptions: that the problem is essentially a 

“financial crisis” and that thp remedy is faster and more 

resolute application of the “reform” policies pursued by 

President Yeltsin since 1992. 

Treating Russia’s agony as a case of the “Asian flu”— 
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as merely a matter of bolstering a faltering stock market, 

banking system, and currency with more budgetary aus¬ 

terity and tax collection, ruble devaluation, and Western 

financial bailouts—is like rearranging deck chairs on the 

Titanic. Russia’s underlying problem is an unprecedented, 

all-encompassing economic catastrophe—a peacetime econ¬ 

omy that has been in a process of relentless destruction for 

nearly seven years. GDP has fallen by at least 50 percent 

and according to one report by as much as 83 percent, cap¬ 

ital investment by 80 percent, and, equally telling, meat 

and dairy hvestock herds by 75 percent. Except for energy, 

the country now produces very little; most consumer goods, 

especially in large cities, are imported. 

So great is Russia’s economic and thus social catas¬ 

trophe that we must now speak of another unprece¬ 

dented development: the literal demodernization of a 

twentieth-century country. When the infrastructures of 

production, technology, science, transportation, heating, 

and sewage disposal disintegrate; when tens of millions 

of people do not receive earned salaries, some 75 per¬ 

cent of society lives below or barely above the subsis¬ 

tence level, and millions of them are actually starving; 

when male life expectancy has plunged as low as fifty- 

eight years, malnutrition has become the norm among 

schoolchildren, once-eradicated diseases are again 

becoming epidemics, and basic welfare provisions are 

disappearing; when even highly educated professionals 

must grow their own food in order to survive and well 

over half the nation’s economic transactions are barter— 

all this, and more, is indisputable evidence of a tragic 

“transition” backward to a premodern era. 

Even if economic growth were miraculously to resume 
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tomorrow, Russia would need decades to regain what it 

has lost in the nineties, and nothing can retrieve the 

millions of lives already cut short by the “transition. 

Indeed, as a careful statistical study by Professor 

Stephen Shenfield of Brown University shows, an even 

greater and possibly inescapable economic and social 

disaster may be approaching. 

Why call this “reform,” as does virtually every U.S. 

commentator? Certainly, very few Russians any longer 

do, except to curse Yeltsin and his policies, especially 

those long and zealously promoted by the Clinton admin¬ 

istration. Russian economists and politicians across the 

spectrum are now desperately trying to formulate alter¬ 

native economic policies that might save their nation— 

ones more akin to Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal than 

to the neoliberal monetarist orthodoxies of the State and 

Treasury departments, the IMF, World Bank, and 

legions of Western advisers, which have done so much 

to abet Russia’s calamity. 

But when President Clinton goes to Moscow in Septem¬ 

ber 1998, he will no doubt tell Yeltsin publicly, as he often 

has done in the past and Vice President Gore did when he 

visited in July, “Stay the course!” For most Russians, it will 

mean that America welcomes what has happened to then- 

country and does not care about their ruined lives. 

[The Nation, September 7-14, 1998] 

POSTSCRIPT 

In 2000, as we saw in the first section of this book, most 

American officials, journalists, investors, and scholars 
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still considered Yeltsin’s U.S.-sponsored economic poli¬ 

cies of the 1990s to be the only authentic program of 

reform for post-Communist Russia. Hence their lament 

that Russia did not fully “stay the course” and their 

hope that it will do so under Putin. Inside Russia, on 

the other hand, very few people believe in those poli¬ 

cies any longer. Meanwhile, the demodernization of the 

country, the loss of much it had achieved in the twen¬ 

tieth century, continues, along with the tragic human 

consequences of “reform.” 

“Who Lost Russia?” (1998-2000) 

Ever since the U.S. government launched its crusade to 

transform post-Communist Russia into a fascimile of 

the American system, it was only a matter of time 

before that missionary arrogance led to disaster and 

clamorous shouts of “Who lost Russia?” The unfolding 

disaster has been evident from the very beginning, 

especially its impact on the Russian people, but the 

American finger-pointing began in earnest only with 

Moscow’s financial meltdown in August and September 

!998- 

Moreover, the question arose not as an effort to 

understand why things have gone so wrong in U.S. pol¬ 

icy and post-Communist Russia but out of self-serving 

and potentially dangerous motives. Fifty years ago, 

American politicians and media demanded to know 

“Who lost China?,” with malignant consequences that 

seem to have been forgotten. The result then was viru- 
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lent McCarthyism and a political “mainstream” as nar¬ 

row and barren as a dry creek. 

The question about Russia must therefore be answered 

wisely before it too becomes politically cancerous. The 

collapse of Yeltsinism—particularly those U.S.-backed 

shock-therapy, monetarist policies that helped bring 

about the worst economic and social devastation ever suf¬ 

fered by a modern country in peacetime—was also the 

final collapse of the Clinton administration’s Russia pol¬ 

icy, though the administration stubbornly refused to 

acknowledge it. 

But this does not mean that the administration or the 

United States lost Russia. If by that is meant squander - 

ing prospects for Russian democracy, prosperity, and 

social well-being, it was President Yeltsin and his “rad¬ 

ical reformers” who lost Russia. Nothing and no one 

forced them to impose the U.S. government’s wrong¬ 

headed, dogmatic prescriptions on their nation, espe¬ 

cially in the face of warnings by many of their best 

pro-reform economists. No wonder most Russians 

looked angrily to Yeltsin’s Kremlin as their own 

“accursed” question—“Who is to blame?”—resounded 

ever more insistently across that tormented land. 

But America is in grave danger of losing something 

equally important in Russia—its moral reputation. For 

nearly a decade, in the name of a sectarian economic 

dogma and Yeltsin’s purported “reforms,” the U.S. gov¬ 

ernment has closed its eyes and heart to the suffering 

of the great majority of the Russian people, whose qual¬ 

ity and even duration of life have fallen almost yearly. 

Yeltsin may have lost Russia, but we are losing our soul 

there. 
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For “realists” indifferent to moral considerations in 

foreign affairs, there is something else. Clinton’s Russia 

policy and Yeltsinas leadership put international and 

American security in great potential jeopardy. For the 

first time in history, a country laden with nuclear 

weapons, reactors, materials, and other deadly devices is 

collapsing, its economic, social, administrative, and 

political institutions in various stages of disintegration. 

If the process continues, and with it inescapably Rus¬ 

sia’s nuclear safeguards, we will increasingly be faced 

with an unprecedented peril. In fact, the dangers ema¬ 

nating from Russia today already exceed those of the 

relatively stable and predictable Cold War era, though 

this too the Clinton administration refused to acknowl¬ 

edge. 

Indeed, the administration turned its back on a major 

opportunity to change course in 1998 and 1999. The 

near total collapse of Russia’s financial system in the 

summer of 1998 compelled Yeltsin to dismiss the last 

of his ballyhooed cabinets of “young radical reform¬ 

ers”—this one headed by the unqualified and inept 

thirty-seven-year-old Prime Minister Sergei Kirienko. 

(Some U.S. officials and commentators had called it the 

“best Russian government ever,” probably because their 

favorite “young reformers,” Yegor Gaidar and Anatoly 

Chubais, though discredited and despised in Russia, 

exercised considerable influence behind the scenes.) 

Yeltsin first tried to reappoint former Prime Minis¬ 

ter Viktor Chernomyrdin, another widely discredited 

loyalist whom the Clinton administration had once 

favored and still hoped might eventually be Russia’s 

next president, but he was blocked by broad opposition 
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in the Duma. Sensing that his own position was now 

threatened by the economic crisis and lacking credible 

alternatives, Yeltsin turned to sixty-eight-year-old 

Evgeny Primakov, who had played no role in the 

Kremlin’s failed economic policies or its nourishing of 

powerful financial oligarchs. A top official in Gor¬ 

bachev’s Soviet reform government, Primakov had 

served as Yeltsin’s head of foreign intelligence and most 

recently as foreign minister. 

Primakov inherited a country in the throes of an eco¬ 

nomic disaster. Even before the financial meltdown, 

seven years of depression had halved GDP, badly erod¬ 

ed essential infrastructures of everyday life, and left the 

state bankrupt and saddled with $168 billion of foreign 

debt. By now, some 75 percent of Russians, perhaps 

more, lived below or barely above the poverty line, 

their wages unpaid, bank savings frozen, money in hand 

greatly devalued, and Soviet-era welfare provisions all 

but evaporated. The nation was awash in corruption, 

crime, disease, alcohol abuse, and premature deaths. 

Understandably, Primakov’s priorities upon becoming 

prime minister in September 1998 were helping his 

stricken people, stopping some $24 billion in capital 

flight a year, reviving domestic production, and stabi¬ 

lizing the country—not the monetarist shibboleths of 

“radical reform.” A centrist by nature, he formed a 

coalition cabinet that included two nominal Commu¬ 

nists as well as a member of the anti-Communist, lib¬ 

eral Yabloko Party. After years of imposed measures 

and bitter conflict, Primakov sought consensual ways to 

overcome the nation’s crisis. 

Primakov’s government was the first under Yeltsin 
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since early 1992 to have majority support in the Parlia¬ 

ment. Relying on that support, Primakov proposed, in 

addition to his ecohomic initiatives, to curb high-level 

corruption by opening investigations of several financial 

oligarchs with close ties to the Kremlin, create a broad 

centrist alliance against growing extremism on both sides 

of the spectrum, and guarantee the holding of scheduled 

elections and immunity from prosecution for the belea¬ 

guered, unpopular Yeltsin when his legal term of office 

ended in mid-2000. As a result, by early 1999, Primakov 

had become the country’s most popular political figure. 

The Clinton administration should have eagerly 

embraced Primakov’s government as an opportunity for 

a fresh start in U.S.-Russian relations. It was a chance 

to help stabilize that nuclear country, rehabilitate Amer¬ 

ica’s reputation there, and cultivate new partners for the 

post-Yeltsin era. The administration refused to do so, 

even beginning the NATO bombing of Serbia, Russia’s 

fellow Slav nation, just as the new prime minister was 

in flight to Washington for his first visit since taking 

office, compelling him to turn back. 

The history of the Clinton administration’s relations 

with Primakov’s government is not fully clear, but the 

new Russian prime minister seems to have had almost 

as many enemies in Washington (and in the American 

press) as he had in Moscow. Some U.S. officials dis¬ 

trusted him because of his personal relationship with 

Saddam Hussein going back to Primakov’s early years 

as an Arabist and Soviet correspondent in the Middle 

East, said to have been a KGB position, or because he 

had remained loyal to Gorbachev throughout the last 

Soviet leader’s time of office.21 
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Above all, however, the “long-despised” Primakov (as 

an American insider labeled him) seems to have been 

feared in Washington on grounds that he headed or 

fronted a “Communist government”—a false character¬ 

ization but one assiduously promoted by ousted “radical 

reformers” in Moscow and a number of influential U.S. 

officials and journalists. If true, the advent of such a 

Russian government, said to be the Clinton administra¬ 

tion’s “worst foreign policy nightmare,” would have 

dramatized the failure of the White House’s policy and, 

amid the clamor over “Who lost Russia?,” gravely 

endangered Vice President Gore’s chances for the pres¬ 

idency in 2000.22 

Whatever the full explanation, the administration 

was at best cold to Primakov and probably actively 

encouraged Yeltsin’s growing inclination to remove 

him, as he did in May 1999, after only eight months. 

In particular, the Clinton administration, despite having 

enthusiastically bankrolled every previous government 

appointed by Yeltsin, including the one that waged the 

first murderous war in Chechnya, from 1994 to 1996, 

refused Primakov’s pleas for financial help. The main 

reason given, and routinely echoed in U.S. editorials, 

was that his team had “abandoned reform.” 

Primakov’s cabinet did move away from the purport¬ 

edly free-market, rigidly monetarist policies that Wash¬ 

ington had made a condition of aid for nearly six 

years—not because it was antireform or antimarket but 

because those measures had contributed greatly to Rus¬ 

sia’s economic collapse. Desperately seeking ways to save 

its people, Primakov’s government proposed to move 

instead toward forms of state regulation and deficit 
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spending akin to Franklin Roosevelt’s anti-Depression 

reforms of the 1930s. 

But not even this explicit appeal to America’s own 

experience softened the Clinton administration’s hard¬ 

line stance, giving the impression that Washington pre¬ 

ferred Russia’s ever-growing human suffering to two 

Communists in its government. No less incongruous, the 

administration maintained that any new financial aid 

would be lost to corruption, even though many of its 

Russian proteges previously in power, the “radical 

reformers,” had been both inept and corrupt. In con¬ 

trast, Primakov’s team had not created Russia’s melt¬ 

down or stolen anything. (Not surprisingly, after 

Primakov’s ouster, the IMF resumed its loans to the 

Kremlin.) 

The circumstances of Primakov’s removal, which 

occurred during the U.S.-led NATO bombing of Serbia, 

did more damage to America’s reputation in Russia. 

With most citizens and virtually the entire political 

class outraged by the air war against a small fraternal 

nation in Russia’s backyard, Primakov’s personal popu¬ 

larity and broad international experience would seem to 

have made him the ideal head of government in the 

worst confrontation with the West since the end of the 

Cold War. 

Suddenly, however, Yeltsin named the U.S. favorite 

Chernomyrdin as his personal envoy to the warring par¬ 

ties and a month later replaced Primakov as prime min¬ 

ister with Sergei Stepashin. Stepashin’s apparent 

credentials were having served Yeltsin faithfully 

through a series of policy calamities, including the dis¬ 

astrous Chechen war in 1994—96, and having made his 
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career in the Ministry of Internal Affairs, where he 

held the rank of general. On the eve of an attempt by 

Parliament to impeach him, which only barely failed, 

Yeltsin clearly felt the need for an avowed praetorian 

minister, not a popular one with extensive political and 

diplomatic experience as well as majority support in the 

Duma.23 

As for Chernomyrdin, his astonishing role in helping 

the U.S. alliance achieve all of its war aims without any 

casualties or significant concessions—the capitulation of 

Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic and NATO occu¬ 

pation of Kosovo—shocked many Russians. Dubbed the 

“Balkan Munich,”24 it became yet another source of 

widespread suspicions about sinister American influence 

in Yeltsin’s Kremlin and the country’s misfortunes. 

As events unfolded from May 1999 through the 

spring of 2000, the Clinton administration nonetheless 

clearly believed that its anti-Primakov policy had paid 

off. But have the consequences actually been in the 

interest of Russian reform or the United States? Pri¬ 

makov had represented hopes for civil peace, social jus¬ 

tice, and stability in Russia. What followed was civil 

war, oligarchical intrigue, and a politics based on pub¬ 

lic fears. 

Behind Primakov’s downfall were powerful Russian 

forces that wanted a special kind of prime minister and 

successor to Yeltsin—one who would protect them and 

their interests, a Kremlin praetorian or a Pinochet, as was 

being said in Moscow.25 Yeltsin, for whatever reason, did 

not trust Primakov’s promise of immunity guaranteed by 

Parliament. Russia’s financial oligarchs, who in light of 

recent money-laundering scandals could no longer count 
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on a safe haven in the West, feared Primakov’s investi¬ 

gation of their privatization deals and wealth. The 

“young radical reformers” hated and feared his denun¬ 

ciation of the shock therapy they had imposed on the 

country. These were, in effect, the Clinton administra¬ 

tion’s allies in 1999 and 2000. 

Increasingly fearful, Yeltsin and his Kremlin entourage 

of relatives, personal servitors, and financial tycoons, 

known in derisive Mafia-like terms as “the Family,” 

soon concluded that even General Stepashin, a politi¬ 

cally conflicted man, lacked “sufficient resolve” for 

their needs. In August 1999, less than three months 

after his confirmation, they replaced him as prime min¬ 

ister and heir apparent with the unconflicted but near¬ 

ly unknown head of the KGB successor agency, Vladimir 

Putin. 

A career KGB officer, the forty-seven-year-old Putin 

had “retired” in 1991, working for two prominent polit¬ 

ical figures (themselves later investigated for corrup¬ 

tion) before being appointed by Yeltsin to head the 

agency in July 1998. In contrast to the U.S. treatment 

of Primakov, President Clinton welcomed Putin as 

prime minister, as he had Stepashin, creating the 

impression that Washington also preferred a Russian 

Pinochet to a Roosevelt. 

Something worse than Pinochet’s bloodletting in 

Chile was being prepared in Moscow, actions that 

would soon make Primakov seem “pro-democratic” by 

comparison. As early as March 1999, contrary to later 

official claims that it only responded to provocations in 

August and September, the Kremlin had begun secret¬ 

ly planning a new military campaign in breakaway 
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Chechnya.26 (NATO’s ongoing war against Yugoslavia, 

Moscow professed to believe, legitimized its own plan.) 

What ensued, as Russians who had seen the popular 

movie said, was a “wag-the-dog war” contrived to put 

Yeltsin’s chosen successor in power: “It is not a war for 

the Caucasus, but for the Kremlin. The victory to be 

gained is getting the Kremlin candidate [Putin] elected 

president and maintaining the ruling clan of kleptocrats 
* }?07 m power. 

The original plan was to occupy only the northern 

half of Chechnya bordering Russia. But still mysterious 

events in August and September—an uncharacteristic 

Chechen guerrilla raid on neighboring Russian Dages¬ 

tan and, most important, unprecedented nighttime 

bombings in residential buildings in Moscow and other 

cities killing almost three hundred people—charged the 

atmosphere more than enough for an all-out war to 

occupy the whole of Chechnya and reimpose a pro- 

Moscow regime. 

Waging merciless war against Chechen “terrorists 

and bandits”—“We’ll waste them even in their out¬ 

houses”—was the centerpiece of Putin’s electoral cam¬ 

paign in the parliamentary voting in December 1999 

and then the presidential election in March 2000. (He 

flatly refused to divulge any economic program.) Skill¬ 

fully playing on public fears in the wake of the bomb¬ 

ings and popular yearnings for “order” in the aftermath 

of Yeltsin’s policies, Putin’s handlers quickly turned 

him into the country’s most popular politician, displac¬ 

ing the aging Primakov. Considering their control of 

national television, it was not difficult. 

The blood-tinged strategy succeeded well enough in 
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December to set the full scenario in motion. A pro- 

Putin “party” conjured up on the eve of the parlia¬ 

mentary elections 'received 23 percent of the vote, 

almost as much as the previously dominant Communist 

Party. Assured by the result that his handpicked suc¬ 

cessor would win a presidential election, Yeltsin (vol¬ 

untarily or under pressure) suddenly resigned. 

His resignation, in accord with the constitution, made 

Prime Minister Putin acting president with all the tsar- 

like powers of Kremlin incumbency and automatically 

moved the presidential election forward from June 2000 

to March, when the war was likely to still have popu¬ 

lar support. On the same day, Putin issued a decree giv¬ 

ing Yeltsin full immunity from any kind of prosecution. 

Three months later, a man virtually unknown until 

recently was elected to the super-presidency of Russia 

that had been created in 1993 for Yeltsin, defeating his 

Communist rival, Gennady Zyuganov, according to offi¬ 

cial returns, with nearly 53 percent of the vote to 29 

percent. (Zyuganov claimed that he actually received 

just over 38 percent and Putin about 43.5 percent. If so, 

a runoff would have been required.) 

It was that carefully contrived chain of events which 

the Clinton administration and too many American 

journalists and academics hailed as Russia’s “first ever 

democratic transition of power.” Echoing the adminis¬ 

tration’s claim that its crusade and Russia’s “transition” 

were still on course because Putin was a “leading 

reformer,” a senior historian assured Wall Street Journal 

readers that Yeltsin had triumphantly found a “like- 

minded successor” and brought his own era to “this 

promising finale.”28 
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The story began to fall apart almost immediately. 

U.S. Russia-watchers had cheered the success of Putin’s 

“party” in the December 1999 parliamentary elections 

as the long-awaited anti-Communist breakthrough that 

would finally lead to more “radical reform.” In Janu¬ 

ary 2000, when Putin struck a deal in the new Duma 

with the Communist Party, at the expense of U.S.- 

favored “liberals,” even usually recalcitrant American 

newspapers had to offer some rare if oblique self-criti¬ 

cism: “The unexpected deal . . . suggested that, rather 

than a centrist parliament, which many had predicted 

after the December elections, the Communists might 

again be able to dominate the chamber in alliance with 

the pro-Putin party.”29 

It was far from the worst American misrepresentation 

of Yeltsin’s “promising finale.” Putin’s electoral ascent 

was, of course, neither “democratic” nor a “transfer of 

power.” As a number of observant Russian and U.S. 

observers understood, it included elements of a “coup 

d’etat” and Soviet-style “de facto uncontested elections” 

carefully organized to retain power in the hands of 

Yeltsin’s Kremlin entourage—that is, to prevent its 

being transferred to outsiders. To say the least, the 

process was “neither free nor fair.”30 

Indeed, most aspects of Putin’s rise were further set¬ 

backs for Russian democratization. A pro-democracy 

Russian scholar pointed out that Yeltsin’s ability to 

appoint his own successor was more “absolute” than 

that of any Soviet leader. The Kremlin’s gross misuse of 

the national media, several monitors reported, further 

undermined the idea and practice of a “free press.” A 

Russian constitutional lawyer and journalist were espe- 
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cially alarmed by how reflexively Putin’s appointment 

as heir-designate had elicited from ordinary citizens and 

elites alike a “submissive acceptance” and pre-Gor¬ 

bachev Soviet-like ‘“Yes’ in unison.”31 

Still worse, the Kremlin’s new Chechen war in 1999 

and 2000 was the essential factor in Putin’s rise to 

power. Politics explains the Clinton administration’s 

decision to excuse or minimize Moscow’s atrocities in the 

tiny Caucasus province, but some American journalists 

and scholars also did so. A New York Times correspondent 

characterized it as “Russia’s first real democratic war-,” 

and according to an eminent Berkeley historian its 

“basic cause was that Russians wanted a strong reform 

government.” As for the Kremlin commander, Putin, 

another Western journalist had the “reassuring impres¬ 

sion that, in him, Russia has found a humane version 

of Peter the Great.”32 

Some Russian democrats had a different impression, 

among them Andrei Sakharov’s widow, Elena Bonner. 

For her, the Kremlin’s indiscriminate use of missiles, 

bombs, and heavy artillery against Chechen towns and 

villages, leading to thousands of deaths, the complete 

destruction of the capital Grozny, and some 300,000 

refugees, constituted “methods of genocide” and “crimes 

against humanity.” International human rights organi¬ 

zations also concluded that the Kremlin was guilty of 
U • ??33 
war crimes. 

Such atrocities cannot be minimized by Moscow’s 

legal sovereignty over Chechnya, its right to fight ter¬ 

rorists, or the war’s popularity among Russian voters. 

They were no better than Yugoslav President Milose¬ 

vic’s actions in Kosovo, to make the pertinent compari- 
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son, and arguably much worse. Still less can they be 

called “reform.” 

Nor did the consequences of the Kremlin’s Chechen 

campaign end with Putin’s election. Despite the destruc¬ 

tion wrought by Moscow and its repeated claims of vic¬ 

tory, the war goes on, now in circumstances favoring 

Chechen guerrilla fighters, and with it the growing role 

of military and other security forces in Russian politi¬ 

cal life. Putin’s politically opportune but historically 

unusual alliance with army generals eager to avenge 

their humiliating 1996 defeat in Chechnya the KGB 

and military had never been natural allies—may not be 

short-lived. 

Furthermore, as it becomes clear that the war cannot 

be won on Moscow’s terms, public support will fade and 

Russia will be left with still more “accursed questions.” 

Who, it will be asked, sent thousands of young, ill- 

trained soldiers, for the second time in five years, to die 

or be maimed in Chechnya, and why? Who was respon¬ 

sible for the killing of so many elderly ethnic Russians 

in Grozny? And even, as is already being asked, who 

really placed the bombs in Moscow that detonated the 

carnage in Chechnya?34 Russian history is full of such 

questions about high-level criminality, for which there 

is rarely any political statute of limitations, only end¬ 

lessly bitter division. 

All of these developments are inextricably linked to 

Putin’s “democratic transition” to power and its actual 

meaning. We need not accept overwrought charges in 

Moscow and elsewhere that with him the KGB 

returned to power and Russia is again becoming a 

police state to understand that his occupancy of the 
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Kremlin has special historical and political significance.35 

For the first time in Russia’s centuries-long history 

of repressive police^ culture, a career secret policeman 

has become the nation’s supreme leader. Indeed, in the 

aftermath of Stalin’s twenty-year police terror, the 

Soviet elite resolved that no professional KGB officer 

should ever rise to supreme power, and none did. (Yuri 

Andropov, the Soviet leader briefly from 1982 to 1984, 

had previously headed the KGB, but it was not his orig¬ 

inal or primary profession and he had to leave the 

agency in advance in order to become Brezhnev’s suc¬ 

cessor.)36 

Why did the post-Communist “democratic” elite 

break with this tsarist and Soviet tradition? As a 

Moscow insider told readers, Putin’s “accidental ascent 

wasn’t accidental.” Behind it lay the two defining eco¬ 

nomic and social realities of the 1990s—the plunder¬ 

ing of the country’s richest assets by a tiny group of 

Kremlin-backed insiders and, at the same time, the 

impoverishment or near impoverishment of most of 

their fellow citizens. Two other Russian traditions thus 

came to the fore in acute and unprecedented ways: the 

question “Who is to blame?” and the Moscow elite’s 

fear of the narod (the people). Hence the need for a 

praetorian president willing to use “totalitarian force,” 

as one oligarch demanded, if necessary to protect his 

creators.37 

It does not mean that “Putinism” must inevitably be 

the “highest and final stage of robber capitalism in 

Russia.”38 A relatively young man, Putin may well turn 

out to be something different from what he was creat¬ 

ed to be. History is full of political leaders who rose on 
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behalf of their nations above their former selves. But 

upon his formal inauguration as president on May 7, 

2000, having given Yeltsin immunity and terminated 

most investigations of the Kremlin-backed oligarchs, he 

ruled Russia as their protector, or at least those he 

favored, although the arrangement soon proved to be 

unstable and temporary. 

Finally, there was the Clinton administration’s claim, 

also echoed by some journalists and scholars, that 

Putin’s election was a victory for American goals and 

U.S.-Russian relations. If so, it was a bizarre revision of 

those goals and relations. 

In 1999 and 2000, it was widely understood in 

Moscow that “Putin’s anti-Western insinuations” were 

a popular and crucial factor in his rise to power.39 And 

in fact, little if anything now remains of the American- 

Russian “strategic partnership and friendship” so often 

proclaimed in the 1990s. Putin did quickly schedule 

summit meetings with Western leaders, including one 

held with President Clinton in Moscow in June 2000, 

and had the Duma finally ratify START II, but such 

steps were normal features of the Cold War as well. 

More fundamentally, Putin’s ascent exposed a false 

premise of U.S. policy. The Russian “liberal” values and 

politicians the administration supported throughout the 

1990s turned out to be something different. Believing 

they had realized “their dream of a Russian Pinochet,” 

the “young radical reformers”—Anatoly Chubais, Boris 

Nemtsov, Sergei Kirienko—yallied eagerly behind Putin 

and his Chechen war.40 Even longtime supporters now 

had to admit that their heroes had entered “into an 

unnatural embrace of military nationalism . . . strength- 
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erring the political influence of army and intelligence 

officials.”41 

Meanwhile, the. Clinton administration continued to 

risk losing if not America’s soul in Russia, certainly its 

reputation. By embracing Putin so eagerly and uncriti¬ 

cally, the U.S. government raised a new question among 

Russia’s opposition democrats: “Why have American 

leaders fallen in love with Putin?” As the administra¬ 

tion’s enthusiasm for the post-Yeltsin “democratic tran¬ 

sition” grew more persistent, so did the answer: “The 

West is seduced by the prospect of a Russian Pinochet 

ensuring Western investors’ rights in Russia.”42 

All these factors behind the Putin phenomenon, from 

plunder and poverty to war, yearnings for a strong-arm 

ruler, and anti-Americanism, were the logical, not 

“unnatural,” consequences of the “great transition.” 

Thus did America’s crusade to remake another civiliza¬ 

tion end in disaster in post-Communist Russia and in 

cold peace, or worse, in its relations with that nuclear¬ 

laden, crisis-ridden country. 

[Expanded and updated version of two articles in The 

Nation, October 12, 1998, and January 11-18, 1999] 





PART III 

TOWARD A REW 

RUSSIA POLICY 





The experience of the 1990s demonstratively 

shows that a truly successful revival of our 

Motherland without excessive costs cannot be 

achieved by simply transferring abstract models 

and schemes taken from foreign textbooks to 

Russian soil . . . Russia will not soon become, if 

it ever becomes, a second edition of, let’s say, 

the United States or England. 

Russian President Vladimir Putin’ 

The Owl of Minerva spreads its wings only 

with the falling of dusk. 

Hegel 

The United States desperately needs a new and funda¬ 

mentally different policy toward post-Communist Rus¬ 

sia. Having failed to achieve any of its main objectives, 

the missionary crusade of the 1990s was not only the 

worst American foreign policy disaster since Vietnam; 

its consequences have contributed to new and unprece¬ 

dented dangers. At the start of the twenty-first century, 

Russia, U.S.-Russian relations, and international nuclear 

security all are in much worse condition than they were 

a decade earlier. 

Enacting a new policy will not be easy. It requires a 

reformation of American thinking about post-Commu- 

nist Russia and a president willing to provide the nec- 
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essary leadership, beginning with truth telling about 

what has really happened in that country and in U.S.- 

Russian relations. Opportunities already lost make essen¬ 

tial U.S. goals considerably more difficult to achieve 

than they were in the early 1990s. Still more, the legions 

of proponents of the failed American crusade—in gov¬ 

ernment, academia, and the media—will continue to 

resist any fundamental changes. Before turning to the 

nature of a new Russia policy, we must therefore review 

the perilous damage done by the old one, especially dur¬ 

ing the years of the Clinton administration. 

U.S. Policy on the Wrong Side of History 

Given the abrupt breakup of the vast Soviet state in 

December 1991, the overriding American goal had to be 

a Russia stable enough to control and maintain its enor¬ 

mous Cold War array of nuclear weapons and other 

instruments of mass destruction. Anything less would 

be, as it remains, the gravest imaginable threat to 

everything else. “If Russia destabilizes,” a leading Clin¬ 

ton official once reminded us, “the costs to the United 

States are going to be vastly greater than anything we 

can possibly think of.”2 

When the Clinton administration took office in Jan¬ 

uary 1995, it inherited historic opportunities to avert 

that danger in post-Communist Russia. The best way 

was, of course, by giving generous U.S. support for an 

expansion and consolidation of the democratization and 
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economic market reforms begun by the last Soviet 

leader, Mikhail Gorbachev, and professed by the new 

Russian president,-Boris Yeltsin. The White House also 

inherited a chance to develop the uniquely cooperative 

Russian-American relationship initiated by Gorbachev 

along with Presidents Reagan and Bush into, as the 

administration repeatedly promised, a lasting “strategic 

partnership and friendship” that would radically reduce, 

perhaps even eliminate, most nuclear dangers. 

Instead, by the missionary and counterproductive 

ways the Clinton administration chose to pursue those 

historic opportunities, it squandered them. Still laden 

with every device of mass destruction, Russia has 

entered the twenty-first century, as readers know, in a 

state of profound instability—political, economic, social, 

military, even territorial—and in an increasingly hostile 

relationship with the United States. 

The essential requirement for any nation’s stability is 

a fair degree of general economic and social well-being. 

In 2000, despite the trumpeted but probably temporary 

modest growth of industrial output as a result of high 

world prices for the country’s oil and a devalued ruble 

favoring domestic goods, Russia remained in the grip of 

the worst economic depression of its kind in history and 

continuing human immiseration. Infrastructures and 

other essentials needed for a minimally decent life were 

still disintegrating. Nearly twice as many Russians were 

dying, most of them prematurely, than were being 

born. The country, according to medical authorities, was 

“on the verge of a population catastrophe.” 

The reason, of course, is that in 2000 most Russians 

are impoverished. According to official statistics, about 
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40 percent of the people live in poverty, but the actual 

figure is at least 50 percent, and several usually reliable 

Moscow newspapers report that it could be 85 to 90 

percent. Considering the conflicting figures, it seems 

reasonable to assume that some 75 to 80 percent of 

Russians now live below or barely above the minimum 

subsistence level. In a national survey, only 14 percent, 

for example, said they could afford necessary medical 

treatment. Whatever the exact number, a newspaper 

reported the essential reality: “The people are growing 

poorer before our eyes.”3 

At first glance, Russia’s post-Communist democratiza¬ 

tion may seem to be in better health than its economy 

and people, even consolidated. Numerous proponents of 

this superficial view point out that another parliamen¬ 

tary election was held in December 1999 and a presi¬ 

dential one in March 2000, as called for by the 

constitution. The media, they add, are full of conflict¬ 

ing opinions; candidates compete for votes at the 

national, regional, and local levels; and citizens are 

allowed to assemble, organize, and travel abroad. 

But it is very far from the full story. Russia today has 

elements of democracy, but it does not have a demo¬ 

cratic system. Among the essentials missing are a con¬ 

stitution providing for a meaningful separation and 

balance of powers; real national political parties other 

than the Communists; reliable rule of constitutional, 

civil, or criminal law; any serious effort by ruling elites 

to curb systematic high-level corruption and other abus¬ 

es of office, much less prosecute them; and guarantees 

of elementary human rights, which are being violated 

on a massive scale everywhere from the streets of 
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Moscow and Russia’s prisons to Chechnya. (Russian 

human rights activists, their leader reports, now “are 

considered the country’s primary internal enemies.”)4 

Moreover, as we have seen, the elements of democra¬ 

cy that do exist, most of them products of the Gorbachev, 

not Yeltsin, years, are being steadily diminished. Nation¬ 

wide television and newspapers, almost entirely con¬ 

trolled by the Kremlin and a few self-interested 

financial oligarchs, are less free and objective than 

they were a few years ago, and both central and 

provincial authorities are redoubling efforts to repress 

independent journalism. Security and military forces 

are playing a larger political role than at any time 

since 1991, while the power of local bosses over their 

citizens is growing. Working-class people are being 

systematically deprived of elementary rights. The 

Russian Parliament is less autonomous than it was 

before and still lives in the shadow of executive 

decrees. And the national elections of 1999 and 2000 

were less fair than preceding ones and their results 

perhaps even more falsifed.5 

Again, these regressive authoritarian developments 

do not mean that post-Communist Russia has become a 

police state or is inevitably headed toward a Weimar- 

like descent into a new totalitarianism, as is feared by 

some in Moscow. But they do explain why many pro¬ 

democracy Russians—real ones, not those designated by 

the U.S. government—now speak of a “manipulative 

democracy,” in which “democratic institutions exist but 

produce only results ordered by the state,” a “democra¬ 

cy without alternatives,” and “pseudo-democracy.”6 

The most important instance of manipulating the 
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political system to exclude real alternatives was, of 

course, the “Putin phenomenon”—the Yeltsin regime’s 

successful scheme to deliver the nation’s presidency to 

its handpicked, previously obscure successor in order to 

retain power and avoid the risk of criminal prosecution. 

Even if the regime did not actually stage the 1999 

bombings and other events that led to the new Krem¬ 

lin war in Chechnya, its cynical use of a nearly genoci- 

dal military campaign as an electoral strategy is not an 

indicator of democracy or stability. 

Nor was Putin’s prior political biography or the steps 

he took following his inauguration in May 2000. Two 

were especially ominous. On May 11, “tax police” wear¬ 

ing ski masks and carrying assault weapons raided the 

financial offices of the country’s only semi-independent 

national television network, whose owner was then 

briefly arrested a month later. The raid sent a chill 

through the diminished independent press and led one 

editor to remark, “The face of Russia at the beginning 

of the twenty-first century is a black mask.” 

A few days later, Putin announced far-reaching 

measures to rein in the heads of the country’s eighty- 

nine administrative territories. Some assertion of feder¬ 

al authority across Russia was needed, but Putin’s plan 

seemed exceedingly regressive. By proposing to create 

seven overriding administrative districts headed by his 

personal and fully empowered appointees, five of those 

viceroys announced being army or security police gen¬ 

erals, and depriving governors of their ex officio seats 

in the Parliament’s upper chamber and perhaps their 

electoral autonomy, Putin threatened to restore the 

tsarist and Soviet tradition of ruling Russia’s vast 
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provinces directly from the Kremlin, perhaps even rely¬ 

ing heavily on the military to do so. 

Behind Putin’s 'rise to power were not only pro- 

Kremlin oligarchs and security forces that had been 

assiduously “patriotizing” their historical reputation 

since 1991, and may be disposed to “using totalitarian 

force,”7 but ominous changes in Russian political atti¬ 

tudes. For several years, as we saw earlier, the country’s 

U.S.-backed “liberals” had been “yearning for ... an 

energetic Pinochet” to impose and defend what they 

call economic reform. Intensifying their search in the 

twilight of Yeltsin’s presidency, they believed they had 

found him in Putin. 

In response to the imposed traumas of the 1990s, 

mass attitudes have also shifted in favor of a “strong- 

hand” ruler—though in this popular “yearning,” one 

who would restore both order and “fairness” in the 

country.8 Even a leading U.S. architect of the crusade 

finally admitted that its impact has “given a bad name 

to democracy, reform, the free market, even liberty 

itself” in post-Communist Russia.9 

Popular antidemocratic sentiments should not be 

exaggerated, but the trend is unmistakable. By 2000, 

sizable majorities of Russians surveyed favored “order” 

over democratic practices and trusted the military and 

political police more than they did elected institutions. 

Earlier, nearly half thought that if Stalin was a candi¬ 

date, he would win the upcoming presidential election. 

Not surprisingly, in May 2000, the Putin regime also 

seized the occasion of the fifty-fifth anniversary of the 

Soviet victory in World War II to promote Generalissi¬ 

mo Stalin’s official reputation for the first time since 
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the pre-Gorbachev years. (At about the same time, 

Putin and other leaders meeting in the Kremlin drank 

a toast to the murderous despot on what happened to 

be his 120th birthday, perhaps in tribute to Stalin’s 

ruthless 1944 mass deportation of the Chechen people.)10 

Such yearnings reflect what Russians have tradition¬ 

ally, and fearfully, called a Smuta, and which has 

occurred more than once in their history. Although the 

term is blandly translated as a “Time of Troubles,” its 

actual historical meaning is the collapse of central state 

authority followed by chaos, violence, and widespread 

human misery, as during the Russian Revolution and 

civil war of 1917—21. Many Russians believe that the 

post-Communist “transition” has plunged their country 

into a new Smuta, which is the very opposite of politi¬ 

cal, economic, and social stability.11 If so, it is the first 

Smuta in a nuclearized Russia. 

Defenders of U.S. support for Yeltsin’s “reforms” in 

the 1990s still insist that these dismal outcomes are only 

a “rocky” patch in the transition and that America has 

been “on the right side of history” in post-Communist 

Russia.12 It is not the opinion of most Russians. When 

Yeltsin resigned in December 1999, only 10 to 15 per¬ 

cent of those asked said there had been any positive 

aspects of his rule, and that figure was inflated from his 

usual single-digit favorable rating by the sentimentali¬ 

ty of his New Year’s farewell address. Almost half 

thought his leadership had been fully “catastrophic.”13 

Nor are historians likely-to judge Yeltsin’s leadership 

and thus U.S. policy favorably. If journalism is a first 

rough draft of history, consider the editorial opinion of 

a Western-owned, pro-capitalist newspaper in Moscow: 
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“Everyone talks about the Yeltsin years as the reform 

years. But the fact is, there is not a single major reform 

that was not begun7 by Gorbachev and at least slightly 

tarnished or rolled back under Yeltsin.” For this and 

other reasons, the editors think Russia deserves “an 

American apology.”14 

A number of widely respected scholars—all of them 

anti-Communist, lest readers wonder—have reached 

similar conclusions. A senior Anglo-American political 

scientist characterizes the Yeltsin years not as an era of 

reform but of “counter-reform” and “missed opportuni¬ 

ties.” His opinion is shared by many Russian scholars, 

among them the country’s own preeminent political sci¬ 

entist and the foremost dissident historian in Soviet 

times. Equally telling, the head of Russian studies at a 

Washington foundation that had been enthusiastically 

pro-Yeltsin during most of the 1990s now concludes 

that his leadership was a “monumental failure.”15 

It is not even certain that any of the achievements 

boasted by Yeltsin’s American promoters were authen¬ 

tic or will endure. Another Russian scholar thinks that 

because of political developments in 1999 and 2000, “a 

lot of so-called democratic achievements will be lost.”16 

Some pro-democracy Russians believe, as we just saw, 

that they have already been lost. 

As for the post-Communist “economic transition,” 

much of it was Potemkin-village reforms all but swept 

away by the financial collapse in August September 1998. 

Others, such as the privatization of major industries, will 

almost certainly be revised to some degree because they 

were unfairly enacted by decree and because, as happened 

with the legacy of every departed Russian leader in the 
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twentieth century, some kind of de-Yeltsinization is 

already unfolding.17 More generally, Yeltsin’s economic 

system is unlikely to endure because it has been so cru¬ 

elly unfair and unproductive that almost no Russians 

value it, except its oligarchs and their retainers. Most see 

it as a kleptocracy or, as a retired American CIA special¬ 

ist terms it, “phony, crony capitalism.”18 

When all else has failed, the bottom-line claim made 

for Yeltsin’s leadership and U.S. policy in Russia is that 

they kept the Communists from regaining power and, 

by implication, the Soviet Union from reemerging. It 

too is a bogus “achievement.”19 After 1991, the Com¬ 

munist Party had no chance of returning to the Krem¬ 

lin, certainly not by force. 

In fact, it was Yeltsin’s U.S.-sponsored economic poli¬ 

cies that made the Communist Party more important 

today than it would otherwise be. Largely as a result of 

those cruel measures, Communists received more votes 

in every successive parliamentary election, from 12.4 

percent in 1993 to nearly 25 percent in 1999, showing 

signs that its appeal was broadening beyond its “elder¬ 

ly” electorate and might not soon “die off.” And it was 

Putin, whose ascension was the direct outgrowth of 

Yeltsinism, who made a parliamentary alliance with the 

Communist Party in January 2000, giving it more 

potential influence over Kremlin policy-making than at 

any time since Gorbachev dismantled its dictatorship in 

1989 and 1990. To this indictment may be added, as 

readers will recall, the suggestion by a once pro-Yeltsin 

Western journalist that he turned out to be “worse than 

the Communists we helped him overcome.”20 (Will this 

also be said one day even more of Putin?) 
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To conclude this grim inventory of the failed crusade, 

not a single large American objective in U.S.-Russian 

relations themselves has been realized since 1993, only 

the opposite. There is no strategic “partnership”—the 

Kremlin struck the word from its revised national secu¬ 

rity doctrine in 200021—but instead the worst relation¬ 

ship since the Cold War ended in the late 1980s. There 

is no Russian integration into the West, but instead, as 

viewed by many in Moscow, a new kind of iron curtain 

being imposed by NATO; an encroaching military, 

diplomatic, and economic encirclement led by the Unit¬ 

ed States; and real allies to be sought in the East. 

Still worse, there is less international security and 

much more nuclear danger, as we will see further on. 

U.S. policies and Russia’s economic collapse have pro¬ 

voked Moscow into relying more than ever before on its 

nuclear stockpiles, whose safeguards are less reliable 

than ever before, for its national defense. In 2000, the 

Putin government even broadened the stated circum¬ 

stances in which it would resort to nuclear weapons.22 

Meanwhile, Washington has less real influence and 

thus genuine cooperation in Moscow on crucial security 

issues than it had during some detente chapters of the 

Cold War. (For that matter, in June 1999, at the Pristina 

airport in Kosovo, Russian and NATO soldiers came clos¬ 

er to actually shooting at each other—“World War III,” 

said a Rritish commander—than they had in Cold War 

times.)23 Any expanded agreements to reduce nuclear and 

other weapons of mass destruction are now hostage to 

Moscow’s assumption that Washington will eventually 

unilaterally abrogate the 1972 Anti-Rallistic Missile Treaty 

by deploying forbidden missile defense systems. 
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Predictions of a new Cold War on both sides may be 

wrong, but an increasingly cold peace has descended on 

America’s relations with post-Communist Russia. It is 

codified in Moscow’s new national security and military 

doctrines adopted in 2000, which for the first time in 

years again view the West as a threat and the United 

States as a potential enemy. Underlying the cold peace 

on the Russian side is the unprecedented anti-Ameri¬ 

canism among elites and ordinary citizens alike that I 

noted earlier.24 

Widespread anti-Americanism in post-Communist Rus¬ 

sia is not a legacy of the Cold War—despite ritualistic 

Soviet propaganda, it did not really exist in those 

years—but a direct reaction to U.S. policies since the 

early 1990s.25 It began with Washington’s intrusive role 

in the Kremlin’s economic policy-making, which caused 

so much “shock therapy” pain. It deepened as U.S. 

promises of large foreign investment failed to material¬ 

ize and instead Moscow’s foreign debt grew so burden¬ 

some that the state stopped paying pensions and wages 

in order to comply with Western budgetary conditions. 

It grew broader and angrier with NATO expansion in 

1998, which was rightly seen as violating previous 

American promises, and virtually universal and furious 

with the U.S.-led NATO bombing of Yugoslavia in 

x999- 
By then, anti-Americanism was so popular, the 

“spread of anti-Western sentiments so universal,” that 

almost every Russian political party incorporated it to 

some degree in its electoral strategy, even the “liberals” 

so favored by the Clinton administration. Frightened 

and marginalized by the surge of this kind of national- 
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ism, Chubais and the other “young radical reformers” 

clung not only to Putin’s brutal war in Chechnya but 

to the “same anti-Western, anti-American card” that 

helped his rise to power.26 The United States still has 

crucial national security interests in Russia, but no 

longer any real friends of political consequence. The 

cool formality with which Putin greeted Clinton at 

their June 2000 summit meeting, compared to the 

American president’s reception at events with Yeltsin, 

illustrated the change. 

In short, the Clinton administration put America on 

the wrong side of history in post-Communist Russia. 

For this, most historians will judge it very harshly, as 

some of us already do. The indictment will include not 

merely missed opportunities but politically reckless and 

even immoral policy conduct that helped create a 

“Frankenstein’s monster” system in Russia today27—a 

“transition” of the 1990s that has already reawakened 

the nation’s historical demons and will be yet another 

“accursed question” tormenting its political life, and 

thus endangering all of us, for decades to come. 

The indictment will charge that the U.S. govern¬ 

ment, enthusiastically supported by many American 

journalists and scholars, actively encouraged a Yeltsin 

regime that enabled a small clique of predatory insid¬ 

ers to plunder Russia’s most valuable twentieth-century 

assets, a process that continued during the early months 

of Putin’s rule, while most of its people were being 

impoverished and millions of them dying prematurely 

for lack of elementary resources. It will find that the 

White House, in the name of American interests and 

values, urged on and applauded Kremlin “reformers” 
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whose “disgusting ethics” showed “the same neglect 

and contempt for ‘the masses’ as their Communist pred¬ 

ecessors.” By 2000, a group of former Soviet dissidents 

including Andrei Sakharov’s widow had already reached 

its verdict, charging that Washington supported Yeltsin 

“despite the anti-democratic and criminal actions of his 

administration. . . . Now the same policy is beginning 

with regard to Putin.”28 

History will also record that the president of the 

United States in effect twice endorsed or forgave Krem¬ 

lin war crimes against its own citizens in Chechnya by 

equating them with Lincoln’s war against secession and 

slavery and then using the word liberate to characterize 

the destruction of Grozny.29 And it will conclude that all 

these decisions and acts, by contributing to the destabi¬ 

lization of a nuclear country, left the United States 

itself, in the words of the Clinton administration’s own 

CIA director, “at greater risk than it [has] ever been.”30 

A charge of criminal misconduct may also have to be 

added to the indictment: Hundreds of billions of ill-gained 

dollars flowing from Russia to the West since 1992, owing 

significantly to U.S.-designed policies adopted in Moscow, 

may have corrupted American institutions themselves 

well beyond the few cases of bank malfeasance already 

known. That possibility has been raised by a number 

of commentators, but none so expansively and author¬ 

itatively as by a recently retired top CIA specialist on 

Russia, who may know more than he is permitted to 

tell us.31 

Pointing out that such sums of money could buy 

influence over “the content of our policy toward Rus¬ 

sia,” he asks, “What did Washington know and think 
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when this plundering was going on? For the U.S., the 

saga . . . was either one of the most expensive blunders 

in recent memory- or something more complicit. ... It 

is hard to escape the suspicion that the mammoth stake 

of American investment houses played a role in U.S. 

government and IMF behavior.” At issue, he concludes, 

may be “a pattern of business and government misbe¬ 

havior.” If so—the question cries out for a full investi¬ 

gation at the highest level32—it means that the Clinton 

administration squandered not only prospects for democ¬ 

racy, prosperity, strategic partnership, and nuclear sta¬ 

bility in Russia but also America’s reputation and 

integrity. 

Aaid yet, as we saw in the first part of this book, 

almost none of the people who influence and make U.S. 

policy blame the ill-conceived crusade itself for any of 

these calamitous outcomes. Even harsh critics of the 

Clinton administration explicitly or implicitly share its 

missionary premise that there is no “constructive” alter¬ 

native to a policy that seeks to remake Russia accord¬ 

ing to American precepts, only “disengagement” and 

Cold War.33 For virtually all opinion shapers and poli¬ 

cymakers, as a ranking U.S. senator declared, this 

“debate now is over,” even though, as we also saw ear¬ 

lier, the most fundamental questions have yet to be 

debated.34 

In reality, the United States has misengaged post- 

Communist Russia from the beginning, and there have 

always been alternative ways to engage it that are both 

necessary and possible. On the eve of becoming Russia’s 

president, Putin announced that his nation was enter¬ 

ing the new millennium with feelings of profound 
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“alarm and hope.”35 There is a kind of U.S. policy, 

which can and must engage that hope, but there is also 

a growing number of influential Americans who aston¬ 

ishingly see no reason at all for alarm. 

Does Russia Still Matter? 

In public as in private life, failure ought to be followed 

by a rethinking of what led to it. That has not been the 

case with U.S. failures in post-Communist Russia. Instead, 

it is increasingly argued in policy circles that those fail¬ 

ures do not really matter, because Russia, pitiably weak 

at home and abroad, no longer really matters. A for¬ 

mer U.S. intelligence chief and specialist on the region 

tells us, to take an influential example, that Russia 

is “virtually irrelevant” and “ain’t worth worrying 

about.”36 

In this view, the product of misconceived Cold War 

triumphalism and frustrated expectations rather than 

rational thought, our onetime superpower adversary 

now requires no special priority in American foreign 

policy. The United States can operate for the most part 

in “a world without Russia.” It can adopt “a minimal¬ 

ist policy,” even “do little more than watch . . . from 

the sidelines.”37 

There could hardly be a worse misperception, larger 

analytical mistake, or graver political folly. Russia not 

only still matters; it matters even more than it did as 

Soviet Russia during the Cold War in at least three cru¬ 

cial respects. 
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Above all, the greatest potential threat to American 

and international security, in the most essential sense of 

physical safety, is'lbcated inside post-Communist Rus¬ 

sia. Ever since the early 1990s, the Clinton administra¬ 

tion, as well as many academics and journalists who 

should know better, has alleged that the United States 

and the world are much safer from nuclear and other 

lethal disasters than they were when the Soviet Union 

existed. 

Architects of the administration’s missionary crusade 

boast that “the American people are safer as a result of our 

policy”—indeed, “immeasurably more secure.” According 

to a prominent journalist and Russia expert, we can now 

worry “considerably” less about “being vaporized into 

radioactive mist” or, as another puts it, about “a nuclear 

holocaust.” A leading policy intellectual tells us that 

“American security is vastly improved,” and an academic 

specialist that as a result of post-Communist reform, we 

have been “liberated from thinking about worst-case see- 

narios. 

These assurances are manifestly untrue and, coming 

from U.S. officials, editorialists, and scholars, inexplica¬ 

bly myopic and irresponsible. Even leaving aside post- 

Soviet Russia’s enormous stockpiles of chemical and 

biological weapons, “all of the major fault lines of 

nuclear danger are growing,” as we learn from a num¬ 

ber of largely unheeded experts, and U.S. policy “simply 

has not kept up with the expansion of nuclear dangers 

inside Russia.”39 The truth may not be politically correct 

or palatable, but the breakup of the Soviet state and 

Russia’s “transition” have made us immeasurably less 

safe than we have ever been. 
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To understand how unsafe, we must explore more 

fully a generalization made earlier in this book: What 

does it mean for our security when a nuclear-laden 

nation state is, depending on how we choose to charac¬ 

terize Russia’s condition today, disintegrating, collaps¬ 

ing, or merely “highly unstable”?40 The short answer is, 

no one fully knows, because it has never happened 

before, which itself means that compared with the rel¬ 

ative predictability of the Soviet system and the Cold 

War, we now live in an era of acute nuclear uncertain¬ 

ty. The longer answer is that any significant degree of 

disintegration, instability, or civil warfare, all of which 

exist in Russia today, creates not one but several 

unprecedented nuclear dangers. 

The most widely acknowledged, almost to the point 

of obscuring the others, is proliferation—the danger 

that some of Russia’s vast accumulation of nuclear 

weapons, components, or knowledge might be acquired 

by non-nuclear states or terrorist groups through theft 

and black-market transactions, scientific brain drain, or 

a decision by a money-starved Moscow regime to sell 

them. The threat derives primarily from Russia’s decade- 

long economic collapse. The government has lacked suf¬ 

ficient funds to safeguard storehouses of nuclear materials 

properly or to pay maintenance personnel and scientists 

adequately, even regularly. (Nuclear workers actually 

went out on strike over unpaid wages several times in 

the 1990s and again in 2000, even though it is against 

Russian law.) \ 

Almost all of the existing U.S. programs to reduce 

nuclear threats inside Russia focus on proliferation. But 

even here, according to their official sponsors and other 
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experts, the programs are “woefully inadequate” if we 

are “to prevent a catastrophe.” By the end of 2000, for 

example, barely one-sixth of Russia’s weapons-usable 

materials will be considered secure, and the “risks of 

‘loose nukes’ are larger today” than they were when the 

programs began. Moreover, Moscow seems to have no 

full inventory of such materials or perhaps even of its 

thousands of tactical nuclear weapons, and thus no sure 

way of knowing whether or not something is missing.41 

Proliferation is the pinup of Russia’s nuclear dangers, 

the subject of Western novels and movies, but it may 

not be the most serious. If a nuclear explosion is wait¬ 

ing to happen, it is probably somewhere among Russia’s 

scores of Soviet-era reactors at electrical power stations 

and on decommissioned submarines. Reactors, we are 

told, can be “no less dangerous than nuclear weapons.” 

And as the Senate’s leading expert informed his col¬ 

leagues in 1999, Russia’s “reactors suffer from defi- 

ciences in design, operator training, and safety 

procedures.” Indeed, according to a Russian specialist, 

“none of our nuclear stations can be considered safe.”42 

The bell began tolling loudly on reactor catastrophes 

with the explosion at Chernobyl in 1986, the worst 

nuclear accident in history. Releasing more than a hun¬ 

dred times the radiation of the two atomic bombs 

dropped on Japan in 1945, its lethal consequences are 

still unfolding fourteen years later. Since the early 

1990s, many reports, including one by the Russian gov¬ 

ernment itself in February 2000, have warned of the 

possibility of another “Chernobyl-type disaster” or, 

more exactly, of several accident-prone Russian power 

stations, even faulty research reactors.45 (The world’s 
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most dangerous nuclear plants are said to be located in 

post-Communist Russia and other former Soviet 

republics.)44 

Scores of decommissioned but still not denuclearized 

Soviet-built submarines decaying in the far north great¬ 

ly worsen the odds in this new kind of Russian roulette. 

Here too firsthand reports of “a nuclear accident wait¬ 

ing to happen” are increasingly ominous. Ill-maintained 

floating reactors are highly vulnerable, and many sub¬ 

marines are already leaking or dumping radioactive 

materials into the seas “like little Chernobyls in slow 

motion.”45 Active-duty Russian nuclear ships also pose a 

serious threat, their aging missiles susceptible to explo¬ 

sions, one likely to detonate others. If that happens, a 

Russian expert warns, “We can end up with hundreds 

of Chernobyls.”46 

Why, then, all the U.S. official and unofficial assur¬ 

ances that we are “immeasurably more secure” and can 

stop worrying about “worst-case scenarios”? They clear¬ 

ly derived from the single, entirely ideological assump¬ 

tion that because the Soviet Union no longer exists, the 

threat of a Russian nuclear attack on the United States 

no longer exists and we need now worry only about 

“rogue states.” In truth, the possibility of such a Russ¬ 

ian attack grew throughout the 1990s and is still grow- 

mg. 

Leave aside the warning that “a Russian version of 

Milosevic . . . armed with thousands of nuclear war¬ 

heads” might come to power47 and consider the pro¬ 

gressive disintegration of the country’s nuclear-defense 

infrastructure. Russia still has some six thousand war¬ 

heads on hair-trigger alert. They are to be launched or 
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not launched depending on information about activity 

at U.S. missile sites provided by an early-warning net¬ 

work of radars, satellites, and computers that now functions 

only partially and erratically. Russia’s command-and-control 

personnel, who are hardly immune to the social hard¬ 

ships and pathologies sweeping the nation, have bare¬ 

ly a few minutes to evaluate any threatening information, 

which has already been false on occasion. (In 1995, ' 

a Norwegian weather rocket was briefly mistaken 

by Russian authorities for an incoming enemy mis¬ 

sile.) 

These new post-Soviet technological and human cir¬ 

cumstances of the nuclear age are, as American scien- 

tists have warned repeatedly, “increasing the danger of 

an accidental or unauthorized attack on the United 

States” from Russian territory. It is “arguably already 

the greatest threat to U.S. national survival.” Assurances 

to the contrary, scientists emphasize, are “a gross mis¬ 

representation of reality.”48 

Readers may choose to believe that intentional 

nuclear war nonetheless remains unthinkable. In post- 

Soviet Russia, however, it has become not only increas¬ 

ingly thinkable but speakable. The Kremlin’s new 

security doctrine expanding conditions in which it 

would use such weapons may be merely semantic and 

nothing really new. But Russia’s ferocious civil war in 

Chechnya, which did not end with the destruction of 

Grozny in 2000, is, as I have pointed out before, the 

first ever in a nuclear country. 

It has not yet included nuclear warfare, but both 

sides have crossed a rhetorical Rubicon. Since 1999, sev¬ 

eral Russian deputies and governors, and even a lead- 
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ing “liberal” newspaper, have proposed using nuclear, 

chemical, or biological weapons against Chechnya. Said 

one, “I think nuclear weapons should stop being virtual.” 

Russian military spokesmen, we are told, do not exclude 

that a nuclear attack could be carried out against the 

bases of international terrorists in Chechnya.”49 And with 

that tiny republic in mind, the military has officially 

adopted a new concept of “limited” nuclear warfare in a 

single region, a threat against the Chechen resistance still 

being discussed in May 2000.J° 

From the other side, there were persistent reports that 

terrorists serving the Chechen “holy war” might blow up 

Russian nuclear power plants or weapons sites. The 

reports were serious enough to cause Moscow to redouble 

security at its nuclear facilities and 90 percent of Russians 

surveyed to say they fear the possibility.51 Such threats on 

both sides may also be merely rhetorical, but it is an 

exceedingly dangerous rhetoric never before heard. If 

nothing else, there has been more loose talk in Russia 

since 1999 about using nuclear weapons than measures to 

prevent loose nukes. And it will likely increase if the 

Chechens expand their new guerrilla tactics farther into 

Russia itself, as they have promised to do. 

And so, post-Soviet Russia still matters to America in 

the most fateful of ways. The Clinton administration 

has worsened the dangers incalculably by taking step 

after step that pushes a Russia coming apart at the 

nuclear seams to rely more and more on its nuclear 

stockpiles and infrastructures—by making financial aid 

conditional on economic “reforms” that impoverished 

and destabilized the state; by expanding NATO’s mili¬ 

tary might virtually to Russia’s borders; by provocative- 
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ly demonstrating during the bombing of Yugoslavia the 

overwhelming superiority of U.S. conventional weapons; 

and more recently'by threatening to withdraw from the 

Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty in order to build a missile 

defense system. 

Rarely, if ever, has there been such a reckless official 

disregard for U.S. national security or leadership failure 

to tell the American people about growing threats to 

their well-being. The Clinton administration and its 

many supporters in the media, think tanks, and acade¬ 

mia never seem to connect the dots between their mis¬ 

sionary zeal in Russia and the grave dangers being 

compounded there. In early 2000, one of the crusade’s 

leading policymakers suddenly told us, after seven years 

of “happy talk,” that “disasters are inescapable in the 

short run.” He neglected to say that the disaster is 

unfolding in a country laden with twentieth-century 

devices of mass destruction and regressing toward the 

nineteenth century.52 

Russia’s potential for lethal catastrophes is the most 

important but not the only reason it still matters. Even 

in crises and weakness, Russia remains a great power 

because of its sheer size, which stretches across eleven 

time zones from Finland and Poland (if we consider 

Belarus) to China and nearby Alaska; its large portions 

of the world’s energy and mineral reserves; its long his¬ 

tory of world-class achievements and power; its highly 

educated present-day citizens; and, of course, its arse¬ 

nals. All this makes Russia inherently not only a major 

power but a semi-global one. A “world without Russia” 

would therefore be globalization, to take the concept du 

jour, without a large part of the globe. 
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Nor can many large international problems and con¬ 

flicts be resolved without Russia, especially in a 

“post—Cold War order” that has at least as much inter¬ 

national anarchy as order. From the Balkans and the 

Caspian to China and Iraq, from nuclear proliferation to 

conventional-arms transfers, from the environment and 

terrorism to drug trafficking and money laundering, 

Russia retains a capacity to affect world affairs for bet¬ 

ter or worse. On the one hand, it was Moscow’s diplo¬ 

matic intervention in Yugoslavia in 1999 that enabled 

a desperate Clinton administration to avoid sending 

American ground troops to Kosovo. On the other, the 

1990s also brought the passage of narcotics westward 

across Russian territory, a flood of illegal Russian 

money into U.S. banks, and growing markets for 

Moscow’s weapons and nuclear capabilities among states 

that already worry Washington.53 

And then there are the vast geopolitical ramifications 

of developments in what is still the world’s largest ter¬ 

ritorial country. Nearly a fourth of planet Earth’s pop¬ 

ulation lives on the borders of the Russian Federation, 

including most of its major religions and many of its 

ethnic identities. Many, if not all, of these nations and 

peoples are likely to be directly or indirectly affected by 

what happens in post-Communist Russia, again for bet¬ 

ter or worse—first and foremost the “near abroad,” as 

Moscow calls the other fourteen former Soviet republics, 

but not them alone. 

Finally, there is a crucial futuristic reason why U.S. 

policy toward Russia must be given the highest priori¬ 

ty and changed fundamentally. Contrary to those Amer¬ 

icans who have “rushed to relegate Russia to the 
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archives,” believing it will always be enfeebled and 

may even break into more pieces, that longtime super¬ 

power will eventually recover from its present time of 

troubles, as it did after the revolution and civil war of 

1917—21, indeed as it always has.54 

But what kind of political state will rise from its 

knees? One that is democratic or despotic? One open to 

the West and eager to play a cooperative role in world 

affairs—or one bent on revising an international order 

shaped during its weakness and at its expense? One 

safeguarding and reducing its nuclear stockpiles or one 

multiplying and proliferating them among states that 

want them? 

The outcome will depend very significantly on how 

Russia is treated during its present-day agony, particu¬ 

larly by the United States. Whether it is treated wisely 

and compassionately or is bullied and humiliated, as a 

growing number of Russians believe they have been 

since the early 1990s. The next American president may 

make that decision, but our children and grandchildren 

will reap the benefits or pay the price. 

Toward a New Russia Policy: Priorities and Premises 

Transforming U.S. policy toward Russia is exceedingly 

difficult, pessimists might say politically impossible, and 

only the American president can do it. The transforma¬ 

tion has to begin with presidential truth telling about 

the failures and consequences of the old policy. Official 

myths and “happy stories” lead, as they already have, 
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to “warped” media, diplomatic, and even intelligence 

reporting, disillusion with post-Soviet possibilities, a 

revival of elite and popular Cold War attitudes, and the 

obscuring of grave dangers to U.S. national security.55 

Exposing the official fictions of the iqqos therefore 

has to be the president’s first step. Foremost among 

them are that post-Communist Russia has been in a 

benevolent “transition”; that the immiseration of a 

nation may be called reform, progress, or an American 

interest; that Russia’s problems are due solely to its 

Soviet past, present-day Communists, Parliament, elder¬ 

ly voters, lack of resolve, or Yeltsin’s shortcomings—not 

to any wrongheaded policy-making in Washington; that 

Moscow politics is a Manichaean choice between 

reformers and antireformers, democrats and Red- 

Brown” nationalists; and that only programs made in 

the U.S.A. can reform Russia. 

The president’s second step must be to establish clear 

and constant foreign policy priorities. When it came to 

Russia, the Clinton administration had none at all. If it 

had really sought stability, it would not have insisted 

on “shock” economic experiments. If it had wanted 

Moscow to ratify the START II Treaty quickly in order 

to speed the reduction of nuclear weapons, it would not 

have shunned and denigrated the Parliament that had 

to approve it. If it had hoped to bring Russia into the 

West, it would not have erected barriers by expanding 

NATO. If it had wanted Moscow to settle conflicts 

without using force, it -.would not have bombed 

Yugoslavia, which encouraged the Kremlin to do the 

same to Chechnya—or earlier, and also to no good 

effect, Iraq, Sudan, and Afghanistan.56 And if it had 
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wanted Russia to rely less rather than more on its 

crumbling nuclear infrastructures, it would have done 

none of those thingl 

Indeed, the Clinton administration’s Russia policy 

was either devious or dysfunctionally schizophrenic. In 

its profusive talk of friendship and shared values, it 

was the most pro-Kremlin administration since the 

U.S.-Soviet alliance during World War II. In the actu¬ 

al steps it took against and in defiance of Moscow, it 

was the most anti-Russian U.S. administration in mod¬ 

ern history.57 

The overriding goal of U.S. foreign policy today has 

to be, as I trust readers will agree, the stabilization of 

Russia and its many devices of mass destruction. Disas¬ 

ters once unthinkable now are fully possible in that cri¬ 

sis-ridden land, from nuclear explosions and launches to 

a larger civil war in the heart of the country (as almost 

happened in October 1993) and widespread social unrest 

in regions dotted with nuclear facilities. (In light of the 

many direct-action protests over unpaid wages and even 

against “privatization” since the mid-1990s, especially 

in the destitute provinces, tales of the Russian people’s 

passivity are considerably exaggerated.) 

The only way the United States can promote perma¬ 

nent stability in Russia is to help Moscow bring about 

its economic and human recovery. Doing so, however, 

requires not only new economic approaches but politi¬ 

cal rehabilitation of the idea of U.S.-Russian coopera¬ 

tion, which has been badly degraded and discredited. 

Almost from the beginning, despite boundless talk of 

partnership, the Clinton administration never really 

cooperated with the Kremlin but, while going through 
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pseudo-diplomatic rituals, compelled it to bow to U.S. 

decisions and conditions. On the Russian side, the result 

has been growing resentment, humiliation, and distrust 

of American proposals, from arms control to financial 

agreements. Having created these attitudes m Moscow, 

it is for Washington to find ways to dispel them. 

But a new kind of Russian leadership is also need¬ 

ed—one devoted to economic recovery and its citizens’ 

well-being instead of “grab-it-ization of the nation s 

riches, one that will declare, as Franklin Roosevelt so 

famously did, “The hopes of the Republic cannot for¬ 

ever tolerate either undeserved poverty or self-serving 

wealth.” American pundits and politicians who now 

suddenly maintain that Russia is incapable of produc¬ 

ing such leaders have, as a would-be Russian president 

pointed out, gone from one false perception to another: 

“All Western papers were writing that all the Russian 

people were undertaking reforms. Now they are writ¬ 

ing, with the same enthusiasm, that all Russian people 

stole that money. It wasn’t the truth then and it isn’t 

the truth now.”58 

The current American view is historically unin¬ 

formed and even a kind of ethnic slur. In the twenti¬ 

eth century, Russian governments had to rebuild the 

economy more than once—recovery from the devasta¬ 

tion of World War II remains a prideful memory—and 

social justice is among the oldest and most enduring 

Russian popular beliefs. The need for decent and 

responsible people” m power is a constant subject of 

elite discourse in Moscow, and in my own personal 

observations, such potential leaders are present across 

the mainstream political spectrum. For many Russians, 
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the possibility of an honorable leadership was exempli¬ 

fied by then Prime Minister Primakov’s effort in 

1998—99, aborted by Yeltsin, to crack down on plun¬ 

dering oligarchs and develop the “real economy.”59 

Less certain is whether Russia’s economic recovery is 

still possible in at least minimally democratic condi¬ 

tions. Russians themselves sometimes frame the question, 

as we have seen, as a choice between their version of 

Pinochet and FDR, or alternatively de Gaulle. Although 

seriously endangered by the events of the 1990s, democ¬ 

ratization is not yet a lost cause. Thus Putin’s oli¬ 

garchical backers want a praetorian Pinochet to protect 

them and their wealth, but millions of other Russians 

hope he will turn out to be their Roosevelt or de 

Gaulle.60 

In that connection, two circumstances are clear. As 

was true during the Cold War, hard-line and intrusive 

U.S. policies toward Russia abet the political fortunes 

of Moscow’s own hard-liners, who are inveterate oppo¬ 

nents of democratization and a pro-Western orienta¬ 

tion in general. The growing revival of this unholy 

axis between American and Russian cold warriors in 

the 1990s is yet another unintended but dangerous 

legacy of the Clinton administration that must be 

overcome.61 

We may still hope that the other circumstance is only 

hypothetical. If democracy turns out to be the inescapable 

price of nuclear stability in Russia, the United States 

will have to accept the new regime, assuming it is not 

itself a destabilizing extreme form of authoritarianism 

and while hoping it will be short-lived. American mis¬ 

sionaries whose policy contributed greatly to this tragic 
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possibility continue to insist that “democracy in Russia 

is a precondition for cooperation.”62 But without coop¬ 

eration, some kind of nuclear catastrophe is increasing¬ 

ly likely, and the fallout will not discriminate between 

democrats and despots or leave behind soil in which any 

kind of democracy can grow. 

Several factors will determine whether or not post- 

Communist Russia confronts the world with such a dire 

choice, but one of the most important is whether or not 

the United States adopts a wiser policy toward that fate¬ 

ful country. Lack of wisdom usually derives from false 

assumptions. In this case, it has been four false premis¬ 

es that informed the failed crusade of the 1990s and 

now must be discarded. 

One is the ideological presumption that a truly 

reformed Russia could have no large national interests 

different from American ones. In reality, any Russian 

government, because of the nation s geography and his¬ 

tory, will have its own special interests in, to take obvi¬ 

ous examples, the Balkans, the Baltics, Ukraine, Central 

Asia, the Caucasus, and China. Apart from ideology, 

there is no reason why such legitimate interests should 

be construed as threats or litmus tests in U.S.-Russian 

relations. As in relations with other major powers, rec¬ 

onciling them with American interests is supposed to be 

the purpose of diplomacy. 

For much the same reason, it is time for U.S. policy¬ 

makers, journalists, and academics to stop equating 

“real” Russian reformers only with ones who “do favors 

for the United States” and thus are regarded as “an 

enormous asset for the U.S.”63 Any Russian leaders so 

perceived at home will never be secure, only distrusted, 
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as Yeltsin and his reformers soon came to be. A lead¬ 

ership able to stabilize Russia has to find support in its 

own country, not the United States, and its policies have 

to be made in Moscow, not Washington. 

In that respect, the Yeltsin leadership’s extraordinary 

dependency on the West, particularly the United 

States—psychological, political, and financial—was an 

aberration in Russian history. No such supplicant or 

compliant Kremlin leadership is likely to appear again. 

Subsequent ones, as was clear as soon as Putin took over 

from Yeltsin, will be considerably more nationalistic, at 

least to the extent of giving proud and loud priority to 

Russia’s interests at home and abroad, as do most gov¬ 

ernments everywhere regardless of ideology. This too 

should be seen not as a threat but as an opportunity for 

a new beginning in U.S. relations with post-Communist 

Russia. 

The second false assumption has been that the “free 

market” or “neoliberal” economic reforms demanded 

by the United States throughout the 1990s would have 

broad popular backing, find a post-Yeltsin generation of 

political leaders, and thus form Russia’s future. In fact, 

as was pointed out earlier, those characteristic American 

ideas (though not practices) never had mass support in 

Russia and now, after all the pain inflicted in their 

name, have even less. In almost every survey of public 

opinion done since the late 1980s, most Russians have 

wanted political and economic liberties, but also many 

of the cradle-to-grave benefits provided by the latter- 

day Soviet system, which responded to older native val¬ 

ues as well.64 

It does not mean, contrary to U.S. declarations about 
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“no third way,” that Russia’s only alternative is a 

return to the Communist past. The dismantling of Sovi¬ 

et Communism was begun by Gorbachev more than a 

decade ago. The product of historical circumstances, it 

cannot be restored. Nor do many Russians want to do 

so, not even most Communists. From left to right, no 

significant political movement any longer believes, for 

example, in a state-monopoly, command economy. All 

of them, including today’s Communist Party, under¬ 

stand that in order to prosper Russia needs some kind 

of market economy and large private sector.65 

A debate over what kind of “mixed” economic sys¬ 

tem should emerge from the traditional and the neces¬ 

sary has long been under way in Russia, and with 

special intensity since Yeltsin’s U.S.-sponsored policies 

collapsed beyond dispute in 1998. It will broaden and 

deepen with the unfolding process of de-Yeltsinization. 

The decision is Russia’s to make, not the West’s. And 

unless the outcome has a Russian face, it too will be 

unstable. 

The third false premise informing the American cru¬ 

sade is exceedingly dangerous. It assumes that because 

post-Communist Russia is bankrupt and weak, it has no 

choice except to adapt to U.S. wishes at home and 

abroad. Barely more than a cultural conceit, it insists 

that apart from the West, Russia “hardly has anywhere 

else to go.”66 This assumption is especially myopic. Rus¬ 

sia has options, and the one gathering support in the 

political class today is profoundly alarming. 

Reacting to a decade of Western security policies and 

financial conditions, proponents of this alternative 

would turn Russia away from the West—back toward 
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the nation’s older Eastern traditions and a strategic 

alliance with the world’s largest non-NATO countries, 

China and India. lUis a “nightmare scenario,” as some 

Western specialists understand: “Then you basically 

have the world’s heartland—2 billion people in China 

and India—allied with a formidable technological 

power in Russia. That would be a disaster for the Unit¬ 

ed States.”67 

For Eurasian Russia, it would not be a giant step. 

After all, as Putin once told an audience of supporters, 

“You and I live in the East, not the West.”68 Since 

becoming president, Putin has indicated a preference 

for a revised Western orientation focused on Europe 

rather than the United States, but the Eastern alterna¬ 

tive—turning an “Asiatic mug” to the West69—is already 

being tried out. Against a backdrop of growing bilateral 

diplomatic, economic, and intelligence ties, Russia has 

developed a near-monopoly on the Chinese and Indian 

arms markets and is selling them increasingly sophisti¬ 

cated weapons, which already account for about 60 per¬ 

cent of all its arms sales. In February 2000, to take an 

example that bears directly on U.S. commitments, 

Moscow supplied Beijing with the first of perhaps four 

guided-missile destroyers that will be a new factor in 

the conflict over Taiwan.70 

Advocates of this alternative to Yeltsin’s failed pro- 

West policy of the 1990s argue that it serves another 

essential purpose. By making Russia the arsenal of non- 

Western states—not only China and India but Iran, 

Libya, North Korea, Serbia, possibly Iraq, and others— 

its military-industrial complex, including science and 

technology, will become the engine of the nation’s eco- 
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nomic recovery. (Though still far behind those of the 

United States, Moscow’s arms sales grew from $2.5 bil¬ 

lion in 1998 to more than $4 billion in 2000 and are 

projected to reach $5 billion by 2003, which does not 

include roughly $1 billion for each nuclear reactor it 

constructs abroad.) 

The result would not resemble the economic “reform” 

envisaged by Washington, but military-industrial prior¬ 

ities drove Russia’s recovery after World War II, and 

their present-day proponents maintain that they can 

and should do so again. The domestic and internation¬ 

al implications of this strategic option hardly need to be 

emphasized, only that it is a direct response to the Clin¬ 

ton administration’s Russia policy and that its political 

appeal is growing. 

Finally, there is the largest U.S. fallacy of all—the 

assumption that America has the right, wisdom, or 

power to remake an enormous country whose history 

predates its own by many centuries. It produced the 

tutelage approach that led the Clinton administration to 

intrude so deeply and unwisely into the internal affairs 

of post-Communist Russia—into its most basic domes¬ 

tic policy-making, choice of ministers, budgetary priori¬ 

ties, “civil society,” even parliamentary and presidential 

elections. If common sense is not enough, the 1990s left 

behind abundant evidence that such a crusade is inher¬ 

ently doomed from the outset and dangerously counter¬ 

productive in the end. Without an entirely different 

approach, the unprecedented perils created during that 

decade will only grow worse. 

The proper and necessary approach was adumbrated 

fifty years ago by George F. Kennan, the esteemed 
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American diplomat and historian of Russia. In 1951, 

anticipating the eventual waning of Soviet Communist 

rule, he warned, ' * 

Let us not hover nervously over the people who come 

after, applying litmus paper daily to their political com¬ 

plexions to find out whether they answer to our concept 

of “democratic.” Give them time; let them be Russians; 

let them work out their internal problems in their own 

manner. . . . The ways by which peoples advance toward 

dignity and enlightenment in government are things that 

constitute the deepest and most intimate processes of 

national life. There is nothing less understandable to for¬ 

eigners, nothing in which foreign interference can do less 

good.71 

Had Kennan’s advice been heeded in the early 1990s, 

Russia and U.S.-Russian relations would certainly be in 

much better condition than they are today. But even if 

they were not, America would be less complicit. 

It may not be too late. Adapting Kennan’s approach 

today would mean, among other changes, letting Rus¬ 

sians themselves, instead of the U.S. Treasury or State 

Departments, decide what constitutes reform in their 

country and how to achieve economic recovery. It 

would mean letting Russian voters choose their Parlia¬ 

ment and president without U.S. public or secret 

involvement. It would be to understand that the stabi¬ 

lization of nuclear Russia, and still more democratiza¬ 

tion, can come only from the “deepest and most 

intimate processes” of Russian life, not America’s. 

That understanding would withdraw most of the offi¬ 

cial U.S. missionaries still encamped in Russia. Along 
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with high-living private “advisers” funded by the U.S. 

government, they have done more harm than good. Ix 

nothing else, their activities are a constant source of the 

anti-American backlash. If there are exceptions, there is 

a simple rule of thumb: Americans should do nothing 

in Russia that we would object to a foreign state doing 

in our own country. If any U.S. advice is really needed, 

e-mail is less intrusive and cheaper. (What private 

foundations and universities do, however unwise, is 

their business, but Washington sets the example.) 

And because “words are also deeds,” as Russians say, 

Kennan’s approach would change the verbal atmospher¬ 

ics of U.S. policy. It would end the incessant public judg¬ 

ments passed on Russia’s internal affairs by the American 

president, vice president, and their appointees, as occurred 

throughout the 1990s, and yet again by President Clinton 

in June 2000, even while they were guests in Moscow. It 

would mean that the U.S. government, from the White 

House to its Moscow embassy, would no longer play the 

role of sponsor, cheerleader, or agitprop department for 

any faction or ism in Russian politics. It would mean, in 

a word, the end of the American crusade. 

Reengaging Russia 

Sentiment and ideology aside, the United States has 

only one truly vital interest in Russia today—the reduc¬ 

tion and eventual elimination of the nuclear and possi¬ 

bly other lethal perils growing there. No major progress 

is possible in that direction without reengaging the 
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Russian government in genuinely cooperative rather 

than missionary ways. 

Unreconstructed American crusaders will no doubt »■ ' 
protest. In reaction to the failure of their excessively 

pro-Kremlin stance of the 1990s, they have decided that 

their only mistake was not having “allied directly with 

the Russian people.” They now propose to remake post- 

Communist Russia from below—to “assist Russian soci¬ 

ety, not the Russian state,” or what they yearningly call 

“civil society.”72 

The idea may be “warm and fuzzy,”73 but it is also 

inappropriate and reckless. It perpetuates the intrusive 

arrogance that Russians cannot be democratic or entre¬ 

preneurial without American guidance. Moreover, “civil 

society,” as I noted before, can be made to mean almost 

anything. According to Putin, the Kremlin’s brutal war 

against civilians in Chechnya was launched “to restore 

civil society.”74 And if the term really means grassroots 

organizations operating apart from the state, as its 

Western proponents say, the Communist Party is its 

largest embodiment in Russia today. 

In practice, a “civil society” policy is usually an 

excuse to give U.S. funds and political support exclu¬ 

sively to “our guys”—to Russian individuals, media, 

parties, and other groups that profess pro-American 

ideas. Doing so in defiance of the Russian government 

will only arouse even more suspicion of U.S. motives 

and target recipients of American largesse for abuse, 

especially by local authorities. In any event, “civil soci¬ 

ety” cannot take the steps urgently needed to stabilize 

Russia’s economy and nuclear-related facilities.75 Only 

the state and its Moscow leadership can do that. 
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Economic and nuclear stability being no less in Rus¬ 

sia’s interest, Putin or any rational Kremlin leader is 

certain to welcome new, non-missionary proposals to 

achieve them. To be effective, an American president 

does not need a best friend or protege in the Kremlin, 

as the Clinton administration evidently believed was 

necessary, only a leader committed to those essential 

purposes. (The administration therefore again needless¬ 

ly put America on the wrong side of history by rushing 

to endorse Putin for the Russian presidency even before 

the March 2000 election and while he was escalating 

atrocities in Chechnya.)76 

Nor can the U.S. government, including Congress, 

conduct a virtual boycott of the Russian Parliament, as 

it did in the 1990s. Whatever the term civil society may 

mean, popularly elected assemblies, no matter their 

political complexion, to borrow Kennan’s phrase, are its 

product and reflection—and, of course, the only insti¬ 

tution absolutely essential for representative democra¬ 

cy.77 Without the participation of Parliament, or the 

Duma, programs designed to stabilize Russia and cope 

with its nuclear threats will not themselves be stable. 

Reengaging Russia has to begin with its half-dead 

economy. It is both the primary source of the country’s 

perilous instability and the focus of the failed but unre¬ 

lenting American crusade. For the sake of stabilization 

and real cooperation, a fundamentally different U.S. 

approach is needed. It even requires a new vocabulary. 

The word reform, now thoroughly discredited in Russia 

and having no meaningful relation to realities, should 

be replaced by recovery and development,78 

The new approach will mean abandoning Aunerican 
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dogmas about Russia’s “transition.” Instead of dictating 

Moscow’s economic policies as a condition for financial 

assistance, the mo§t intrusive form of tutelage, Wash¬ 

ington should invite the Russian government to propose 

its own programs for economic recovery. If the propos¬ 

als seem plausible to a range of U.S. and European 

economists rather than to the sectarians who have con¬ 

trolled policy—eminent American economists have 

already urged a different approach for Russia79—the 

U.S. president, as the self-professed world leader, would 

lead an international campaign to raise funds for them. 

This non-missionary initiative, the centerpiece of a 

new U.S. policy, has several important virtues. Political¬ 

ly, it would show the post-Yeltsin Russian leadership that 

the post-Clinton American leadership has renounced 

tutelage for real cooperation, and not only in the econo¬ 

my. The mutual interest on which it is based and the 

collaboration it involves would extend to Russia’s 

nuclear dangers and international affairs as well. 

The new approach would also ground U.S. policy in 

Russian realities instead of fictions. Few if any Russian 

politicians or economists any longer believe in the 

neoliberal, monetarist measures dictated by the IMF 

since the early 1990s, though some still pretend to do 

so. For the most part, the IMF’s main conditions—min¬ 

imizing the state’s role in favor of purported free-mar- 

ket forces, maximizing privatization at any cost, putting 

government budgetary austerity, tight money, and other 

anti-inflation indicators above investment, production, 

employment, and welfare—are now broadly rejected as 

unworkable, destructive, and even having (perhaps 

intentionally) cost Russia its economic sovereignty.80 
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Sooner or later, Moscow will no longer stay the 

course,” whether Washington approves or not. Its new 

course, to have any chance of stabilizing the economy, will 

have to be designed at home. Russia has scores of profes¬ 

sional pro-market economists who, unhke most Western 

missionaries, know the country and its possibilities but 

were shunned in the 1990s. If their programs cause hard¬ 

ship or fail, at least America will no longer be complicit. 

In that important respect, a non-missionary, or non- 

dogmatic, approach would be in the spirit of the finest 

moment of American international assistance the 

Marshall Plan for the recovery and development of 

Western European nations devastated by World War II. 

The plan was generously funded by the United States, 

but it was drafted, at the invitation of the U.S. govern¬ 

ment, by the recipient states themselves.81 Based on this 

fundamentally different approach (and on different eco¬ 

nomic principles), it worked, unlike U.S. prescriptions 

in post-Communist Russia. 

If solicited, Russia’s economic proposals would also echo 

America’s historical experience. As the “Washington Con¬ 

sensus” has failed, a Moscow consensus—sometimes 

hopefully called “Putin’s Third Way” and Russia s 

Truth”—has been developing across much of the politi¬ 

cal spectrum. In opposition to the IMF’s Hoover-like 

policies, which predictably plunged Russia into an even 

greater economic depression, the emerging consensus 

recalls the New Deal’s Keynesian measures to extricate 

America from its own economic crisis of the 1930s. 

Hence the growing references to Franklin Roosevelt, 

beginning with the Primakov cabinet and continuing 

under Putin.82 
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Jettisoning IMF axioms of spontaneous prosperity 

through painful deprivation, a new Moscow economic 

policy would be ary avowedly “anti-catastrophe course.”83 

It would strive, in the language of the American 1930s, 

to put factories, farms, and people back to work by 

adopting once-standard methods of overcoming eco¬ 

nomic depressions—reviving production by direct 

investment in industrial and agricultural enterprises 

and by putting money in the hands of would-be con¬ 

sumers to create domestic demand for those products. 

The private sector would be preserved and even encour¬ 

aged to grow, as required in a “mixed” economy, but 

the nationalized sector would be revitalized and the 

state brought back to guide economic recovery and 

development.84 

To guardians of the U.S.-IMF dogmas of the 1990s, 

requisite measures adopted by the Russian state would 

be heresy, even though once they were orthodox West¬ 

ern practices. They would include, to one degree or 

another, deficit spending for investment, unpaid wages 

and pensions, and other government arrears, as well as 

restored subsidies for defense industries, education, sci¬ 

ence, and welfare; tariffs on imported goods to protect 

domestic enterprises; tightened controls to stop bank 

malpractices and capital flight; regulation of some 

prices; and possibly selected renationalization of priva¬ 

tized enterprises, particularly ones producing oil, gas, 

timber, strategic metals, precious stones, and vodka. 

For its own sake, the United States must do every¬ 

thing possible to help finance any such unprecedented 

and fateful attempt to restabilize a nuclear country, if 

it is undertaken by Moscow. The only condition should 
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be that the Kremlin refrain from any more destabiliz¬ 

ing actions of its own, such as its Chechen war of 

1999-"2000, which, in addition to the financial cost, 

was so extreme militarily and immoral that it pro¬ 

voked reckless nuclear threats on both sides. In such 

an event, Moscow should receive no Western funds 

except ones earmarked for nuclear safety. In the 

absence of such events, the West must provide how¬ 

ever much is needed. 

Many influential Americans will strongly oppose new 

financial aid to the Russian government. Some actually 

argue that “it is in our interest that their economy not 

recover,” even though this Cold War relic myopically 

puts U.S. and international security in grave jeopardy.85 

Others say that any new funds will also be stolen, even 

though Washington’s own IMF measures fostered the 

Klondike plundering and official Ponzi schemes, and its 

own proteges and oligarchical creatures did much of the 

looting. New funds, or at least most of them, can be 

safeguarded by different policies and cautionary lessons 

learned from the 1990s. 

Above all, opponents of more financial aid still insist 

there is no alternative to the IMF economic policies of 

the 1990s and therefore the new approach taking shape 

in Moscow cannot work. But the U.S.-sponsored pro¬ 

gram having manifestly failed, why should not one akin 

to the American New Deal of the 1930s now be tried 

in Moscow? Nuclear Russia cannot risk any more 

“shock” measures or disintegration of its twentieth-cen¬ 

tury infrastructure, which is all the modernity it has, 

into “rubble.” No other alternative has been put forth. 

And the one being proposed, by ending years of official 
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indifference in Moscow (and Washington) to the “mis¬ 

erable fate” of the poverty-stricken Russian people, will 

at least have popular support. (Putin, for example, has 

repeatedly emphasized the terrible dimensions of pover¬ 

ty.)86 

How much money would Russia need to revive and 

stabilize an economy that remains half or less the size 

it was in the early 1990s? Estimates vary, depending on 

calculations of technology and other infrastructure 

already lost during a full decade virtually without 

investment, in many cases even in bare maintenance. 

We may take as a rough approximation the estimate of 

a Russian economist admired for his moderation and 

good sense who puts the figure at $500 billion over a 

ten-year period.87 

Is $500 billion a year a small or large sum? Com¬ 

pared with the roughly $65 billion the West lent or 

gave post-Communist Russia from 1992 to 1999, it may 

seem a lot. But compared with the trillions of dollars 

the United States spent building nuclear and other 

weapons during the Cold War, to the projected $836 

billion to $1.9 trillion U.S. budget surplus during the 

same ten years, and to the essential national security it 

would buy, it is very little. 

Nor would the United States have to provide most of 

this annual cost of Russia’s economic recovery. The 

wealthy nations of Western Europe, Scandinavia, and 

Japan are more directly endangered by Russian insta¬ 

bility, particularly by Chernobyl-like nuclear disasters. 

Given U.S. leadership, they may be expected to pay 

their fair share. More significantly, Moscow proponents 

of an indigenous economy policy, wary of falling deep- 
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er into foreign debt and doubting the prospect of mean¬ 

ingful foreign investment in the near future, are now 

determined to find most of the necessary funds at home. 

Relying on the power and reach of a resurgent state, 

they propose to recapture huge foreign-currency earn¬ 

ings of Russia’s oil, gas, timber, and other natural- 

resources monopolies from self-aggrandizing oligarchs 

and corrupt directors; regain traditionally large profits 

from domestic vodka sales; snare at least part of the $18 

billion to $24 billion fleeing abroad each year; reform 

commercial banks in order to entice billions of dollars 

in private savings from under mattresses into the econ¬ 

omy; and make inflation benefit the government budg¬ 

et, which is less than 5 percent what it was a decade 

ago, instead of speculative banks and foreign portfolios.88 

How much money the Russian government could 

actually mobilize at home would depend on political 

factors as well. One is its willingness—it still has suffi¬ 

cient power, contrary to widespread perceptions—to 

crack down on the financial oligarchy and high-level 

official corruption that cannibalized the nation under 

Yeltsin. Closely related is the question of renationaliz¬ 

ing lucrative enterprises that were wrongfully priva¬ 

tized or plundered, which the state would either 

manage itself or resell for their actual value. (In the 

early and mid-1990s, former Soviet state assets worth 

some $200 billion were handed over to insiders for only 

$7 billion.)89 

Considering Russia’s abundant wealth and what 

Putin calls the nation’s statist “genetic code,” a deter¬ 

mined Kremlin leadership probably could mobilize 

internally a substantial part of the estimated funds 
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needed for economic recovery, but not all of them.90 If 

stabilization of the world’s largest nuclear country real¬ 

ly is our highest priority, the West has to encourage 

rather than obstruct any such effort by Moscow and 

take steps to assure that it receives funds it cannot 

muster on its own. If there is leadership, there are ways 

to do so, from making outright financial grants or long¬ 

term, interest-free loans to providing relief from crush¬ 

ing debt. 

The United States, as the presumed leader of the 

international campaign, could take a first step of con¬ 

siderable economic and political importance. It could 

immediately give the Russian government enough 

money, probably less than $1 billion, to pay all the back 

pensions and wages it still owes to the people, which 

includes doctors, teachers, strategic-weapons officers, 

and nuclear maintenance workers. Even better would be 

an additional sum enabling the Kremlin to raise the 

many pensions and salaries that are below the subsis¬ 

tence level of about $30 to $35 a month.91 

By underwriting such an act of financial restitution 

and social justice—instead of “free market” policy, let 

us call it fair-market economics—the U.S. government 

would achieve three purposes truly worthy of “the only 

superpower.” It would prevent or reduce inflationary 

consequences of printing the necessary rubles, which 

the Russian government will eventually have to do any¬ 

way. It would put money in the hands of those con¬ 

sumers who most desperately need it. And it would go 

a long way toward rehabilitating America’s reputation 

in post-Communist Russia. 

Helping the country’s impoverished masses is neces- 
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sary not only because so many Russians blame the Unit¬ 

ed States but because their “miserable fate” is a major 

source of instability. Washington should organize, for 

example, international pharmaceutical relief—food assis¬ 

tance is less needed and hinders the recovery of Russia’s 

badly depressed farm sector—for the most afflicted of 

the 86 percent of Russians who cannot afford medicine 

they need. And considering the large number of unem¬ 

ployed people, low wages, and devalued ruble, a mod¬ 

est-size Western grant would enable Moscow to initiate 

a New Deal—like program putting people back to work 

rebuilding the nation’s crumbling infrastructures, 

another source of instability. 

Other stricken segments of society also need help. 

The Soviet and post-Soviet middle classes, which have 

to be the mainstay of the stable democracy the West 

professes to want in Russia, have been decimated by 

U.S.-sponsored economic measures. Meanwhile, West¬ 

ern programs to provide start-up capital for small pri¬ 

vate firms and mortgages for aspiring homeowners 

remain on the drawing board or underfunded.92 It is 

time to implement them seriously but in nonintrusive 

ways—in rubles (not dollars) and through select Russ¬ 

ian banks (not Western offices) able to introduce these 

commercial practices in a country that generally lacks 

them. 

Further steps can be taken to narrow the gap 

between the West’s financial resources and professed 

political goals. Ry paying off the $7 billion former Sovi¬ 

et republics owe Russia, mostly for energy, the United 

States and its allies would at once bolster the fragile 

independence of those new states and put more funds 
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for economic recovery in Moscow’s hands. Similarly, if 

the West wants a negotiated stable peace in Chechnya, 

it should offer in return to help finance the rebuilding 

of that shattered territory.93 

Such initiatives would help put Russia on the road to 

economic recovery, but they would not be enough for 

the long journey. Many more billions of dollars will be 

needed. Even without appropriating new funds, the 

West can enable Russia to obtain those larger sums by 

giving Moscow substantial relief from its crushing for¬ 

eign debt and by helping it retrieve some of the billions 

of dollars that have fled to Western havens since the 

early 1990s. 

Moscow’s foreign debt of perhaps $168 billion—eight 

times its annual budget and requiring payments in 

future years of some $15 billion to $16 billion a year— 

makes economic recovery virtually impossible.94 No 

matter how much money the government manages to 

mobilize at home, it will have to choose between pay¬ 

ing the West and investing in its own economy and 

people. Restructuring deals only perpetuate Moscow’s 

debt bondage. Eventually it will compel the Kremlin to 

make a more profound choice—between perpetual eco¬ 

nomic decline and defaulting on its debt, in effect Rus¬ 

sia’s self-banishment from the West. 

The only solution is to forgive a large part of Rus¬ 

sia’s foreign debt and defer payment on the remainder. 

In addition to a broad-based international campaign to 

abolish the debt of all poor countries, there is a relevant 

precedent. The West canceled half of post-Communist 

Poland’s prior debt; nearly two-thirds of what post- 

Communist Russia owes is Soviet-era obligations. More- 
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over, about $25 billion of its post-Communist debt, 

owed to the IMF and World Bank, was undertaken at 

U.S. urging and granted to Yeltsin for essentially polit¬ 

ical, not economic, reasons. Above all, however, there is 

the security imperative: unless the West frees Russia 

from this crushing burden, that vast nuclear country 

will grow increasingly unstable and resentful. 

No less important is “following every lead to help 

Russia recover funds spirited out by corrupt officials and 

Western co-conspirators,” as a New York Times columnist 

has urged.95 Most estimates of capital flight from Rus¬ 

sia since 1992 range from $150 billion to $350 billion. 

Even the lesser figure nearly equals Moscow’s entire 

foreign debt and far exceeds all past, present, and imag¬ 

inable foreign investment in Russia, which was barely 

$2 billion in 1999. 

The United States, whose policies and financial insti¬ 

tutions have abetted the theft, has an obligation to lead 

a Western effort to repatriate as much of this enormous 

sum as possible. (The excuse for doing nothing, which 

insists the funds will return automatically when Russia 

has a stable investment environment, minimizes the 

criminality involved and has the cart before the horse.) 

Here too there are precedents. Mexico and other states 

have asked foreign governments to confiscate illicit cap¬ 

ital flight, and in 1998 the U.S. FBI assisted Moscow in 

locating stolen gems and gold coins.96 

Every $1 billion the United States helps Russia bring 

home for economic recovery is a direct investment in 

American and international nuclear security. The imper¬ 

ative, as a specialist emphasizes, is twofold: “Countries 

serving as havens for stolen money have a responsibili- 
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ty to the citizens of the looted state. . . . Otherwise, these 

billions of dollars will be endlessly plundered, and Rus¬ 

sia’s downward spiral into economic chaos will never be 

stopped.”97 

Even if all these new economic policies are adopted 

in Moscow and Washington, the United States cannot 

risk waiting for them to stabilize Russia. The nuclear 

perils already existing there—again, biological and 

chemical ones as well—are too grave and looming. As 

we have seen, a catastrophic clock is ticking in that 

tormented land, and no one knows what time it is— 

dawn, high noon, dusk, or nearly midnight. 

Extraordinary American leadership is urgently need¬ 

ed to cope with these unprecedented nuclear dangers, 

which are due in significant measure to the unwise poli¬ 

cies and negligence of the Clinton administration98—at 

least as much leadership concern as has gone into the 

campaign against Iraq’s infinitely lesser weapons of 

mass destruction. Two simultaneous approaches are 

needed—one to reduce threats already posed by 

Moscow’s increasingly unreliable systems of nuclear 

command, control, and maintenance, the other to repair 

those infrastructures. 

When asked why there has not already been an acci¬ 

dental Russian nuclear strike against the United States, 

an expert Cassandra replied, “We’ve been lucky.”99 If 

so, there is no time to deal with this present danger 

through the traditional process of negotiating and rati¬ 

fying treaties. (START II was stuck in the Russian Par¬ 

liament for seven years, and the U.S. Senate has refused 

to ratify the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and 

delayed action on several START II protocols.) Instead, 
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the American president should take a series of unilater 

al steps on the reasonable assumption that Moscow 

would reciprocate, and which would greatly diminish or 

even eliminate this danger. 

Publicly stating his expectation that Russia will do 

the same, the president should begin reducing U.S. 

deployed nuclear warheads from the existing 7,000 not 

to the 3,000 to 3,500 permitted by START II as of 

December 2007 but to no more than 1,000, which is all 

Moscow probably can afford to maintain properly and 

considerably more than either side actually needs. He 

should take all deployed warheads off launch-on-warn¬ 

ing hair-trigger alert. And he should reverse long-stand¬ 

ing strategic doctrine by announcing that the U.S. 

government will never be the first to use nuclear 

weapons.100 

These dramatic unilateral steps—a just-do-it approach 

might offend Washington conventional wisdom, and 

some would require congressional approval. But by 

greatly relieving the stresses of lingering Cold War 

practices on Russia’s failing early-warning system and 

by providing days instead of minutes to recognize false 

alarms, they would gain America and the world incal¬ 

culable security without any cost to the U.S. ability to 

“deter or fight a nuclear war,” as doomsday strategists 

like to say. (The joint Moscow center announced by 

Clinton and Putin in June 2000 to verify false early- 

warning signals at least acknowledges the growing 

danger of accidental missile launches, but it does not 

address the underlying causes and is far from an ade¬ 

quate safeguard.) 

It follows, of course, that the United States must not 
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deploy a national missile defense system or otherwise 

abrogate the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty unless Russia 

gives its full consent. Among other counterproductive 

consequences, Moscow’s response to this kind of unilat¬ 

eral act would be to rely even more heavily on its frag¬ 

ile nuclear stockpiles and infrastructures, indeed to 

build more strategic weapons in order to overwhelm 

any such system.101 For the United States, the result 

would be a minimum of $6o billion spent on a theo¬ 

retical defense against hypothetical threats from 

“rogue” states, coupled with an exponential growth of 

actual nuclear threats in Russia and possibly the undo¬ 

ing of three decades of arms control agreements. 

The second way of coping directly with the threats 

requires a complete itemization of the vulnerabilities of 

Russia’s nuclear weapons, materials, and reactors. Par¬ 

tial lists have been prepared by scientists and intelli¬ 

gence agencies of several concerned countries, including 

the United States, but evidently not a comprehensive 

inventory of all the dangers.102 It cannot be compiled 

without Moscow’s full cooperation. If necessary to 

obtain it, any foreign on-site inspections can be done by 

experts from non-NATO countries and under the aus¬ 

pices of the United Nations or another nonallied inter¬ 

national organization. 

Given an inventory of disasters waiting to happen, 

Western and Russian specialists would design programs 

to prevent them, which the United States would take 

the lead in funding. (The Russian ministry responsible 

for all this so lacks funds that it is proposing to earn 

money by storing nuclear waste of other countries— 

that is, by importing still more risks. And for the same 
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financial reason, Putin has relaxed restrictions on the 

export of Russian nuclear equipment, thereby creating 

the possibility of more proliferation dangers.) Various 

projects already exist to help Russia dismantle decom¬ 

missioned strategic weapons and safeguard nuclear 

facilities and materials, but they are woefully under¬ 

funded. New, unorthodox programs are also needed, 

including one to repair Russia’s early-warning system, 

an undertaking no less in America’s security interest.103 

Without a complete inventory, no one knows how 

much all this would cost. Nor does it really matter. Real 

security, as opposed to many chimerical provisions in 

the nearly $300 billion U.S. defense budget, cannot cost 

too much. (The $10 million allocated for Russia’s “civil 

society” media in 1999 would have been better spent 

paying or upgrading the salaries of nuclear maintenance 

workers.) But to take one important example, U.S. pro¬ 

grams to protect and dispose of Russia’s nuclear war¬ 

heads and materials, budgeted at just over $1 billion for 

2001, are said to need $5 billion to $8 billion over a 

five-year period to accomplish their mission.104 

Again, shared with other Western countries, is this 

kind of expenditure large or small? Compared with the 

trillions of dollars spent to create these lethal dangers, 

or even the billions proposed for a national missile 

defense system, it is a small one. Or as another Cassan¬ 

dra warns, it is “tiny in comparison to the cost and risks 

of a failure to act.”105 

None of these economic and scientific measures to 

stabilize nuclear Russia will be effective, however, 

unless the United States stops pursuing other policies 

that convince Moscow it is being excluded, encircled, 
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and threatened—and thus must maximize its weapons 

of mass destruction. Commenting on the Clinton 

administration, ,am American observer remarked, 

“Someone high up in Washington seems to have the 

task of getting up every morning and asking, What can 

we do today to make the Russians nervous?”’106 

Fraying the strategic nerves of a government with 

already shaky control over its capacity to destroy Amer¬ 

ica is, to be charitable, exceedingly reckless. A wiser 

guideline has to prevail: Every related U.S. policy 

abroad must be tempered by the unprecedented nuclear 

and other threats that exist today in post-Communist 

Russia. Major revisions in current American policy are 

therefore urgently needed. 

The U.S.-led expansion of NATO eastward, which 

broke a Bush administration promise to the Gorbachev 

leadership, must stop. The inclusion of three former 

Soviet bloc countries in 1998—the Czech Republic, 

Hungary, and Poland—persuaded Moscow that Russia, 

post-Communist or not, was neither truly wanted nor 

trusted in the West. Believing that it was not only 

being excluded from Western security arrangements 

after the Cold War but again being made their primary 

target, the Kremlin intensified its search for strategic 

partners elsewhere and accelerated plans to build new 

nuclear weapons. 

If NATO moves farther toward Russia, acting on 

Clinton administration statements about including the 

former Soviet republics of Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, 

and possibly even Ukraine, it will cross a Rubicon 

fraught with even greater perils. If nothing else, 

Moscow is likely to redeploy missiles in Belarus, now in 
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a Union with Russia, on the border of NATO Poland. 

The result would be a new nuclear confrontation in 

Europe, this time with Moscow in considerably less con¬ 

trol of its hair-trigger weapons. 

The use of NATO for offensive military purposes, a 

radical departure from its original defensive mission, 

particularly m Russia’s traditional backyard, also must 

stop. Coming on the heels of the alliance s expansion, 

the U.S.-led bombing of Yugoslavia in 1999 inflicted “a 

deep psychological wound” on Russian political life. 

Its consequences, all of them bad, continue to unfold. 

The seventy-eight-day air war against Russia’s fellow 

Slav nation played a major role in bringing the coun¬ 

try’s security forces back to the center of the political 

stage. It tipped the balance squarely in favor of the 

“war party” in the Kremlin debate over Chechnya. It 

diminished Moscow’s willingness to cooperate with 

NATO or the United States on strategic matters. It even 

aroused the fear that Russia itself might be NATO’s 

next victim—“Yugoslavia yesterday, Russia tomorrow. 

Unable to match the U.S. conventional air weapons it 

had observed over Serbia, Moscow concluded that 

“there remains nothing else but to rely on nuclear 

weaponary.”108 One immediate consequence was the 

new Kremlin doctrine reinstating the West as an enemy 

and expanding the conditions under which it would use 

those nuclear weapons. 

Reckless U.S. behavior on the other side of Russia, in 

the Caspian Basin region with its large oil and gas 

reserves, also must end. In the 1990s, the Clinton 

administration began aggressively pursuing pipeline 

arrangements with several former Soviet republics in 
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the Caucasus and Central Asia designed to limit or even 

shut off Moscow’s access to those deposits. In the pur¬ 

suit, there has bean a growing U.S. political, financial, 

and even military presence in a potentially explosive 

region that for centuries was part of the tsarist empire 

and Soviet Union. 

Imagine how this encroachment by faraway America 

is seen from Moscow. Coupled with NATO’s movement 

toward the country’s western borders, it has revived the 

specter of a “hostile encirclement” of Russia. Among 

the worst legacies of Stalinism, that fear played a lam¬ 

entable Cold War and repressive role in Soviet Russian 

politics for four decades until Gorbachev finally exor¬ 

cized it in the late 1980s. Because of U.S. policy, it has 

returned. Even longtime anti-Stalinists now say the des¬ 

pot may have been right about the “imperialist” West. 

Still worse, the Clinton administration learned noth¬ 

ing from the infamously ill-conceived way the victori¬ 

ous Allies treated Germany after World War I. In 

effect, Washington has treated Russia similarly since 

the end of the Cold War, as a vanquished nation. How 

else to understand the administration’s winner-take-all 

statements that the United States has “vital interests” 

and therefore entitlements throughout the former Sovi¬ 

et Union, from the Baltics and Ukraine to Central Asia 

and the Transcaucasus?109 

Evidently, Russia is to be left with very little. Bur¬ 

dened with crushing debt and militarily excluded in the 

west, its energy resources challenged in the south, its 

former allies and republics everywhere claimed by other 

powers, it no longer seems to have any legitimate 

claims, national concerns, or zones of special interest— 
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not even in neighboring Slav nations, judging by U.S. 

protests against the new Russia-Belarus Union. 

Many observers have warned that because of internal 

factors, post-Communist Russia may share the tragic 

fate of Weimar Germany. If so, they should also warn 

about the West’s treating Russia as it did that doomed 

republic.110 In today’s unstable nuclear age, it would 

take fan- less than a Hitler to put the world in the 

gravest imaginable danger. 

Nor have these unwise policies toward Russia 

brought any real compensatory gains. NATO expansion 

has not, and cannot, solve a single serious problem ema¬ 

nating from the former Soviet Union not economic 

collapse, nuclear threats, terrorism, environmental dan¬ 

gers, drug and arms trafficking, international money 

laundering, or others. Moreover, the West could have 

guaranteed the security of the small inducted nations, if 

that really was the purpose, as it can the Baltic States, 

without moving its military alliance menacingly close 

to Russia. 

The U.S.-led NATO bombing of Yugoslavia was equal¬ 

ly unnecessary. If Russia had been given a serious medi¬ 

ating role before the air war was launched, there would 

have been other ways to restrain Milosevic. Instead, 

while violating international law and the United Nations 

Charter, and further damaging America’s moral reputa¬ 

tion, the war left Milosevic in power, much of Serbia’s 

economy in ruins, Kosovo in destitution, the principle of 

resorting to force in ascendancy, and six thousand U.S. 

troops in a quagmire of reverse ethnic cleansing and con¬ 

tinuing violence. Nothing has been permanently resolved, 

and no easy solution or escape is at hand. 
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As for the U.S.-backed pipeline and other anti-Russ¬ 

ian gambits in the Caspian region, where Putin has 

already begun to reassert Russia’s interests, they exem¬ 

plify shortsighted, counterproductive American policy¬ 

making. Even if the pipeline turns out to be financially 

feasible—there is some doubt about this—it will be, 

contrary to Clinton administration boasts, a pyrrhic 

“foreign policy victory.”111 

Without stability in the region, American and other 

Western oil companies cannot operate successfully, and 

Russia has ways to destabilize it whenever it chooses. 

They range from the methods Moscow used in Chech¬ 

nya to exerting its still strong influence or inciting 

unrest in the region’s new states. Washington has allud¬ 

ed to U.S. military support for those regimes, mainly 

authoritarian kleptocracies,112 but it cannot risk war in 

yet another energy zone and still less with nuclear Rus¬ 

sia. To operate profitably in the former Soviet Union, 

Western oil companies will have to respect Russia’s 

long-standing interests and cooperate with Moscow, not 

exclude it. 

Real cooperation—a cliched and abused word in 

international relations—is, of course, what has been 

missing in all of Washington’s policies toward post- 

Communist Russia. Despite the Clinton administration’s 

effusive talk about a post-Cold War era, it actually per¬ 

petuated the fundamentals of Cold War policy-making. 

Ideology, militarized thinking, and zero-sum assump¬ 

tions were the policy hallmarks of that era. Since the 

early 1990s, ideology has been behind the administra¬ 

tion’s missionary crusade, militarized reasoning behind 

its expansion of NATO and air war against Yugoslavia 
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(not to mention the seven other countries it bombed or 

otherwise attacked), and zero-sum calculations behind 

its escapades in the Caspian. 

A new Russia policy is possible only by replacing 

those dangerous anachronisms with common sense, 

political-diplomatic thinking, and the imperative of 

mutual security interests—that is, authentic coopera¬ 

tion. Without it, nothing can be done about the perilous 

instability of Russia’s instruments of mass destruction, 

or even about lesser problems. Kosovo, to take an exam¬ 

ple where Washington now has an enormous stake, will 

eventually require a diplomatic rather than military 

solution, probably political partition. It will not be 

achievable without Russia’s full participation. And there 

will be other important cases, among them Iraq. 

Reengaging Russia therefore means rising above the 

prevailing winner-take-all attitude and recognizing that 

even in its weakened condition, Moscow has legitimate 

interests, rights, and capabilities in world affairs. For 

the Kremlin, those entitlements are now symbolized by 

its seat and veto on the United Nations Security Coun¬ 

cil, the only non-nuclear parity it has left. 

The Clinton administration’s disregard for the Unit¬ 

ed Nations in the 1990s, in favor of U.S. unilateralism 

and NATO, was a major element in the ways it misen- 

gaged Russia. The United States now must also reen¬ 

gage the United Nations and its collective approaches, 

and not only in order to cooperate more fully with 

Moscow.113 The ominous new nuclear age created by 

Russia’s instability threatens many nations. None of 

them alone, not even “the only superpower,” can cope 

with it. 
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The time has come for America to restrain its super¬ 

power impulses in a larger way as well. For more than 

a half century, singe World War II, the United States 

has represented, managed, and defined the West’s rela¬ 

tionship with Russia. Its proxy has long been taken for 

granted as normal, even natural, but in terms of geog¬ 

raphy and history, it is not. If Russia is ever to integrate 

with the West, it will be as a substantially European 

nation primarily through relations with the rest of the 

Continent, not America. The alternative to a new iron 

curtain is not Pax Americana but what Gorbachev 

called “our common European home.” 

The United States must continue to lead in safe¬ 

guarding and reducing instruments of mass destruction, 

but in other areas it should gradually relinquish its 

fifty-year role in the West’s relations with Russia. 

Again, there will be many protests. During the Cold 

War, Soviet Russian overtures to Europe were 

denounced by U.S. policymakers and pundits as a plot 

to steal America’s allies. That possessive anxiety no 

doubt played a part after the Cold War in the U.S. 

insistence on expanding NATO and its purposes. 

There are no longer any good reasons for this habit¬ 

ual fretting or virtual tutelage over Europe itself. In 

the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, close 

Russian-European relations, even royal family ties, did 

no special harm to faraway America, and would do 

none now. And if Russia is not America’s to lose, nei¬ 

ther is Europe. 

In any event, the United States may have increasing¬ 

ly less say in this development. Since the end of the 

Cold War, natural affinities between Europe and Russia 
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have been reemerging—Germany is by far Moscow s 

largest creditor, not America, and the European Union 

already accounts for about 40 percent of Russia s foreign 

trade—along with growing mutual resentment over 

what both perceive to be U.S. political and military 

“hegemonism. ”114 Both are opposed, for instance, to 

Washington’s plan for a missile defense system. 

An exception illustrates this trend. Much more than 

did the U.S. government, European capitals reacted 

strongly against the Kremlin’s brutality in Chechnya. In 

April 2000, the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council 

of Europe, which Moscow joined in 1996, even sus¬ 

pended Russia’s voting rights. And yet, that same 

month Russia’s new president, announcing that “we 

will try to integrate with Europe,” made London the 

site of his first state visit, which the British prime min¬ 

ister eagerly trumpeted as a “new strategic relation¬ 

ship.”115 It was only the beginning of Putin’s activist 

diplomacy toward Western Europe. Even before Clinton 

left Moscow after their meeting in June 2000, the Russ¬ 

ian president had departed for Rome. Putin then made 

a still more important diplomatic visit to Germany. 

We should see political virtue in the necessity of a 

historic European-Russian rapproachment. Unlike Amer¬ 

ica, Europe and Russia shared the twentieth-century 

traumas of war on their own territory, occupation, 

police terror, and dictatorship. (And whereas almost no 

Americans have ever actually known a Communist, vir¬ 

tually every European has, sometimes intimately.) Kin¬ 

ship, understanding, and tolerance often grow out of 

common historical experiences. If nothing else, having 

suffered their own calamities, Europeans are less likely 
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to see Russia as some kind of “calamitous nation” or 

perverse “enigma.” 

Even if it turns put that Europe cannot fully under¬ 

stand or integrate post-Communist Russia, it can hard¬ 

ly do worse than America has done since the end of the 

Soviet Union. After all, Europeans stopped believing in 

missionary crusades a long time ago. 

The Owl of Minerva 

We must end where this book began, with America’s 

Russia-watchers. Do most of them now understand that 

they misconceived their subject for nearly a decade? In 

the new millennium, are U.S. policymakers, journalists, 

and academics finally focused on post-Communist Russ¬ 

ian realities, particularly the dangers, instead of Amer¬ 

ican fictions? 

Russia’s purported transition to prosperity, stability, 

and democracy under Yeltsin ended in an unprecedent¬ 

ed economic depression, human catastrophe, civil war, 

nuclear instability, and with a career KGB officer in the 

Kremlin—hardly the way Russia-watchers had predict¬ 

ed. And yet, as we saw earlier, the outcome has not 

opened their eyes or changed their minds in any fun¬ 

damental ways. Their standard narrative of “Russia’s 

historic transition” remains largely the same, only 

somewhat revised and updated to incorporate the rise of 

Putin. 

Indeed, Yeltsin’s resignation and Putin’s ascent were 

made an occasion, in the first months of 2000, for reaf- 
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firming the story’s “standard templates.” Top editors of 

both the New York Times and the Washington Post wrote 

what could be read only as apologias for the entire 

Yeltsin era and by implication their papers’ coverage of 

the Russian 1990s. One of America’s most eminent Rus¬ 

sia specialists, a former ambassador to Moscow, extend¬ 

ed those rationalizations even to Putin’s savage war in 

Chechnya. A senior historian lent his authority to the 

same apologia. A leading missionary economist contin¬ 

ued to denounce his critics for “shameless naivete or 

cynicism.” Younger transitionologists also clung to their 

templates, one urging the U.S. government to acknowl¬ 

edge the “moral basis” of the post-Communist Krem¬ 

lin’s war.116 

Nor are there any second thoughts about the Ameri¬ 

can crusade, even though it is amply clear from the 

1990s that, as a native observer remarked, “Russia swal¬ 

lows such ‘missionary’ efforts whole.” The point of any 

setbacks, we are still assured, “is not that we’ve misen- 

gaged Russia.” Thus Business Week's specialist continues 

to applaud a Harvard shock therapist’s role in privati¬ 

zation, “one of the most successful reforms of the 

Yeltsin era,” though most Russians today equate it with 

plundering and impoverishment. And American corre¬ 

spondents and investors in Moscow still yearn for Krem¬ 

lin appointees, now under Putin, who are impeccably 

“liberal”—a “market-friendly, English-speaking guy 

who listens a lot to financial markets.” 

Lest doubts arise about the American crusade, a sen¬ 

ior political scientist warns once more against “illusions 

about there being some kind of ‘third Russian way’ 

between the Soviet past and U.S. prescriptions. Indeed, 
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a new generation of academic transitionologists appears 

on the scene worried, in light of IMF failures of the 

1990s, “there will be no instrument left with which to 

guide Russia toward market reform.” A billionaire 

American missionary is deeply disillusioned, but 

because the crusade did not take an even “more direct, 

intrusive approach.” A Washington academic advises 

the U.S. Senate to rectify that shortcoming by funding 

American tutelage over Russian society itself. And a 

Washington Post editorial defiantly proclaims, “Yes, med¬ 

dle in Russia’s affairs.”117 

Worst of all, America’s Russia-watchers are still 

sleepwalking through the new nuclear age, evidently 

unaware that lethal dangers in the country they study 

now exceed any in history. Testifying to a U.S. Senate 

committee on the situation in post-Yeltsin Russia, two 

leading think-tank experts do not even mention those 

growing threats. The head of Russian studies at a major 

university denounces economic proposals to stabilize the 

country as “neo-Sovietism.” A journalist reports that 

NATO expansion has been a U.S. “triumph,” even 

though it has clearly made the nuclear threats worse. A 

foreign affairs columnist recommends “containment vis- 

a-vis Russia,” as though quarantine can prevent nuclear 

explosions and launches.118 

Readers might say it does not matter what the “chat¬ 

tering class,” as the English sometimes call us, thinks 

because it has no real power. In an important respect, 

they would be right. Only presidential power and lead¬ 

ership can enact a new Russia policy to cope with the 

growing dangers. Here too most of the news is bad. 

The Clinton administration’s reaction to Yeltsin’s 
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ignominious departure was to reaffirm the necessity of 

its tutelage policy. “The very absence of clarity about 

Russia’s future ... in the minds of its own people and 

its own leaders,” a top American official explained, 

“requires all the more clarity in U.S. policy.” Having 

lost its designated “personification of Russian reform,” 

the administration quickly nominated Putin for the 

role, angrily dismissing “psychobabble about the KGB 

thing.” 

President Clinton himself remained as missionary as 

ever. Visiting Moscow in June 2000, he was, as a wire 

service report put it, “in an instructional mode.” Speak¬ 

ing to the Russian Parliament, he admitted that “Amer¬ 

icans have to overcome the temptation to think we have 

all the answers,” but, according to another report, 

immediately “proceeded with a catalogue of recom¬ 

mendations that sounded like a transplanted State of 

the Union address.”119 

Contrary to all appearances, the administration’s cru¬ 

sade was said to be on track, Russia being “a work in 

progress” merely in need of more “reform.” It meant 

what it had before—the U.S.-sponsored economic meas¬ 

ures that have destabilized the world’s largest nuclear 

country. Seeing in Putin a chance for a “second begin¬ 

ning” of those policies, the administration and IMF 

immediately tried to influence his choice of economic 

ministers, as they had Yeltsin’s. They urged Putin, in 

return for loans, to appoint “genuine reformers”—the 

same kind who had led Russia into depression and mass 

poverty in the 1990s.120 It was, again in Yogi Berra’s 

useful malapropism, deja vu all over again. 

In democratic theory, the choosing of a new Ameri- 
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can president should include a discussion of failed poli¬ 

cies. As the 2000 presidential election approached, only 

an elliptical debate* about Russia had taken place. Ritu¬ 

alistic statements about arms control aside—the Repub¬ 

lican chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations 

Committee opposed any new such agreements—neither 

major candidate expressed an awareness of the full 

dimensions and gravity of the nuclear threats inside 

Russia, or their underlying causes, even while scientists 

continued to issue urgent warnings. 

The Democratic candidate, Vice President Gore, 

pledged to continue NATO’s eastward expansion and, 

insofar as his positions were discernible, every other ele¬ 

ment of the Clinton administration’s disastrous Russia 

policy. The Republican candidate, Governor George W. 

Bush, on the other hand, proposed a new approach to 

nuclear security. He promised to explore the possibility 

of unilaterally reducing deployed U.S. warheads to lev¬ 

els perhaps substantially below the 3,000 to 3,500 per¬ 

mitted by START II and taking some of the remaining 

ones off high alert status, on the assumption that 

Moscow would reciprocate. 

Such unilateral steps, as readers know, are urgently 

needed. But Bush also favored further NATO expansion 

and an even more expansive missile defense system 

than the limited one advocated by Gore, regardless of 

Russian objections. If carried out, both proposals would 

almost certainly compel Moscow, as readers also under¬ 

stand, to rely even more heavily on its fragile nuclear 

infrastructures and to keep its missiles on hair-trigger 

alert. Indeed, Bush endorsed the Republican Senate’s 

reckless rejection of the Comprehensive Test Ban treaty, 
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which had prompted delegates to a UN conference in 

2000 and others to view the United States itself as 

“something of a nonproliferation rogue state.”121 

Above all, neither presidential candidate showed any 

awareness of the folly of the American crusade to rein¬ 

vent Russia. As its cosponsor in the 1990s, Vice Presi¬ 

dent Gore seemed eager to pursue the same intrusive 

policy already under way in Ukraine. Governor Bush 

did not object, his chief foreign policy adviser echoing 

the crusade’s missionary premise: “The twenty-first cen¬ 

tury will be based on American principles.”122 

We are left with a woeful paradox. An unprecedent¬ 

ed danger and a fateful failure of U.S. policy-making 

have brought forth little if any of the new American 

thinking or leadership that is needed. In this context, 

Hegel’s bleak axiom “The Owl of Minerva spreads its 

wings only with the falling of dusk” seems naively opti¬ 

mistic. The great German philosopher believed that 

although we are unable to comprehend epochal events 

until they unfold, we do then understand them. For the 

first time in history, a fully nuclearized country has 

already been perilously destabilized, but still there is no 

sufficient American understanding. 

Russians who once believed in a wise and compas¬ 

sionate America are despairing.123 Recalling how the 

U.S. government pressured its collapsing Russian ally to 

remain in the carnage of World War I and thus on the 

road to catastrophe in 1917, a Moscow historian fears it 

is happening again: 

The West is rigidly demanding that Russia march for¬ 

ward. This time not towards the Galician foothills of the 
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Carpathians but scarcely in a less dangerous direction. As 

in long ago 1917, the West, not wanting to open its eyes 

to Russia’s real problems, is promising loyalty only in 

exchange for continuing in a direction, begun in 1992, 

that is objectively leading to . . . chaos.124 

There is, however, also an optimistic historical prece¬ 

dent. In the mid-1980s, the world faced a lesser but 

grave nuclear danger. Cold War threats and military 

buildups had led the two superpowers to the brink of 

actual war. It was avoided and the Cold War ended 

largely because of the radical “new thinking” and lead¬ 

ership of Mikhail Gorbachev that emerged in the 

authoritarian Soviet system.125 

Today, democratic America must provide the new 

thinking and leadership, but has yet to do so. Instead, 

the Owl of Minerva still sleeps, wings firmly tucked, 

while the clock of disaster inside Russia ticks toward 

midnight. 
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